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2018 PACISE Conference Schedule 

Friday, April 6th, 2018 

  3:00 - 5:45 PM Registration 

Location: MCT second floor lobby 
  3:00 - 4:00 PM Poster Setup 
 DHC 151 
  4:00 - 5:45 PM Poster Judging 

Location: DHC 151 
  4:15 - 5:45  PM Student Presentations 
  Location: DHC 108, 110  
  4:00 - 5:45  PM PACISE Board Meeting 

Location: MCT 156 
  6:00 - 7:30  PM Dinner Reception and Keynote Speech 

Location: Reisner Dining Hall, Tuscarora Room 
  7:30 - ????  PM Programming Team Practice 

Location: MCT 162, 164 
  7:30 - ????  PM Robotics Team Practice 
 Location: MCT  264 
 
 

 

Saturday, April 7th, 2018 

  7:45 -   8:00 AM Programming Contest Check-In  
 Location: MCT 162 
  7:45 -   8:00 AM Robotics Contest Check-In  
 Location: MCT 264 
  8:00 -   9:00 AM Registration  
   Location: MCT second floor lobby 
  8:00 - 11:45 AM Programming Contest 

Location:  MCT 162, 164 
  8:00 - 11:45 AM  Robotics Contest   
 Location: MCT 264 
  9:00 - 11:45 PM Poster Session 

Location: DHC 151 
 9:00 -   10:00 AM Presentations 

Location: DHC 108, 110 
10:00 - 10:15 AM Break 
10:15 - 11:45 AM Presentations 

Location: DHC 108, 110 
12:00 -           PM Bag Lunch, Award Presentations, and General Meeting 

Location: DHC 151 
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EXTREME CHANGE 

HOW TO BUILD SOFTWARE IN A WORLD OF ACCELERATING CHANGE 
 

 

Samuel Mikel Bowles  

Pivotal Labs, San Francisco 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Too many large organizations have been making the same software engineering mistakes for decades. They start by asking 

users exactly what the want. Then programmers design and build software with those features. Done. But not so fast. Users 

change their minds, business stakeholders have new ideas, and the market shifts beneath us. So what does done look like? 

And how do we make sure the software we’re building is valuable? 

 

This is where Agile software development comes in. At Pivotal we practice a particular type of Agile called Extreme 

Programming or XP.  Rather than planning, analyzing, and designing whole systems before they’re built, we work diligently 

to reduce the cost of change and build them one small step at a time.. 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

 
 

Samuel Mikel Bowles is a Director for Pivotal Labs in San Francisco. In this role, he has helped train companies, from small 

startups like Eero to large enterprises like GE, Intel, and Chevron, to establish high-functioning software teams. He has lead 

teams in delivering over a hundred software products which are used by thousands of businesses and millions of users.  

 

Prior to joining Pivotal Labs, Samuel held a number of senior leadership and design positions both nationally and 

internationally. Most recently he served as the Vice President of the software consultancy Mutually Human. He has also 

served as a board member and Director of Operations for the Information Architecture Institute and has an investment in 

Chicago-based health-care startup Human Practice. 

 

Samuel speaks internationally on how Agile and Lean can be applied to the practice of software design and development. 

During a seven year period between 2003 and 2010, he lived in Spain and put his experience to work for a non-profit 

organization providing communication services to North African aid organizations.  
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PARTICIPATING TEAMS 
 

SCHOOL COACH TEAM TEAM NAME MEMBERS 

Bloomsburg University Robert Montante 1 MontCS and His very Best John Gibson 

    Volan Nanpalle 

    Jake Nocentino 

  2 Friend Functions Ethan Barlow 

    Gryphon Ayers 

    Derek Spachman 

  3 11's a Crowd Jared Frank 

    Brett Logan 

    Laura Josuweit 

     

Clarion University Jody Strausser 1 Charion's Fast 'n' Loose Alex Day 

    Chris Mankos 

    Jonathan Lander 

     

Edinboro University Amanda Porter 1 E|U|P Matthew MacAllister 

    Rachel Bennett 

    Gabriel Dougherty 

  2 #!/bin/g++ Christopher Persinger 

    Anthony Criscione 

    Tessa Williams 

     

Lock Haven University Krish Pillai 1 Bald Eagles Nicholas Page 

    Abigail Markish 

    Zachary Packer 

     

Millersville University Todd Echterling 1 try {&&} catch (up} {} Ryan Peterson 

    Alayna Woleslagle 

    Hugh Quinn 

  2 It's Not Efficiency Club Connor Billings 

    Henry Schmale 

    Dan Hartenstine 

  3 Just Boolen'n John Fazio 

    Nick Russell 

    Jessie Hildbrandt 
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Shippensburg University Chen Huo 1 The Meme Dream Team Derek Belsky 

    Christopher  Boyer 
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PROGRAMMING COMPETITION WINNERS 
 

 

First Place:  try {&&} and catch (up){}, Millersville University 
 
    Ryan Peterson 

    Alayna Woleslagle 

    Hugh Quinn 

 
Second Place: Clarion’s Fast 'n' Loose, Clarion University 

 

    Alex Day 

    Chris Mankos 

    Jonathan Lander 

 

Third Place: It's Not Efficiency Club, Millersville University 

 

    Connor Billings 

    Henry Schmale 

    Dan Hartenstine 
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ROBOTICS COMPETITION  
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PARTICIPATING TEAMS 
 

SCHOOL COACH TEAM TEAM NAME MEMBERS 

Clarion University Jody Strausser 1 Fly Eagles Fly Robotics Sarah Hrubetz 

    Brendan Burch 

    Jesse Bordas 

    Breanna Greggs (alt) 

t     

Edinboro University Joe Molnar 1 Auto Scots Zachary Gransbury 

    Austin Porter 

    Autumn Wilson 

    Salim Khalife (alt) 

     

Lock Haven University Krish Pillai 1 Bald Eagles Caroline Rublein 

    Shaun Donohue 

     

     

Shippensburg University C. Dudley Girard 1 Prefer Not to Answer Nathaniel Manning 

    Evan Schoenberger 
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ROBOTICS COMPETITION WINNERS 
 

 

First Place:  Auto Scots, Edinboro University 
 
    Zachary Gransbury 

    Austin Porter 

    Autumn Wilson 

    Salim Khalife (alt) 

 
Second Place: Bald Eagles, Lock Haven University 

 

    Caroline Rublein 

    Shaun Donohue 

 

Third Place: Fly Eagles Fly Robotics, Clarion University 

 

    Sarah Hrubetz 

    Brendan Burch 

    Jesse Bordas 

    Breanna Greggs (alt) 
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BEST PAPER AWARDS 
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Faculty:   Dale E. Parson, Kutztown University 

 

CREATIVE GRAPHICAL CODING VIA PIPELINED PIXEL  

MANIPULATION 

 

 

Graduate student:   Jesse C.Sealand, Joanna Bieniek,, Jonathan Tomko, and   

Raed Seetan, Slippery Rock University 

 

APPLICATION OF GRADIENT BOOSTING ALGORITHMS FOR  

PREDICTION OF RELAPSE IN CHILDHOOD ACUTE  

LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA (ALL) 

 

 

Undergraduate student: Matthew Bonham and Richard Burns, West Chester University 

 

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS OF EMOJI ON TWITTER 
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BEST POSTER AWARD 
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Best poster:  Evan Schoenberger, Shippensburg University 
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LEXICOGRAPHIC ADVENTURES: RHYTHM AND SURPRISES IN OPEN 

SOURCE WORD LISTS 
 

 

David Dailey and Nathaniel Zeiger 

Slippery Rock University 

david.dailey@sru.edu, nrz1002@sru.edu 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Over the past 20 years, author Dailey and various SRU 

students including the second author have built and 

expanded a variety of lexicographic resources used 

primarily for the teaching of UNIX shell scripting but also 

for investigating a variety of linguistic analyses of the 

English lexicon. This paper briefly summarizes the nature 

of some of these investigations. 

 

KEY WORDS 

UNIX, linguistics, lexicography  

 

1. Introduction 
 

Lexicography has a long and distinguished history, with 

“monolingual Sumerian wordlists in cuneiform writing on 

clay tablets,” dating from 3200 BC. [1]. That history has 

been developed cross-culturally and continually since that 

time. 

 

At least since the work of Carter Revard in 1967 [2], the 

Brown corpus [3] and the beginning of Project Gutenberg 

in 1971 [4], scholars have expressed interest in obtaining 

and leveraging computer access to lexicographic resources, 

particularly those that have entered the public domain. As 

Michael Hart (the founder of the Gutenberg Project) 

explained [4]: 

 

The Selection of Project Gutenberg Etexts:  

There are three portions of the Project Gutenberg Library, 

basically be described as Light Literature; such as Alice in 

Wonderland, Heavy Literature; such as the Bible, 

Shakespeare, etc. References; such as Roget's Thesaurus, 

almanacs, and a set of encyclopedia, dictionaries, etc. 

 

In 1980-82, Dailey worked with Revard and others at the 

University of Tulsa to compile collections of lexicographic 

resources for use in journalistic, anthropological, 

sociological, linguistic and psychological research. After 

that, changes in his academic discipline led him in other 

scholarly directions, but since 1999, he has often taught a 

course in UNIX shell scripting. He has found that using 

English word lists as “data” is something that students, who 

might lack mathematical or actuarial experience, might 

find to offer a more intuitive dataset than, for example, 

amortization tables. Accordingly, I’ve tried to keep a set of 

resources such as English word lists, thesauruses and 

dictionaries available for students to use to practice their 

sed, grep and awk skills.  

 

 

2. A brief illustration of the sorts of 

investigations to follow 

 
In order that the reader might have some idea of the sorts 

of investigations that follow, one relatively simple, but at 

the same time, we think, unusual inquiry is presented. 

 

Q: What do the following words have in common? 

 

dehort  chintz  

biopsy  begirt 

almost  mopsy 

horst  glory 

gipsy  ghost 

forty  first 

filmy  empty 

dirty  deity 

deist  chino 

chimp  blowy 

bijou  below 

begot  begin 

befit  amort 

ahint  aglow 

aegis  adopt 

adept  adeps 

abort  abhor 

 

A: The letters of each word are in alphabetical order:  For 

example almost: a<l<m<o<s<t.  

 

In fact, these represent all five and six letter words having 

this property found in a particular dictionary [4]. The little 

awk script we used to find them is as follows: 

 

awk '{c=0; for (i=1; i<=NF; ++i) { if ($i < $(i+1)) c++ }; 

if (c>NF-2) print $0,NF }' FS="" FR2009|sort -nk2 

(In which FR2009 is the dictionary used [5], see also the 

description of resource #9 in Section IA.) It should be noted 

for sake of transparency that one “word” found by this 

script was not included: “‘cept” since it begs the question 
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of whether or not this is a real word, and if so, whether or 

not the apostrophe is, indeed, alphabetically prior to the 

lower case alphabetic characters that follow it. 

 

Counting the number of such words, via the commands:  

 

awk '{c=0; for (i=1; i<=NF; ++i) { if ($i < $(i+1)) c++ }; 

if (c>NF-2) print $0,NF }' FS="" FR2009|wc –l 

406 

 

and 

 

awk '{c=0; for (i=1; i<=NF; ++i) { if ($i < $(i+1)) c++ }; 

if (c>NF-2) print $0,NF }' FS="" FR2009|sort -nk2|awk 

'{print $2}'|uniq -c 

     32 1 

    130 2 

    126 3 

     83 4 

     30 5 

      5 6 

we find 406 words (including 32 one letter words, 130 two 

letter words and so forth).  

 

It should be noted, however, if we use a much larger 

dictionary, such all words that appear in at least two of the 

sixteen resources discussed above, then a few extras can be 

found, including these gems: horsy, adhort, adipsy, 

agnosy, befist, begins, behint, beknot, bijoux, cestuy, 

chimps, chinos, chinoy, deflow, deflux, dehors, deimos, 

deinos, delors, dhikrs, diluvy, dimpsy, ghosty, deglory, 

egilops, and the eight letter aegilops, “a genus of Eurasian 

and North American plants in the grass family”  [7]. 

 

A natural question, it would seem, is whether or not there 

are more words whose letters are in inverse alphabetical 

order. The answer is consistent across both of these 

dictionaries: No. 

 

Table 1 shows the number of positively and negatively 

alphabetical words (as ‘almost’ or ‘sponge’, respectively) 

for the smaller FRELI dictionary [5] as well as the larger 

word list TwoOrMore [8]. 

 

Number of 

words 

FRELI [5] 

73735 

words 

TwoOrMore [8] 

406712 words 

Alphabetical (as 

a<l<m<o<s<t) 

406 2195 

InverseAlpha (as 

s>p>o>n>g>e) 

243 1594 

 

The words in inverse alphabetical order (i.e., 

‘monotonically decreasing’) were found via the following 

awk script (using, for instance, the Freli words, in 

FR2009): 

 

awk '{c=0; for (i=1; i<=NF; ++i) { if ($i > $(i+1)) c++ }; 

if (c>NF-1) print $0,NF }' FS="" FR2009|sort -nk2 

Interestingly, this predominance of positively alphabetic 

words over the negatively alphabetic ones persists for all 

letter lengths greater than one. 

  

This result is, perhaps, counterintuitive at several levels of 

expectation. Why aren’t there more such words? Why 

aren’t there longer examples? Why are there more that 

increase alphabetically than those that decrease? Such 

questions will be examined in more detail in this paper. 

 

 

3. A selection of resources from which other 

resources have been made 
 

In 1980, at the University of Tulsa, Dailey researched the 

speed with which people could determine when two 

sequences of letters (words or not) might have the same 

letters within them.  How quickly, the studies asked, might 

people be able to respond in a reaction time experiment that 

the words “READ” and “DARE” for example, contain the 

same four letters? The results were intriguing, with certain 

categories of permutations and word/non-word pairings 

being far quicker for most subjects than others. Later 

analyses suggested strong cross-cultural differences in 

many of the results.  Fundamental to such a study was the 

collection of anagrams, and for that, access to a “good” list 

of English words was important. In those days, a list of 

words for use in word games contained only a few 

thousand four letter words, and those could be keyed by 

hand, absent the availability of machine readable 

resources. 

  

The first large online lexical resources that Dailey became 

aware of included an earlier version (36,000 words instead 

of the 2009 version with its 73,000 words) of the FRELI 

project [5], the 1911 Roget’s thesaurus [9], and the 1913 

Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary [11]. The 1913 Webster’s, 

from the Gutenberg Project [4], was packed with 

etymologies, complex and inconsistent markup, foreign 

words, errata, and was too difficult to parse for use in class 

assignments. The thesaurus, also from Gutenberg, was a bit 

too limited in raw vocabulary, and was somewhat quirky, 

owing, perhaps, to Roget’s rather idiosyncratic notions of 

semantic theory.  The vocabulary of the FRELI list, on the 

other hand, was “believable”. That is, most of the 36,000 

words in it, “looked like words”, even when an entry itself 

might not have been a part of one’s own vocabulary.  As 

will be seen, not all such resources share this property of 

“face validity” among native speakers of the language. One 

might ask why we do not use more modern and 

authoritative resources.  

 

The answer: copyright law!  Works published prior to 1923 

in the United States have entered the public domain, more 

modern works almost always remain under copyright [10]. 

Accordingly, one is, for sake of unsponsored academic 

research and teaching, likely to seek open source, and or, 

public domain lexical resources. 
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3.1  Various Open Source Word Lists 

 

Altogether, we’ve been able to locate 16 different lists of 

English words, each with an open license that allows re-

use, typically with attribution of source.  In several cases, 

the work has entered the public domain due to expiration 

of copyright. These dictionaries vary considerably in age 

(ranging from the 19th through 21st centuries) and degree of 

curation (some have been carefully curated by 

lexicographers or dictionary authors, while others have 

been sampled from large collections of “free range” 

English text). They also differ in orthographic convention 

(the handling of hyphenations, apostrophes, capitalization 

and non-ASCII characters, like é, æ and ñ), and “lexical 

tolerance” (what we call the degree of rigidity or toleration 

for such things as slang, misspellings, trademarks, place 

names, vulgarity, etc.). 

 

Dictionaries are not all the same. In truth, since the days of 

Samuel Johnson’s first dictionary of the English language 

[10], the dictionary author’s personality [11] has 

influenced the final product, and, as is obvious from a 

cursory look at any “old” dictionary [10, 13], the English 

language changes over time. Many dictionaries come from 

a particular philosophical perspective and have more or 

less tolerance for the speech of the masses. For example, 

Webster was more prudish than Samuel Johnson, though 

he still came under some criticism for including too many 

vulgar words in his dictionary. In response he wrote: 

 

“...one thing must be acknowledged by any man who will 

inspect the various dictionaries in the English language, 

that if any portion of such words are inadmissible, Johnson 

has transgressed the rules of lexicography beyond any 

other compiler, for his work contains more of the lowest of 

all vulgar words than any other now extant ... Any person 

who will have the patience and candor to compare my 

dictionary with others will find that there is not a 

vocabulary of the English language extant more free from 

local, vulgar, and obscene words as mine.” 

 

By the time of the publication of the 1973 edition of the 

Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary [13] all of the seven 

words that George Carlin in his famous 1972 monologue 

[12] on the subject said could not be used on television, 

were indeed “in the dictionary.” 

 

While certain lexical resources (e.g., the 1919 Webster’s 

Collegiate Dictionary) [13] are now available online, the 

text for such has been converted to digital text through 

OCR, rendering many of those resources very difficult to 

use. For example, here are two entries (for consonantly and 

consort, respectively) from the version available from The 

Internet Archive. 

  

OOn'SO-nant-ly, adv. In consonance ; in accord.  

 

eon-sort' (kon-s6rt'), v. i. To unite ; associate ; also, to ac-  

cord ; agree. — v. t. To escort or attend ; accompany. 06s.  

Cleaning up this sort of material for further use would 

require a major effort.  Fortunately, the Gutenberg Project 

has often crowd-sourced the human effort to provide 

reliable machine readable versions of such lexical 

resources. Many of the resources that we’ve used come 

from there. 

 

Another very noteworthy resource is the Wiktionary 

(located at https://www.wiktionary.org/ ). It claims over 5 

million entries for English, and is an open source, 

collaborative project. Unfortunately, as of this writing, 

though the words in the database are searchable, we have 

been unable to find a way to download the lexical data to 

be able to query it repeatedly or to compare and contrast its 

data with the other resources we have made use of. 

 

Here are the particular resources we’ve been able to use. 

By “use” we mean to find open access versions of, which 

are of sufficiently consistent encoding that they may be 

“consolidated” and compared to see the degree to which 

these resources overlap and differ. In some of the cases 

below, e.g., #10, AllenW, and #3 WebsUni, the raw 

dictionary itself was downloaded as a text file and then 

converted first to a word frequency tabulation and then to 

a listing of unique words used in the resource. So when the 

138,000 words in the Webster resource are referenced, this 

doesn’t mean that all of those words had definitions within 

the dictionary, since some of those terms may have been 

used in the definitions of other words. 

 

Here are the particular resources we’ve been able to use, 

with brief descriptions. 

 

1. 74550com.mon from the Moby Project [15, 16].  

74,550 common dictionary words. A list of words in 

common with two or more published dictionaries. 

 

2. 354984si.ngl from Moby Project [15, 16].  354,984 

single words. Over 354,000 single words, excluding proper 

names, acronyms, or compound words and phrases. This 

list does not exclude archaic words or significant variant 

spellings. 

 

3. WebsUni -- From Webster's Revised Unabridged 

Dictionary, 1913. 138,900 words.  In the public domain. 

(See 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Webster's_Dictionary#1913

_edition) The version we have used (see 

http://granite.sru.edu/~ddailey/cgi/readwebster?wild) 

comes from the OPTED project: 

http://www.mso.anu.edu.au/~ralph/OPTED/index.html 

 

4. Engwords -- https://invokeit.wordpress.com/frequency-

word-lists/ 456,631 words. English Word Frequency list. 

Downloaded fall 2016 from Hermit Dave. Licensed under 

Creative Commons – Attribution / ShareAlike 3.0.  These 

word frequency lists were generated through scripts which 

excerpt data from the Open (movies) Subtitles Database at 

http://opus.lingfil.uu.se/OpenSubtitles2012.php . See 
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https://invokeit.wordpress.com/about/ for further 

explanation.  

 

5. 113809of.fic from Moby Project [15, 16]. 113,809 

words. A list of words permitted in crossword games such 

as Scrabble(tm). Compatible with the first edition of the 

Official Scrabble Players Dictionary(tm).  

 

6. USDW -- /usr/share/dict/words 479,828 words. The 

historic UNIX/Linux spell checker [17, 18]. The versions 

in current Linux distributions seem to be largely based on 

the SCOWL project [19].  

 

7. Awords -- Academic Words from Corpus of 

Contemporary American English [20].  18559 words. The 

COCA project at Brigham Young University provides 

some information (like this vocabulary of words derived 

from academic journals) free of charge. The academic 

words represent a source of reliable entries though under-

represented in word frequency analyses stemming from 

other sources. 

 

8. BNCwords -- Words from the British National Corpus. 

131237 words. The British National Corpus (BNC) [21] is 

a “100 million word collection of samples of written and 

spoken language from a wide range of sources, designed to 

represent a wide cross-section of British English, from the 

late twentieth century.” The subset used here: BNCwords 

is a subset of the British National Corpus provided by 

Adam Kilgariff as described at 

http://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/bnc-readme.html.  

 

9. FRELI -- http://www.nkuitse.com/freli/ 73177 words. 

"FRELI (the Free Repository of English Lexical 

Information) ..." This is release 20090227 of FRELI (the 

Free Repository of English Lexical Information), a freely 

redistributable list of English words with associated 

information (parts of speech, alternate spellings, etc.). 

Creative Commons Attribution License, version 2.0.  

 

10. AllenW -- from Allen's Synonmyms and Antonyms by 

F. Sturges Allen. 56077 words. 1920 Published by Harper 

and Bros., hence in the public domain.   See 

https://archive.org/details/allenssynonymsan00alle. 

Downloaded from the Gutenberg Project. 

 

11. SouleW -- from A Dictionary Of English Synonymes 

And Synonymous Or Parallel Expressions Designed As A 

Practical Guide To Aptness And Variety Of Phraseology 

By Richard Soule Boston: 1871. 27417 words. In the 

public domain and downloaded from the Gutenberg 

Project. 

 

12. FallowsW -- from A Complete Dictionary of 

Synonyms and Antonyms or Synonyms and Words of 

Opposite Meaning. 1898 by Rev. Samuel Fallows, A.M., 

B.D. 19474 words. Public domain and accessed from the 

Gutenberg Project as digitized and reset by Steve Wood 

2016. 

13. FernW -- English Synonyms and Antonyms With 

Notes on the Correct Use of Prepositions By James C. 

Fernald, L.H.D. Nineteenth edition, Funk & Wagnalls 

Company New York and London, 1896 

16132 words.  In the public domain and accessed from the 

Gutenberg project. 

 

14. PutW -- Putnam's Word Book. Putnam's Word Book. 

A Practical Aid in Expressing Ideas through the Use of an 

Exact and Varied Vocabulary (Under the title Synonyms, 

Antonyms, and Associated Words). Louis A. Flemming. 

Copyright, 1913 By G. P. Putnam's Sons. 29732 words. In 

the public domain and accessed from the Gutenberg 

project. 

 

15. 2Words 2of12full.txt. 48564 words. From the SCOWL 

project [19]. Specifically, it comes from the 12Dicts 

package of Alan Beale. The file 2of12full.txt contains the 

all words appearing in more than than one of Alan Beale's 

source dictionaries. 

 

16. W2Words BYU COCA ngrams (2 words).  

68784 words. A word list derived from the 2word ngrams 

from COCA. The COCA project [20] makes available for 

free, selected ngram data presenting the frequency of co-

occurrence of pairs of English words. 

 

As can be observed, these resources are quite 

heterogeneous, concerning their dates of origin as well as 

the methodologies by which they were assembled or 

harvested. Some are likely quite well-curated, with the 

dictionary makers having painstakingly deliberated over 

the entries. However, with some of the older resources, and 

carefully curated resources, there are OCR errors. With 

some of the more modern resources, the nature of 

harvesting-based methodology has allowed certain 

amounts of noise to enter the data – such is likely to be the 

case with gathering data from garden variety users of the 

language. 

 

 

4. Various Idiosyncrasies Associated with 

These Resources 

 
At first glance, it might seem straightforward to simply 

form the set theoretic union of the sixteen word lists 

described in the earlier section. In UNIX/Linux, the 

"comm" command is built precisely to examine 

intersections and unions of the lines of two files. [23] 

 

In the earlier version of the FRELI project [5], within the 

first screenful of words is the following: 

 

abb&eacute; 

 

This particular resource uses “HTML character entities” 

like “&eacute;” to represent the Unicode character: é. That 

is, by “abb&eacute; “is meant “abbé”. Some of the files 
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followed this convention while others used the actual 

Unicode characters. Accordingly, a script needed to be 

written convert HTML entities to their Unicode 

equivalents. 

 

Initially, resources were scanned for such characters, using 

a simple grep. Displaying the actual character next to the 

encoding required a bit of tedium for the translation. (The 

program UniTrans, described below). 

 

Finding and replacing HTML entities used in 

resource #3 WebsUni 

paste <(grep -o "&[^&;]*;" WebsWords|sort|uniq -c) 

<(for i in `grep -o "&[^&;]*;" WebsWords|sort|uniq`; 

do echo $i `echo $i|./UniTrans`; done)|awk '{print $1, 

$2, $4}' 

7 &aacute; á 

6 &acirc; â 

528 &aelig; æ 

5 &agrave; à 

1 &atilde; ã 

8 &auml; ä 

14 &ccedil; ç 

232 &eacute; é 

18 &ecirc; ê 

41 &egrave; è 

174 &euml; ë 

1 &icirc; î 

14 &iuml; ï 

15 &ntilde; ñ 

1 &oacute; ó 

7 &ocirc; ô 

179 &oelig; œ 

152 &ouml; ö 

3 &ucirc; û 

1 &ugrave; ù 

12 &uuml; ü 

 

As we could find nothing in the standard Linux distribution 

to do this, the program UniTrans is merely a chain of sed 

substitution commands: 

 

sed ' 

s/&aacute;/á/g; s/&acirc;/â/g; 

s/&aelig;/æ/g; s/&AElig;/Æ/g; 

s/&agrave;/à/g; s/&atilde;/ã/g; 

s/&auml;/ä/g; s/&ccedil;/ç/g; 

s/&Ccedil;/Ç/g; s/&eacute;/é/g; 

s/&Eacute;/É/g; s/&ecirc;/ê/g; 

s/&egrave;/è/g; s/&euml;/ë/g; 

s/&icirc;/î/g; s/&iuml;/ï/g; 

s/&ntilde;/ñ/g; s/&oacute;/ó/g; 

s/&ocirc;/ô/g; s/&oelig;/œ/g; 

s/&OElig;/Œ/g; s/&ouml;/ö/g; 

s/&ucirc;/û/g; s/&ugrave;/ù/g; 

s/&uuml;/ü/g;' 

 

Another of the problems is the handling of proper names. 

Some don’t include them; others do, but signal them with 

initial capital letters. Still others include many word tokens 

twice: once capitalized and once not (for example “the” and 

“The” both being included in the word list). Our general 

approach to this has been to convert all characters 

(including such things as ‘Æ’ and ‘æ’) to lowercase. It 

would require manual intervention to discriminate between 

proper names that had been converted to lowercase by a 

particular author from “regular” words, so, no attempt to 

“cleanse” the actual words themselves was made. 

Additionally, it was found that some resources (like the 

British National Corpus) had multiple entries for words, 

based on the different sense, or part of speech that the word 

(like “left” as either an adjective or a verb) might have. 

Hence, sorting each of the files and running it through uniq 

(which removes duplicates) was essential. 

 

Some of the files came with “carriage return” plus “new 

line” sequences between the words, while others used the 

standard UNIX convention of just the “\n” as the record 

delimiter. In order to merge files, it was important that this 

be standardized! Some, like McomX and WebsUni allow 

certain multi-word entries (like ad hoc) while others have 

only one “word” per lexical entry. 

 

Finally, after the basic ground rules of the files (and 

encodings of the files) had been standardized, it was time 

to compare these datasets.  First, we present a cursory view 

of the sizes of each resource: 

 

$ wc McomX MSinX WebsUni EngWords MoffX USDW 

Awords BNCwords F09u AllenW SouleW FallowsW 

FernW PutW 2Words W2Words 

 

74550  89925  730682 McomX 

354983  354983  3712683 MSinX 

98532  101505  962913 WebsUni 

456631  456631  4034760 EngWords 

113809  113809  1016714 MoffX 

479828  479828  4953680 USDW 

18559  18559  169241 Awords 

131237  131236  1163970 BNCwords 

73735  73735  759817 F09u 

56077  56077  485918 AllenW 

27417  27417  251972 SouleW 

19474  19474  189341 FallowsW 

16132  16132  140345 FernW 

29732  29732  274018 PutW 

48564  48564  445085 2Words 

68784  68784  603383 W2Words 

2068044  2086391  19894522 total 

 

Next, a partial attempt to view the redundancy and overlap 

of pairs of these resources was made. For two resources, 

like WebsUni and BNCwords, the comm command can be 

used to determine the size of the intersection of the two 

word lists. Specifically, the following case reveals that only 

29,823 words are in common to the 98,532 words in 

WebsUni and the 131,237 words in BNCwords. 

 

$ comm -12 WebsUni BNCwords|wc 

 

That number is entered into the table in the lower triangular 

portion of the matrix where the two meet. Where WebsUni 

intersects itself, there is listed the total size of the resource, 

for easy reference. 

 

The comm command can also be used to form differences 

between two sets (WebsUni – BNCWords or BNCWords - 
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WebsUni). Not all of these analyses were performed, since 

the overlap data (containing intersections) gave the bulk of 

the information sought about the degree of redundancy 

between the resources. 

  

As we compared and contrasted these various sets of 

words, several of the idiosyncrasies of the word lists 

became apparent. A cursory analysis of the UNIX words, 

USDW, for example reveals something that all who have 

looked at that resource probably realize: there are a lot of 

things that don’t look like words, for example: 

 

$ head -12 USDW|tail -2 

2,4,5-t 

2,4-d 

 

Given that the file’s history is not just for use in spell-

checking but also for validating that passwords are 

“secure”, it makes some sense that many things in it would 

not be conventional words. While a typical unabridged 

dictionary of English might have 150,000 words, the nearly 

half a million entries in USDW are certain to have many 

oddities.  An analysis of the length of words in USDW is 

revealing containing words of length 29, 30, 31 and even 

45 including for example:   

‘dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane’, ‘half-embracinghalf-

embracingly’ and 

‘pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanokoniosis’ [24]. 

 

An analysis of the length of words in USDW is revealing: 

 

$ cat USDW|awk '{print NF}' FS=""|sort -n|uniq -c 

 

53  1 

1271  2 

6221  3 

13208  4 

25104  5 

41699  6 

53944  7 

62334  8 

62615  9 

54667  10 

46510   11 

37583   12 

27976   13 

19326   14 

12160   15 

7137   16 

4014   17 

2010   18 

1055   19 

508   20 

240   21 

103   22 

50   23 

19   24 

9   25 

2   26 

3   27 

2   28 

2   29 

1   30 

1   31 

1   45 

 

This shows word lengths that are generally typical of 

English words (varying between 2 and 15 letters, but that 

there are some really long words too: 

 

$ cat USDW|awk 'NF> 25 {print $0}' FS="" 

 

antidisestablishmentarianism 

cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine 

dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane 

electroencephalographically 

half-embracinghalf-embracingly 

hydroxydehydrocorticosterone 

hydroxydesoxycorticosterone 

Mentor-on-the-Lake-Village 

microspectrophotometrically 

pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis 

straight-from-the-shoulder 

trinitrophenylmethylnitramine 

 

“Pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis”, by the 

way, is “a word invented by the president of the National 

Puzzlers' League as a synonym for the disease known as 

silicosis. It is the longest word in the English language 

published in a dictionary, the Oxford English Dictionary, 

which defines it as "an artificial long word said to mean a 

lung disease caused by inhaling very fine ash and sand 

dust” [24]. 

 

The BNCwords list (from Oxford University, of all places) 

contains such entries as 

 

$0.0090497 

00.00z 

+0.068 

0.1&ins 

031–469 

0.5°c 

⅛pt 

£100,000-a-year 

a.agassizii 

adrichem-boogaert 

aef-1&agr 

 

The BYU COCA list had some oddities as well. The list 

contained about 6000 words including ‘backsplash’ and 

‘baby-boomer’ that were not in the 15 other dictionaries.  

But looking deeper, we found a curiosity: eleven words that 

contain ‘@’ as a letter. Each of these appeared to be the 

email address of a journalist (e.g., ‘talk@npr.org’): rather 

an odd choice for inclusion in a list of words.     
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While one can certainly imagine rules to assist one in 

culling these various resources to reduce some of the 

pandemonium, human curation is ultimately the only key 

to properly cleansing the lists of the obvious non-words. 

The problem of course, is that one person’s obvious non-

word may be perfectly legitimate to another. Ultimately, by 

using the approach of 12Dicts package of Alan Beale (as 

in resource # 15, 2Words ), we may view not just the 

word’s frequency of usage within the language, but the 

number of lexical resources in which it appears as a good 

indicator of the word’s validity.  We will see in Section II 

still more reasons (probably stemming mainly from foreign 

words used in English texts) to take these data with a bit of 

suspicion. Nonetheless, if a word appears in 2 or more of 

the dictionaries, then it is far less likely, it would seem, to 

be “noise” of one sort or another. 

 

Next, the union of all sixteen dictionaries was created: 

 

$ cat McomX MSinX WebsUni EngWords MoffX USDW 

Awords BNCwords F09u AllenW SouleW FallowsW 

FernW PutW 2Words W2Words|sort|uniq -c 

>WordsInManyPlaces 

 

$ wc WordsInManyPlaces 

946943  1911581 16794870 WordsInManyPlaces 

 

When this process was completed, WordsInManyPlaces 

contained about 1 million distinct “words” as well as a 

number representing the number of resources in which that 

word occurs. The latter data is particularly interesting, 

since it represents the “wordiness” of a word: that is how 

many of these resources actually attest to this lexical entry 

as being an actual word. 

 

 

5. An amalgamated approach to a “meta-

dictionary” 

 
By combining the talents and efforts (both manual and 

digital) of many different lexicographers, one can perhaps 

arrive at a meta-resource that overcomes some of the 

limitations of each. While a simple “union” of word lists, 

might compound the errors of each, knowing the degree of 

unanimity associated with an entry is perhaps a better 

indicator of its validity than mere usage. Many 

lexicographers have made lists of frequently misused 

words, implying that not all uses are considered valid, and 

that some “misuses” are indeed “frequent.” People rely on 

dictionaries to be “authoritative.” There seems to be a 

historical unwillingness to allow the concept of a “word” 

to reflect momentary whims. At the same time, language 

changes.  While few people over the age of forty know the 

meaning of “parkour” (an extreme sport), almost all of 

Dailey’s students (based on in-class surveys) do. At the 

same time, Dailey has observed that few of his students 

know the meaning of the word “platen” (a part of a 

typewriter). 

While the actual speakers of a language might be guilty of 

all manner of slang, informality and even intentional 

innovation, the lexicographer is generally interested more 

in studying “the language” than people’s abuse of it 

(intentional or otherwise). Nonetheless one can posit that 

“abuse” is often one of the driving forces which compels 

the changes in language that make it so very interesting.  

 

At http://cs.sru.edu/~ddailey/cgi/Wotsa?15, we have 

provided a meta-resource that, for a given number 0<n<17 

returns a random sample of words that are in precisely n of 

the sixteen word lists described herein. If one seeks words 

that are unanimously accepted, then “16” can be chosen as 

the value of the parameter. If one’s threshold for 

lexicographic authenticity is considerably more relaxed, 

then one might choose 1, and see samples of the half 

million words that are in only one of the dictionaries.  

 

Here are some data showing the number of words in n 

dictionaries as a function of n: 

 

$  awk '{print $1}' WordsInManyPlaces |sort -n|uniq 

-c 

 539604   1 

 192198 2 

 93214 3 

 34912 4 

 20992 5 

 18011 6 

 9651 7 

  6755 8 

  5407 9 

  4495 10 

  3734 11 

  3373 12 

  3038 13 

  3088 14 

  3294 15 

  5177                                                                           16 

 

Observe that a) the number of words in only one word list 

is larger than the size of any one of the word lists; b) the 

number of words common to all 16 is only about 5000.  

There is, from these resources, substantially less inter-rater 

reliability concerning our lexicon than one might imagine. 

 

Following, for sake of illustration, such that the reader 

might get a sense of just what sorts of words belong to each 

of these sixteen categories of “wordiness,” are random 

examples of each. 

 

$ for i in `seq 1 16`; do echo $i ; shuf -n 3 <(grep 

^[[:space:]]*$i[[:space:]] WordsInManyPlaces); echo 

$’\n’; done 

 

1 quick-speaking 

1 shwei 

1 patchway 
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2 unprotect 

2 sheaveless 

2 scurfer 

 

3 lanosities 

3 irrupts 

3 demotions 

 

4 first-aid 

4 moulins 

4 serenatas 

 

5 welly 

5 chromed 

5 merozoite 

 

6 trundled 

6 hundredths 

6 bespangled 

 

7 landscapist 

7 quintal 

7 captiously 

 

8 forewarning 

8 poppa 

8 scowling 

 

9 lefty 

9 sideshow 

9  wheaten 

 

10 diatonic 

10 incase 

10 adulterated 

 

11 lands 

11 endoscope 

11 devilry 

 

12 imbroglio 

12 archery 

12 skyward 

 

13 matronly 

13 consciously 

13 biscuit 

 

14 daze 

14 tobacco 

14 dissatisfied 

 

15 crusty 

15 evacuate 

15 wane 

 

16 garb 

16 impulsive 

16 sauce 

 

As a quasi-practical example of the use of these data, in 

2015 Dailey created a word search game, in which words 

were randomly selected, and from which people could find 

collections of words by traversing letters in geographic 

proximity to one another. To guarantee that the game could 

be solved, the letters would be chosen from actual words 

sampled randomly. But at the same time, players could 

select letters in any order, so that anagrams of words could 

be recognized by the program. The reader can experiment 

with the game here:  

http://cs.sru.edu/%7Eddailey/slidewords.htm .  

 

The key to such things seems to be that players are 

displeased when they find words, but the software fails to 

recognize that it is a word. At the same time, one of 

Dailey’s colleagues said he liked the game and would be 

interested if his grandchildren could play. That implied that 

some care should be taken not to include the standard 

obscenities in the game’s vocabulary. The problem 

encountered was that if the threshold was set high enough 

to exclude obvious obscenities, then it was also so high that 

many well-known and perfectly legitimate seeming words 

would be excluded. Time was spent in the first few weeks 

of testing the program manually adding words when found 

they were not present!  There seems to be no substitute for 

hand-curation of these resources. 

 

 

6. Thesauruses 

 
We won’t go into great detail in this description except to 

say that we’ve done far more work than we can summarize 

in this venue, and that our plans for moving further are 

extensive.  

 

First, it is perhaps important to realize that Roget, upon 

whose work many of the lexical resources of the web are 

based, had his own somewhat idiosyncratic theories of 

semantics. Words, according to Roget, could be classified 

taxonomically. They belonged in categories. And Roget’s 

thesaurus, accordingly, tending to list for any given word, 

hundreds of “synonyms.” All mammals, for example are 

found in the same category, and are therefore, seen as 

synonyms of one another. In Dailey’s work in the 1980’s 

on synonymy, he wrote about the “Rogetian distance” 

between two words based on the graphic theoretical 

minimum number of links needed to be traversed in a 

synomy-graph.  Alas, Roget’s actual thesaurus was 

uniquely ill-suited for use in such an exercise because of 

the great bushiness of the graph. Nodes in that graph simply 

have too many neighbors. On the other hand, the other 

more up-to-date thesauruses are all, still, under copyright.  

 

Hence around 2000, Dailey came up with a “bootstrapped 

thesaurus” which slightly improved upon Roget’s by 

taking the Grady Ward thesaurus [15] which itself was 
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largely derived (so it appears, though a statement of Ward’s 

actual methodology does not seem to exist) from Roget’s. 

The bushiness and the mammals sort of show the family 

resemblance. The idea was fairly simple: the degree to 

which two words share a preponderance of the same 

synonyms gives us a better reflection on the strength of 

their synonymy.  So in the resource available since 2000 at 

http://granite.sru.edu/~ddailey/cgi/hyphens?wild.  

 

In the “relative” section of that web site is where one can 

see this approach at work. When one enters a word like 

“wild” one sees the best fourteen synonyms, where for the 

word "wild", each of the words which co-occur with "wild" 

somewhere in the relational database, is itself looked up, 

and we see the degree to which those words continually 

reappear as neighbors of the neighbors of “wild.”  Some of 

this work was presented in a presentation by Shirk and 

Dailey, 2011. That approach has recently been extended 

through a fairly complex graph theoretic consideration in 

which the outbound and inbound connections for given 

entries are compared so as to diversify the relatives of a 

given node. The results of that approach can be seen in the 

section of 

http://granite.sru.edu/~ddailey/cgi/hyphens?wild labeled 

“new approach.” 

 
However, with the discovery of new lexical resources (new 

thesauruses coming into the Gutenberg project, namely 

resources 10,11,12,13 and 14) the hope and eventual plan 

is to consolidate the strength of the connection between 

word pairs by considering in addition to the measures 

above, with the consensual data offered by multiple 

authors.  Refining a core vocabulary suitable for the 

creation of such a thesaurus is a preliminary step, but 

fortunately the work presented in section IA largely 

accomplishes this particular goal.  

 

 

7. Conclusion 
 

There are many public domain resources, which because of 

copyright law in the US, have come to be reusable by 

scholars and other interested parties. These resources are 

fraught with idiosyncracies owing to changes in 

vocabulary,  errors of optical character recognition, and, at 

times, editorial bias. One approach that we and other 

researchers have taken is to consider democratizing the 

approach to lexicography. Specifically, more vantage 

points are better than a single one.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a Logisim Evolution 16 bit computer 
implemented in a 5-stage pipeline and connected to 
memory through instruction and data caches. Logisim 
allows the student to run the computer and to examine it 
in detail while it runs. The computer described in this 
paper was used as an extended example in our Computer 
Architecture course to illustrate building a computer from 
transistors through a fully functional computer system. 
Hence, it is a running example in both senses of 
“running.” The implementation also includes hooks to 
generate statistics to allow the student to investigate the 
speed impact of various techniques. All of the examples 
described here are available at: 
http://cs.millersville.edu/~dhutchens/Logisim/. 
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Computer Architecture, Pipeline, Cache, ISA, Logisim, 
Verilog 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
Two of the difficulties in teaching computer architecture 
are getting the students to understand the dynamic nature 
of the design (and appreciate the parallelism) and giving 
them the ability to investigate its behavior. Logisim 
provides an interactive platform for building, viewing, 
and running designs. 
 
Logisim is a tool for graphically designing digital logic 
and computer hardware, built by Carl Burch [1][2]. He 
provided the source code and program prior to 
discontinuing work on it in 2014. The REDS Institute of 
Haute École d'Ingénierie et de Gestion du Canton de 
Vaud in Yverdon-les-Bains, Switzerland picked up the 
work and currently maintains a version known as 
Logisim-Evolution. It is available through git-hub. 
 
Logisim is often used to build simple computers [3], [4]. 
A quick web search, or YouTube search will also yield 
several examples. It provides a working visual 
implementation that can be examined in detail. 
 
I adapted Logisim as a way to display classroom 
examples and illustrate the behavior of components. I 

quickly realized it could do much more and over two 
semesters of teaching architecture, the examples evolved 
into a complete computer with choices of pipelined and 
microprogrammed CPUs, statistics to observe the results 
of various hardware choices, and settings to control the 
sizes of the caches and the speed of memory. 
 
The ability to measure the effects of hardware choices 
without rewiring the hardware provides added insight to 
the students. 
 
A fundamental goal of this work is to allow the students 
to investigate how the parts work in as much detail as 
they wish. The full system is laid out for them to examine 
and run. 
 
I believe this type of example is important because it 
removes the mystery about how computers actually work. 
One student was so inspired by this example that he built 
a CPU in Minecraft®. 
 
I spend several weeks of the semester going through all 
the components of the example. The body of the paper 
will walk the reader through the example. 
 
 
2.  Building a Logisim Computer 
 
This paper will discuss the building of the computer in the 
order that I present it to the class. I begin my discussion 
of hardware with basic digital logic. To fully take away 
the mystery, the first thing I show the students is a 
Logisim circuit that implements nand, nor, and not gates 
with transistors. 
 
We then look at how to build basic digital components 
that Logisim provides as primitives. We then build parts 
for our computer such as an instruction decoder and an 
ALU. With those, we build a pipeline that can execute 
instructions, which is then connected through caches to 
memory and I/O. This results in a computer viewed as a 
tty terminal with a keyboard. 
 
The following sub-sections will describe these in more 
detail. 
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2.1 Basic Components 
 
I follow the basic gates with circuits for a Decoder, 
Multiplexer, and addition (both ripple and look-ahead). 
Then I introduce Latches and Flip-flops. Figure 1 is an 
example of an Edge-Triggered D-Flipflop drawn using 
Logisim: 

R

SD Q

D x1

Qx1

NotQx1

Positive Edge-Triggered D-Flipflop

 
Figure 1 

 
The student can use a tool in Logisim to change the input 
value and toggle the clock and see the results. The symbol 
at the top right is the symbol Logisim uses for its 
predefined flip-flop. Logisim’s version has asynchronous 
set and reset pins. 
 
Logisim allows the user to designate the number of wires 
in one line of the diagram. Thus it is possible to pass up to 
32 bits of data on a single line. Most of Logisim’s 
components can also be adjusted to allow them to work 
on multiple bits. Therefore, a single logic gate can do up 
to 32 bit-wise operations. 
 
2.2 CPU Parts 
 
After showing the students how to build the basic 
components provided by Logisim, I use those components 
to begin building the parts of a computer. We build an 
ALU, a register file, a decoder, and branch logic. 
 
The first step in building the computer is to define the 
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). I wanted an 
architecture that was usable, but relatively simple. I 
defined a 16-bit RISC like architecture with basic 
arithmetic, logic, shifts, load, store, and jump instructions. 
There are 8 registers, but register 0 cannot be changed and 
always has a value of 0. There is a special extended 
register for mul and div. 
 
The ISA is described here: 

Instruction Formats: 
Special Instructions 
  0000 0000 0000 0000 nop   - no-op 
  0000 0000 0000 0001 cldc  - clear data cache 
  0000 0000 0000 0010 clic  - clear instruction cache 
  0000 0000 0000 0011 clidc - clear instruction and data cache 
ALU 2-reg 

  000o oood ddxx xeee, where oooo/eee is 
  0111/000 mul    x,d  - multiply: d <- x * d + ext 
  0111/001 mulh   x,d  - multiply high bits: d <- hi(x * d + ext) 
  0111/010 div    x,d  - divide: d <- {ext:x} / d 
  0111/011 rem    x,d  - remainder: d <- {ext:x} % d 
  0111/100 putext x    - put into extended mul/div register: ext <- x 
  0111/101 getext d    - get from extended mul/div register: d <- ext 
  ext is an alu register used in mul/div operations. 
ALU 3-reg 
  000o oood ddxx xyyy, where oooo is 
  0000 special instructions (see above) 
  0001 unused 
  0010 shl  x,y,d  - shift logical left: d <- x << (yyy==0?1:y) 
  0011 rl   x,y,d  - rotate left: d <- x << (yyy==0?1:y) | x >> 

(yyy==0?15:16-y) 
  0100 shr  x,y,d  - shift logical right: d <- x >> (y==0?1:y) 
  0101 rr   x,y,d  - rotate right: d <- x >> (yyy==0?1:y) | x << 

(yyy==0?16:16-y) 
  0110 sar  x,y,d  - shift arithmetic right: d <- x >>> (yyy==0?1:y) 
  0111 extended operations (see ALU 2-reg) 
  1000 add  x,y,d  - add: d <- x + y 
  1001 sub  x,y,d  - subtract: d <- x - y 
  1010 adc  x,y,d  - add with carry: d <- x + y + c 
  1011 subb x,y,d  - subtract with borrow: d <- x - y - c 
  1100 and  x,y,d  - bitwise and: d <- x & y 
  1101 or   x,y,d  - bitwise or: d <- x | y 
  1110 xor  x,y,d  - bitwise exclusive or: d <- x ^ y 
  1111 not  x,d    - bitwise not: ~x 
ALU 1-reg immediate 
  001o oddd iiii iiii, where oo is 
  00 addi   i,d    - add immediate: d <- i + d 
  01 loadi  i,d    - load sign extended immediate: d <- i 
  10 loadhi i,d    - load high order byte of word: d <- (i<<8) | (d & 

0xff) 
  11 unused 
Load: 
  01dd drrr aaaa aaaa 
  ld a(r), d       - load: d <- [a + r] 
Store: 
  10yy yrrr aaaa aaaa 
  st y, a(r)       - store: [a + r] <- y 
Jump: 
  11cc ccrr aaaa aaaa 
  jc a(r)          - jump conditionally: pc <- c(cc reg) ? a+r : pc+1 
  call a(r)        - call: pc <- a+r, r6 <- pc+1 
  where rr is the base register, 00 uses r0 (=0), 01 uses r5, 10 uses r6, 

11 uses pc 
  where cccc is 
     0000 (ZF) je, jz     jump on equal / zero 
     0001 (~ZF) jne, jnz    jump on not equal / not zero 
     0010 (SF) js      jump on sign (negative value) 
     0011 (~SF) jns     jump on not sign (non-negative 

value) 
     0100 (~(SF ^ OF) & ~ZF) jg jump greater than (signed) 
     0101 (~(SF ^ OF) jge   jump greater than or equal (signed) 
     0110 (SF ^ OF) jl    jump less than (signed) 
     0111 ((SF ^ OF) | ZF) jle  jump less than or equal (signed) 
     1000 (~CF & ~ZF) ja   jump above (unsigned) 
     1001 (~CF) jae, jnc    jump above or equal (unsigned) 
     1010 (CF) jb, jc     jump below (unsigned) 
     1011 (CF | ZF) jbe    jump below or equal (unsigned) 
     1100 (OF) jo      jump on overflow 
     1101 (~OF) jno     jump on no overflow 
     1110 (1) jmp      jump always 
     1111 (1) call  always call subroutine, save return address in r6 
Synthetic Instructions: 
   mov  r1, r2  ->  or   r1, r0, r2 
   copy r1, r2  ->  or   r1, r0, r2 
   cmp  r1, r2  ->  sub  r1, r2, r0 
   neg  r1, r2  ->  sub  r0, r1, r2 
   ret          ->  jmp  (r6) 
   halt         ->  jmp  -1(pc) 
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Logisim allows us to build circuits and package them for 
use in other circuits. For example, the ALU has an 
arithmetic unit, a logic unit, a shifter, and some extended 
instructions (mul, div). The ALU then gets packaged and 
used in stage 3 of the pipeline. Likewise, the decoder, 
branch logic, and register file are packaged for use. 
 
The circuit diagrams in this paper are printed directly 
from Logisim as PDF files. They are not bit-mapped. 
Since this paper is distributed electronically, the reader 
can use their PDF viewer to zoom in on the diagrams to 
examine details. Figure 2 is a Logisim Instruction 
Decoder for our computer: 
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Figure 2 

 
2.3 A Simple Pipeline 
 
The next step is to put these together into a working 
pipeline. I begin with a pipeline without data forwarding 
and stalling. 
 
This is actually a 4-stage pipeline since it has no register 
between the first and second stages. The classic first two 
stages (instruction fetch and operand fetch) are merged 
into one stage so only one instruction after a jump will 
always be executed. The jump is evaluated in the ALU 
stage (3rd). The program that runs on this hardware has 
no-ops inserted between instructions in the assembly 
language to wait for data to be stored in the register file 
before trying to use it. It also has a no-op following each 
jump instruction. We will later remove those restrictions. 
 
The assembler is a provided Java program that generates 
the executable program. The output of the assembler is 
copied and pasted into the ROM in the instruction fetch 
stage. 
 
The student is able to watch these instructions march 
though the pipeline by setting the clock rate to a small 
value such as 2 Hz. The instruction register in each stage 
shows the instruction in hex. The clock can be stopped at 
any point and the value on any wire can be examined. 

When the program is finished, results can be viewed in 
the RAM in the memory access (4th) stage. It is possible 
to open components and watch them work as well. 
 
See Figure 3 for the basic pipeline. 
 
 
2.4 Fixing The Pipeline 
 
In four more iterations of the pipeline, we build a 
complete CPU for the ISA. Each iteration is provided to 
the student in Logisim and can be examined in detail as it 
runs. 
 
The second iteration adds forwarding units in the second 
and third stages to take data from the fourth and fifth 
stages. This allows a program with far fewer no-ops. The 
ones that remain are related to jumps and the load hazard, 
waiting for the memory to give the result in stage 4. 
 
The third iteration adds a stall unit to hold an instruction 
in ALU stage 3 if its operand is being generated with a 
memory load in stage 4. The stall unit also handles ALU 
operations that require more than one clock tick (multiply 
and divide). The stall unit inserts no-ops for stages after 
the stall point. This iteration also adjusts the stage two 
forwarding unit to allow the value from stage 5 to be 
stored in the stage 3 input registers in the event that the 
instruction in stage 3 is stalled. 
 
Now that the students understand inserting no-ops, we can 
deal with jumps so that they no longer always execute the 
following instruction. The fourth iteration kills the 
instructions following a branch that is taken by replacing 
them with no-ops. This iteration also adds the instruction 
register between stages 1 and 2 giving a true 5-stage 
pipeline. 
 
The branch miss-prediction penalty is now two clock 
ticks. The fifth iteration reduces that cost by adding a 
branch prediction unit. It simply remembers, for a small 
number of jump instructions, the jump’s address and 
where the jump transferred control on its last execution. 
 
This version of the pipeline gathers statistics by providing 
three output bits that are 1 respectively whenever a non-
no-op instruction is completing (in stage 5), a jump 
instruction executes (in stage 3), and a branch miss-
prediction (determined in stage 3 when the actual target 
does not match the guessed target). 
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The last step is to replace the ROM and RAM with pins 
and package the CPU for use in the larger computer. This 
step requires adding stalls to the pipeline to handle waits 
for the memory to respond. These stalls hold instructions 
in stage 1 and/or stage 4. If there is a stall waiting for an 
instruction fetch and the instruction in the ALU is a jump, 
it must wait until the in-progress fetch completes before 
actually performing the jump since our simple cache is 
not designed to abort a request. 
 
The final pipelined CPU is pictured in Figure 4. 
 
2.5 Building Caches 
 
To use the pipeline package, we need to build a cache 
package to use for the instruction and data caches. We 
first build a one-way direct map cache with 0-5 set bits 
(1-32 sets). There is an input that controls how many set 
bits are actually used. 
 
The block size for the cache is 32 bits or 2 16-bit words. 
The least significant address bit is used to select the 
desired word. 
 
The cache maintains a valid bit and a dirty bit. There is an 
input specifying if it should be used in write-though or 
write-back mode. In write-through mode, the dirty bit is 
always 0. The output consists of a found line, the data (if 
found), and a dirty line and the dirty data (if not found). 
 
The direct map cache is packaged for use in the next part. 
Figure 5 is the circuit for the direct map cache. 
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We then build a 4-way set associative cache using 4 
copies of the direct map cache. An input determines how 
many of the 4 direct map caches are actually used so we 
can collect statistics with varying cache sizes. 
 
The cache uses a round-robin cache replacement policy 
implemented by the CacheSelect unit. 

 
Figure 6 is the circuit for the 4-way set-associative cache. 
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The cache also outputs statistics in the form of a cache 
requested line and a cache missed line. Each is high for 
one clock tick for each unique request/miss. 
 
2.6 Using The Caches 
 
Once we have the 4-way cache package, we can build the 
instruction and data caches and wire them into the CPU. 
This part is complex. It must deal with several states and 
determine what to place on the system bus to interact with 
I/O and memory. Since both the instruction fetch and the 
memory access can happen simultaneously, the hardware 
must prioritize the requests. Our hardware prioritizes the 
memory access under the theory that a stall in stage 4 will 
force a stall in stage 1 anyway. 
 
The pipeline has ready lines for both instruction fetch 
(stage 1) and memory access (stage 4) so we can tell it 
that we are done with a request. 
 
We provide for I/O by allocating part of the memory 
address space for I/O. We will put the first 4K words into 
ROM (since the machine will start executing at 0). The 
next 4K words are assumed to be I/O requests. The final 
64K-8K = 56K words are RAM. 
 
The behaviour of this unit can be summarized as: 
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If there is an I/O request, pass it to the memory bus and 
hold the instruction until finished. Pass data back to 
pipeline. Note that I/O requests bypass the data cache. 
 
Else, if the data cache has a cache hit, provide it to the 
pipeline. If a write, write to the cache (and also memory if 
write-through) and hold instruction until finished. 
 
Else, check if the cache line chosen under the replacement 
policy is dirty (will not be if using write-through). If so, 
write the dirty line back to memory (and clear dirty bit). If 
not, read the requested line into the data cache. 
 
If the instruction cache has a hit, return the instruction to 
the pipeline. If not, and the memory bus is not busy (see 
above), read requested line into instruction cache. 
 
Note that in each clock tick, the above options are 
evaluated in logic and one action is performed, although 
both instruction and data request completion can occur in 
a single clock tick. 
 
We package this logic along with the pipeline into a 
MemoryCache package. Figure 7 shows the circuit. 
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2.7 The Memory Bus 
 
We can now build a MemoryBus unit that uses the 
MemoryCache package, ROM, and RAM. It provides 
pins for I/O. The MemoryBus wires together the parts 
decoding the address to activate the appropriate piece. It 
latches the request into registers and has a counter that 
allows setting the delay for a memory request. If the 
counter is in state 0, it is waiting for a request. On 
receiving a request, it sets the state to the desired delay 
and activates the appropriate component. It counts down 
to 1 when it sends a memory ready signal for the 
requesting device (instruction or data request). Then it 
drops to 0 and is ready for another request. 
 
Figure 8 shows the memory bus. 
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2.8 The I/O system 
 
The I/O system decodes the address to activate the CRT 
or Keyboard and outputs control lines to them. 
 
It also keeps track of the execution statistics. It maintains, 
in I/O address space, 32-bit counters to count the number 
of clock ticks, instructions executed, branches executed, 
branch prediction misses, instruction cache requests, 
instruction cache misses, data cache requests, and data 
cache misses. These counters may be programmatically 
turned on and off using a control register, also in I/O 
space. Thus, the counters can be stopped prior to 
calculating results. 
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The program can read these execution statistics registers 
using normal load instructions and compute results as it 
wishes. 
 
2.9 Console and Settings 
 
The I/O system is used in the circuit containing the CRT 
and Keyboard. This circuit appears as a simple computer 
as shown in Figure 9. 
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The circuit also contains a Settings package that allows 
the selection of memory delays, cache configurations (n-
way, set-bits, write-through/write-back), branch 
prediction unit size, and multiply and divide latency. 
 
The settings are hardware constant hex values with ranges 
given in comments. Using a setting outside the allowed 
range can result in hardware failure. For example, setting 
the multiply delay or divide delay to 0 will result in the 
hardware assuming a value is available before it is 
actually there, causing incorrect results. 
 
The hardware is not designed to operate without a cache 
at all, so the smallest allowable setting is 0 setBits 
(resulting in one set) and 1-way, giving a single cache 
block. 
 
Figure 10 shows the settings circuit. 
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4.  Running The Simulated Computer 
 
The students are provided with a program that calculates 
prime numbers between 1 and a target using either 
division or a sieve. The program ends by printing relevant 
statistics. The student can play with the settings and 
observe the changes in the number of clock ticks required 
to execute the program and in the cache or branch miss 
rates. The program does its reading and writing in 
hexadecimal. After all, it is an architecture course, so why 
would anyone think in decimal? 
 
Of course, the student is also provided with the assembler 
and assembly code for the examples. The assembler 
output includes a listing of the source code with the 
associated object code, followed by the entire object code 
on a single line for easy copying and pasting into the 
Logisim simulator. Hence the student may modify the 
examples or write their own. 
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Here is a sample output from the primes program with the 
default settings. Note that all values are in hexadecimal. 
 

[c]ountSieve [s]ieve, [d]ivision, or [q]uit: s 
Max integer? 10 
10 
 
0002 
0003 
0005 
0007 
000b 
000d 
Prime count: 0006 
 
[c]ountSieve [s]ieve, [d]ivision, or [q]uit: q 
 
Clock ticks  = 000008bb 
Instructions = 0000064b 
Inst per Clk = 0.b886 
Clk per Inst = 1.632 
 
Branches     = 0000015f 
Br Pred Miss = 00000060 
Miss per Br  = 0.4604 
 
iCache Req   = 000006f6 
iCache Miss  = 0000009c 
Miss per ICR = 0.1669 
 
dCache Req   = 00000117 
dCache Miss  = 0000001b 
Miss per DCR = 0.18c6 

 
The statistics for the caches and branch prediction are 
much better if the program runs longer (with a bigger max 
integer). But a bigger number can result in more data 
cache misses when the sieve array exceeds the cache size. 
Shrinking the cache using the settings will result in more 
cache misses as well. 
 
 
5.  A Microprogrammed Implementation 
 
Since most textbooks, including Bryant and O’Hallaron 
[5] that I have recently used, introduce architecture with a 
non-pipelined implementation and then describe a 
pipelined version, I also built a package containing a 
microprogrammed implementation of my ISA. However, 
I introduce the pipelined version first and briefly describe 
the microprogrammed version later. 
 
This implementation is packaged as plug compatible with 
the pipelined implementation. While it isn’t selectable 
from the settings, it is possible to go into the 
MemoryCache circuit, delete the pipelined package and 
drop the microprogrammed package into the spot. The 
resulting computer will run and print statistics illustrating 
the performance difference. When run with the above 
input, this version takes 15f2 clock ticks at 3.7cc clocks 
per instruction while reporting the same number of 
instructions. It has no branch prediction misses, since it 
doesn’t have branch prediction. But it does fetch the next 

instruction (by incrementing the program counter) before 
determining it must jump. Therefore, it actually has more 
instruction cache requests. Here is the statistical output. 

 
Clock ticks  = 000015f2 
Instructions = 0000064b 
Inst per Clk = 0.4968 
Clk per Inst = 3.7cc 
 
Branches     = 0000015f 
Br Pred Miss = 00000000 
Miss per Br  = 0.0000 
 
iCache Req   = 00000703 
iCache Miss  = 00000097 
Miss per ICR = 0.1589 
 
dCache Req   = 00000117 
dCache Miss  = 0000001b 
Miss per DCR = 0.18c6 

 
 
6.  Icarus Verilog Implementation 
 
Logisim Evolution now provides a way to export the logic 
description in two forms of Hardware Description 
Language (HDL). I have not tried this. But I did use the 
Logisim implementation to build an Icarus [6] Verilog [7] 
description by hand prior to porting my Logisim 
implementation to Logisim Evolution. I have maintained 
the two as consistent implementations. 
 
The first output above, with the pipeline, was copied from 
the Verilog implementation since Logisim’s console 
doesn’t provide scroll-back and doesn’t support 
copy/paste. The output is identical. The second output 
was copied by hand from Logisim since I did not 
implement the microprogrammed version in Verilog. 
 
The Verilog implementation provides a text-based 
description for the hardware. It performs down to the 
clock-tick in the same way as the Logisim 
implementation. 
 
The Verilog implementation is faster in simulation 
because it doesn’t drive a graphical output. However, I 
have found the Logisim version is easier to build and 
debug since I can see a lot at a glance and can easily run 
to near a particular point and then advance the simulation 
one clock-tick at a time. In Verilog, I needed to output 
debugging information generating long streams of output 
to evaluate. 
 
 
7.  Conclusion 
 
I have presented a running example of computer 
architecture that allows the student to examine many of 
the important aspects of computer design at any level of 
detail. The example takes away the mystery of how a 
computer works. The example gives concrete experience 
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with the impact of various architectural design decisions 
and provides related statistics. 
 
The example can be used in many ways in an architecture 
course. It can be presented as a complete solution as I 
have done. Parts can be removed and the students asked 
to build them. Students can be asked to build similar parts 
with a modified specification. I had them build an ALU 
with a different specification using Logisim. Students can 
also be given assignments to evaluate and graph the 
statistics over a range of settings. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the rising availability of video game engines and 

internet resources, indie video game development has 

exploded in recent years. Despite the success of many indie 

developers, one still hears tragic stories of developers who 

burned their life savings, quit their job, or dropped out of 

school to build their dream game only to have it fail in 

development or at launch. This paper is a critical 

examination of an inexperienced student’s attempt to 

construct a game independently, presenting both mistakes 

made, and lessons learned from them. Mistakes made 

include insufficient storyboarding, ineffective project 

planning, difficult features, impossibly large project scope, 

time constraints, and lack of resources. The purpose of this 

paper is to present mistakes that can easily be made by 

other developers. By highlighting solutions to these 

failures, other indie developers can find a greater chance of 

success or project completion. 
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Indie, game development, Unity, project management, 
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1.  Introduction 
 

Game development has reached new levels of availability 

with a number of free game engines and a wealth of 

tutorials and documentation for them. This has allowed 

many previously discouraged aspiring developers with 

little game development or programming background to 

have an avenue to create video games. In recent years, this 

accessibility to game development has led to a surge in 

what are now called “indie developers.” Independent 

“Indie” developers are game developers that do not have 

access to large budgets, and the teams consist of either 

individuals or small numbers [1]. Independently made 

games have reached such a notable status as to have a 

category called “Best Independent Game” at the 

prestigious Game Awards, a global awards ceremony 

dedicated to recognizing excellence in video games [2]. 

 

The fact that a multitude of game engines exist for use with 

no cost implies that developers of all backgrounds will try 

their hand at game development. Those of little or great 

experience in all facets of game development will try their 

hand at little or no financial loss. However, it is only to be 

expected that not all projects come to completion or find 

success. It can be asserted that at least some mistake was 

made along the development cycle that led to the game’s 

incompletion. 

 

Before explaining the nature of the project in question, it is 

important to define what gamification is. Gamification is 

defined as adding “gameful” features to an otherwise 

game-less experience to enhance its value [3]. In other 

words, adding game-like features, such as rules and 

quantifiable outcomes, to a process or activity that would 

otherwise have none, such as constructing a profile on a 

website or gym attendance, constitutes gamification. 

 

Returning to the project, the original goal of the research 

was to attempt to build a gamification of student life at 

Kutztown University under limitations similar to an indie 

game environment, i.e. limited time constraints, minimal 

resources, and a team consisting of an individual. The end 

goal of the game was to attempt to educate the player about 

how student life at Kutztown University worked, as well as 

boost the player’s opinion of the university through a 

positive gamification. However, when the 71-day 

development cycle concluded, the result was admittedly a 

shell of the initial proposal. Although the result was stable, 

its features were barebones, with many initially proposed 

features cut or very watered down. The project resulted in 

a prototype for a much grander experience that could not 

have been accomplished in the time allotted and with the 

available resources of the student. 

 

Although the result did not live up to the student’s previous 

expectations, the student learned a great deal about how to 

conduct indie game development. This paper presents the 

problems identified within the development cycle, and it 

attempts to provide solutions to the problems for use in 

future development cycles. This report examines the 

development process and mistakes made by the student, as 

well as proposed solutions to these mistakes with the hopes 

of application to other projects for the student and other 

developers.  
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2.  Development 

 
The development process of the game was divided into 

several phases based on the strategy proposed by [4]: 

initiation, pre-production, production, testing, beta, and 

release. The analysis of the game will be broken down by 

each phase, and each phase will be examined for its faults 

and an alternative solution for each error. The beta and 

release phases were not conducted for this research, they 

will not be analyzed. 

 

2.1 Initiation 
 

In this phase, the developer conceives an idea and builds a 

simple description of the game. The initial thought for the 

game was simply a gamification of the Kutztown computer 

science major, but as the idea was discussed among peers, 

it was expanded to be a recreation of the university. The 

goal was to build an enjoyable gamification of the 

university for the purposes of advertising the university to 

prospective or incoming students and helping current 

students understand the layout of the campus and the major 

programs. 

 

The player would be introduced to a 2D recreation of a 

portion of Kutztown University. The student would be 

enrolled in a number of courses that are parallel to real life 

courses, and the player would attend classes and attempt to 

complete virtual assignments and maintain a high virtual 

GPA. Each major program that featured a course in the 

game would have its own minigame that accompanied 

attending the class, and the minigame would be related to 

the major areas of study for that program. For example, if 

the player were to attend a computer science course in the 

game, then the associated minigame for computer science 

would be related syntax in a programming language. The 

player could interact with virtual students and faculty in 

order to learn more about the university. 

 

2.1.1 Initiation Errors 

 

Part of the later troubles of the project began in the idea 

phase alone. It is evident from the game description that a 

great number of features have been proposed for the 

project, and this partly became the downfall of the project. 

Far too many ideas were being pushed into the game, and 

its scope was far too great to reach full conception by the 

end of its development cycle. The student believed his skill 

level was enough to achieve most of the features in the 

timeframe allotted. 

 

2.1.2 Initiation Solutions 

 

The simple solution to the problem is cutting down 

proposed features and ideas. The student cited an 

overestimation of his abilities, and this confidence in his 

skill pushed him to believe that such a project was 

accomplishable in full.  

 

A project’s scope is defined as “the work that needs to be 

accomplished to deliver a product, service or result with 

the specified features and functions” [5]. When examining 

the list of ideas named in the project description, some can 

be picked out as non-essential to the original goal of the 

project. It is important to make a distinction between what 

functionality is considered required and what is preferred 

[6]. If the scope of this project were initially reduced, then 

later problems related to deadlines would have been 

avoided, and the project may have reached a more playable 

state. 

 

2.2 Pre-Production 
 

This phase consists of constructing a wealth of preliminary 

documentation and targeting gameplay and features for the 

game. This phase also helps determine the tools utilized in 

the making of the game, as well as any additional assets 

required for the game’s completion. 

 

After generating a feature list, the student decided to 

implement the game with an isometric 2D art style. The 

isometric art style consists of a dimetric projection of 

objects, where pixels are arranged in a 2:1 ratio. The result 

is a 2D object with a sense of depth in addition to height 

and width. This allowed the representation of a 3D 

environment without having to introduce 3D assets. This 

choice was made by the student in order to capture the 3D 

space of the campus as well as to avoid spending time 

learning the skill of 3D modeling. All assets were created 

in this style, an example of which is featured in Figure 1. 

Krita, an open source digital painting application [7], was 

the student’s primary tool for artwork. 

 

  
Figure 1: A tree in the game in the isometric art style. 

 

The tool that formed the backbone of the game was the 

Unity game engine [8]. The student chose to use the Unity 

engine for a variety of reasons. Firstly, the student had 

previous experience with the engine and thus felt it would 

be easier to build a sizable game inside the engine. Second, 

one of Unity’s scripting languages is C#, a language that is 

syntactically similar to C++, which was the primary 

language taught at Kutztown university. Third, Unity has 

strong support for 2D video games, although at the time of 

both writing and development it did not have any modules 

that specifically support isometric 2D. Fourth, Unity’s 
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strong documentation and large community provided many 

learning resources and helpful information for the 

development process.  

 

After determining basic tools for the art and engine for the 

game, the student began to produce a variety of preliminary 

documentation for the game. The student began by 

producing a few storyboards to help create mock-ups for 

the proposed user interface (Figure 2). The student ended 

up producing only a handful of storyboards for the project, 

and all of them were directed towards the design of the user 

interface and loose interpretation of the isometric art style. 

 

 
Figure 2: Initial mockup of the user interface for the 

game. 

 

At the crux of the design documentation was the project 

plan for the game, created using Microsoft Project [9]. The 

student created a feature list that contained all intended 

features for the game, and, using the list as a guideline, the 

student generated a plan over 71 days for the 

implementation of the game. A Gantt chart broke down the 

game into tasks by feature, listing timeframes that were 

estimated development times for each feature of the game. 

No further detail was added to the planned development of 

each feature other than the name and estimated completion 

date.  

 

The student also generated various other design documents 

using Creately [10]. A class hierarchy diagram (Figure 3) 

was constructed to map out inheritance when the 

implementation phase occurred. Although the class 

diagram featured every class in the game, it did not make 

note of cases where inheritance was planned to be utilized. 

Another document created for the design of the game was 

an entity relationship diagram (Figure 4), which attempted 

to map out all entities of the game and how the objects 

related to each other, as well as some of their properties. 

 

2.2.1 Pre-Production Errors 

 

One of the core issues that led to the disparaged result of 

the project was insufficient planning in this phase. 

Although the documentation benefitted the project greatly 

in terms of ascertaining some steps to take during 

implementation, documentation was not thorough enough 

for the project to be successful.  

 

Storyboarding for a project is meant to be a multiple-

iteration rough-in of ideas for a project. Multiple 

storyboards will be made for the different facets of the 

game, from gameplay and visuals to story and user 

interface; these storyboards ought to iterate many times 

with slight alterations to help flesh out any and all ideas. In 

our case, the student made a handful of iterations a single 

storyboard. The only initial roughing in of ideas was Figure 

2, and only a few reiterations of the storyboard were 

created with a few changes each time. The storyboards did 

not cover enough areas and were not iterated on enough 

times. 

 

The design documents of the entity relationship diagram 

and the class hierarchy were somewhat helpful, but they 

were never followed. The final state of the game featured 

no inheritance, rendering the hierarchy diagram futile. The 

entity relationship diagram did help map out some of the 

interactions between features, but it also did not end up 

guiding the project well. The student barely used the 

documents as reference as the project went on, partially 

because of their lack of detail and repeated changes to the 

structure and features of the game. It is also worth noting 

that the student spent only a few hours on an entity 

relationship diagram, which was not nearly enough time to 

build an effective document for a game of this size and 

scope. 

 

The project plan was at the heart of the problems for the 

game. Building off the errors made with scope in the 

initiation phase, the project plan featured far too many 

features in too short an amount of time. The time estimates 

made for each section were needlessly optimistic 

considering the student’s actual skill level. When time 

estimates were unable to be fulfilled, the project plan 

would be rewritten and reordered. Features were cut or 

shrunken down in scope multiple times over the course of 

development while the student struggled to build a product 

that resembled the original vision of the game despite 

repeated time constraints. By the end of the project’s 

development period, the project plan barely resembled 

what was initially proposed. 
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 2.2.2 Pre-Production Solutions Figure 3: Entity Relationship Diagram. 

Figure 4: Class hierarchy diagram for the game. 
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Storyboarding is a powerful strategy for planning out game 

features. Although it is not an exact practice, it is an 

effective way to quickly place ideas on paper for future 

reference. Storyboarding can also help prevent future 

internal disputes about how to implement a feature, as a 

visual reference will already be present and decided upon. 

 

Class hierarchy diagrams and entity relationship diagrams 

are a potentially useful resource, but their resourcefulness 

goes only as far as the effort and accuracy put into their 

design. These documents need to be all encompassing and 

detailed to be helpful but having the relationships and 

properties of all entities in a system is extremely useful in 

the implementation phase. 

 

A strong project plan is the backbone of any complex 

project with a deadline. Project plan tasks need to have 

reasonable time estimates and detailed breakdowns. 

Reasonable estimates can be made through understanding 

the skill level of the developer or overestimating the time 

required for a task. The former is preferable for a more 

complete product but failing to meet estimates and cutting 

planned features is devastating to a project. One of our 

suggestions going forward is that if a task is projected to 

take, for example, three (3) days, then the estimate ought 

to overshoot by a few extra days if the developer cannot 

make an accurate estimate. Detailed breakdowns for 

complex tasks allow for a greater sense of directive for a 

developer. Monumental tasks seem less grand, and the 

addition of milestones that are reachable in a short manner 

bestow a greater sense of accomplishment and progress. 

Additionally, project plans ought to prioritize features of 

essential importance. Time wasted developing sections of 

a product that are not critical to its stability and core value 

should be placed at the end of its list. Correctly sorting 

features based on importance is key to ensuring production 

goes as smoothly as possible and that any cut features due 

to time constraints do not impact the project as much. 

 

2.3 Production 
 

In the production phase, all manner of implementation 

occurred, including all art and programming. Using the 

outline in the project plan shown in Figure 5, the student 

began working initially three (3) hours for each weekday, 

though this number grew to on average six (6) hours in the 

last two weeks of development.  

 

Although the project plan listed the artwork of the map as 

the first step, the student made the decision to instead work 

on generating a complex user interface in preparation for 

later features. Not only was this a deviation from the 

project plan, but the implementation took three times 

longer than expected. 

 

From this point, the student then took to generating all art 

the student deemed required for the game. The student 

decided to build a large sheet of each sprite required for the 

game to be split into tiles. The standard width of a tile was 

defined as sixty-four (64) square pixels in a 2:1 width-

height ratio, resulting in a size of 64x32 pixels for each tile. 

The sprite sheet generated was then split into tiles and 

arranged into a flat map using Tiled [11], a free resource 

for generating tile maps from sprite sheets. The tile maps 

where then imported Unity for use. 

 

Upon completion of the art assets, enough time off 

schedule had passed that the student began shrinking down 

the project plan, cutting some later features when realizing 

their impossibility given the remaining time of the project. 

 

The student then moved on to determining how to 

implement isometric depth sorting. Isometric depth sorting 

is the calculation of what sprites in a rendered scene will 

appear “in front” of others based on the objects “depth” in 

the scene. Because the game is 2D isometric, the only axes 

are the X and Y, and any objects farther up the Y axis are 

further into the scene. This restraint requires that the 

developer implement a system for determining what 

objects are rendered in front of each other in Unity. 

 

Unity determined the rendering order of objects by the 

following properties in order of precedence: sorting layer, 

order in layer, and Z value. If any value matches at each 

step, then the rendering order will be judged by the 

subsequent value. It is important to note that all objects in 

Figure 5: Production phase of the project plan. 
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Unity have a Z value, even in 2D games. The camera 

projections allow for objects to be at different depths in 

Unity’s 3D space yet appear on the same plane. 

 

The student initially thought to use third party assets 

through the Unity asset store to resolve the depth sorting 

problem, but no scripts satisfied the student’s desire for a 

method that would be compatible with point and click 

pathfinding. Eventually, the student settling on having all 

sprites that were not part of the base terrain of the game 

stay on the same sorting layer and order in layer. The order 

of rendering for each object would be determined by the Z 

value of each object. The student used the following 

algorithm to calculate each object’s Z value: 

 

Z = Y – (spriteHeight*0.5) + floorHeight 

 

The goal is to determine where a sprite “touches” the 

ground in the game and use that to determine whether or 

not an object is in front of another. Since Unity, by default, 

places the origin of an image in its center, its position in the 

world space is based around the center of the image. The 

spatial position of the bottom of a sprite can be found 

through Y – (spriteHeight*0.5). Because the point at 

which a sprite touches the ground may not always be the 

exactly bottom of the sprite, the sprite specific floorHeight 

is added to the equation to compensate for these cases. The 

result is that all objects in the game world appear at 

different depths based on where they touch the ground. The 

only downfall of this method is that sprites that had 

multiple points that touched the ground at different Y 

values would need to be split into different sections in order 

to render correctly.  

 

From there, the student added in player control and input, 

as well as the ability to travel inside of buildings, which 

were implemented as separate levels. In preparation for 

coming features, the student custom wrote classes that 

calculated the time of day and tracked calendar months. 

 

The next major feature to be added by the student was a 

system to simulate courses with different classrooms, 

graded assignments, and times to attend class. A system 

like this is complicated on its own, as the student was 

planning far ahead in the future for a multitude of courses. 

At first, the student attempted to develop dates and grades 

for virtual homework assignments; however, as the project 

went behind schedule once more, the course system was 

downsized. The student’s only grade became attendance, 

calculated as full, partial, or no credit if the student arrived 

to the in-game classroom on time, late, or not at all 

(respectively). The player had no selection of courses; the 

student had a pre-set list of courses that they had to attend. 

At 5 P.M. each day, the game would roll over to the next 

day. At the end, the only thing in the way of gameplay was 

the ability for the player to wander the world space, attend 

class, and get points that ultimately meant nothing. 

By the completion of this feature, only two (2) weeks 

remained before the project’s completion. The student 

proceeded to rush in as many features as possible for the 

development cycle concluded. Non-playable characters 

that wandered between a set number of points or simple 

bounced in place were added. A simple notification system 

causes a user interface pop-up at the start of each day or 

each time the player earned points simply to keep the 

player informed. At the completion of these features, five 

(5) days remained in the project’s development time. 

 

2.3.1 Production Errors 
 

The errors that occurred in this phase partly built off the 

mistakes made in the pre-production phase, though some 

are unique just to the student’s actions during 

implementation. 

 

One of the first mistakes made in this phase by the student 

was the ignorance of the project plan. Although the project 

plan created by the student was inherently flawed, the 

principle of developing a plan and following it still stands. 

By not following the project plan, the student chose a 

bizarre path to take, beginning with the non-essential user 

interface that consumed a great deal of the early project 

time. Were the user interface developed later into the 

project, it may not have been made so needlessly complex 

and not designed specifically for features than never made 

it into the final version of the game. A common mistake 

between the pre-production and production phases was the 

prioritization of non-essential features, and this proved 

condemning for the resulting number of features in the 

game. 

 

The excessive amount of times the project plan was 

restructured due to repeated failure to meet deadlines 

resulted in a great number of features being shrunk down 

or removed entirely. The following is a chart comparing 

the features proposed in the initial project plan (“Initially 

Proposed Features”) and the state of those features in the 

final build (“Final”). In the “Final” column, “Complete” 

denotes a feature that was fully implemented in the manner 

that was initially conceived. “Partial” denotes a feature 

that was partially implemented, in that the feature’s base 

was completed but the original scope of the feature was 

trimmed down. “Cut” denotes a feature was cut entirely 

before the project completed. 

 

Initially Proposed Feature Final 

Isometric 2.5D depth rendering Partial 

Player Navigation & Control Complete 

Customizable player model Partial 

Player “Need” management system Cut 

Player “Happiness” measurement Cut 

2D rendition of campus exterior Partial 

Explorable recreations of campus 

buildings 

Partial 

Player “Tasks” and events Cut 

Course enrollment and attendance Partial 
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Major and minor selection and 

progression 

Cut 

Minigames related to majors Cut 

NPC students and faculty Partial 

 

Table 1: Proposed features and their final states. 

 

Out of twelve (12) initially proposed major features, only 

one (1) remained, resulting in 91.67% of all features 

failing to reach completion, and 33% of all features cut 

entirely. If an effective project plan were in place and the 

student strictly followed that plan, such an extreme 

reduction in the scope of the game may never have 

occurred. 

 

Although it is more a limitation of the tool than the fault of 

the student, it is worth noting that implementing 2D 

isometric rendering in Unity is difficult. Having to 

calculate the depth of moving objects each frame it moved 

was initially taxing on the system and only worked well 

after optimization through using fixed values in lieu of 

calculations. Another problem was that the process of 

splitting sprites at the exact pixel that its floor changed and 

placing the sections as separate objects in the world both 

consumed extra time and consumed additional computing 

resources. 

 

Another mistake made by the student was the attempt to 

optimize all scripts while writing and prepare ahead of time 

for future features within the scripts. The student would 

often spend extra time trying to build a system in the most 

efficient way possible while writing. Also, the student 

would try to write features to be as allowing for future 

changes as possible. Extra care was taken to make scripts 

able to work well with features that have not even begun 

implementation yet. A large quantity of time was wasted 

performing optimizations early and designing scripts with 

far ahead features in mind. 

 

2.3.2 Production Solutions 
 

The project plan is meant to be a guiding hand in the 

development of a project. It then follows that actions ought 

to follow the plan unless it is necessary to deviate. There is 

always the possibility of a developer finding unexpected 

problems, and under specific circumstances the project 

plan does not need to be followed to the letter. However, 

the goals of the project plan are to keep a developer on 

track and to meet deadlines. This will ensure that the 

product will be delivered as promised. Sticking to a plan 

that has effective time estimates means that there will be 

less features cut, which was a major problem in our 

research. Failure to follow the project plan means failure to 

deliver on expectations. 

 

The limitations imposed by Unity on isometric 2D 

implementation proved to hinder the project. Because we 

cannot say for certain our implementation was correct or 

incorrect, we cannot recommend or deny Unity’s viability 

for 2D isometric video games. Our solution worked for our 

specific case, but, considering for much of game 

development there are few published standards or methods 

on how to implement different features, it is likely a better 

method exists. It is possible other engines are better suited 

for this task. In the future, we would avoid using Unity for 

2D isometric games, though others are welcome to attempt 

our implementation or find their own. 

 

Building features to be optimized before testing and to 

allow for future expansion early on in a project can only be 

done if it is allowed time in the project plan and does not 

consume too much time. While it can be asserted that 

allowing for expansion of a product and increasing its 

efficiency are good for its lifespan, this act can be 

damaging to products that have a limited time for 

completion. It was a mistake to attempt to do so for our 

game that was only in development for a summer; such 

optimization and future planning would be better suited for 

projects of smaller scope and greater timeframes. 

 

2.4 Testing 
 

The testing phase consists of ensuring the game’s 

playability and usability is strong enough. Our testing 

phase filled the last few days of the project, and it primarily 

consisted of touching up awkward portions of the game and 

fixing bugs. 

 

We tested the collision system in as many locations we 

could think of to help prevent any occasions where the 

player would reach unintended locations or became stuck. 

We also tested the point calculations for course grades, as 

well as the date and time changes when courses completed, 

and the day rolled over. 

 

There were few bugs to fix at this point as during the 

production phase, the student would test each implemented 

feature while implementing it or after its completion. 

 

2.4.1 Testing Errors & Solutions 
 

One arguable error is that the student performed testing at 

the same time as implementation. Depending on the 

methodology being employed while planning the project, 

this may be a deviation from plan or a typical practice. The 

student believed that in order for future features that built 

upon an existing feature to work well and be tested well, 

the foundation had to be bug-free. 
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3.  Conclusion 
 

The problems and solutions presented in this paper serve 

as both a record of the students’ newfound insight about 

game design and an example for other indie game 

developers to learn from. Since a common problem for 

indie developers is burnout and projects falling through, 

the developers may find parallels to the problems the 

student faced, or they may have discovered new strategies 

for their own development. 

 

In a short term indie game development cycle by an 

inexperienced developer, multiple mistakes are possible. 

We identified multiple failures at each phase of the project, 

but most of the issues came from improper project 

management and an impossible large scope. The 

mismanagement of time coupled with the amount of 

intended work overshot the capabilities of the student and 

resulted in a product that failed to fulfill original 

expectations in full. A few solutions to the original errors 

have been identified as a reduction in project scope and 

more effective planning, including task order, task priority, 

and task detail. 

 

It is important to note that the approach to game 

development taken in this research was more akin to 

standard software development, coupled with 

documentation and planning to a reasonable degree. Indie 

developers, especially those with little to no experience in 

project management or software development, may find 

that the approach taken by the student seems rigid or 

unusual. Although other indie developers do not need to 

have strict Gantt charts to follow and a pile of preliminary 

documentation, a plan nonetheless is effective for ensuring 

a project stays on track. Plans entirely may be forgone at 

the discretion of the developer, but the project does risk 

misdirection if that is the case. 

 

The lessons presented in this research can be directly 

applied to indie game development, not only solo 

development but small team development as well. It is 

possible that the lessons can be applied to other projects as 

well. Software development is not the only field of projects 

that benefit from a limited scope and strong project 

planning. 
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ABSTRACT 

The goal of this paper is to review some of the basic models 

used in the design of intelligent and adaptive learning 

systems, by sifting through literature from several research 

domains. This review sketches the core models of an 

Intelligent-Tutoring-System (ITS) and explains how some 

of the key technology and modeling features provide 

adaptation and personalization of learning. Examples of 

approaches to content organization are used to explain the 

levels of adaptation possible in intelligent learning 

systems. Examples of user modeling approaches that 

incorporates cognitive and non-cognitive characteristics of 

a learner, depicts increased personalization of intelligent 

and adaptive learning system. The paper concludes by 

sketching a trend that shows how intelligent learning 

systems evolved into personalized learning systems that 

adapts to a learner’s unique learning needs.  
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1.  Introduction 
 

The primary goal of any learning system is the learner’s 

mastery of the given topics. In a typical course, a large 

topic is broken into smaller sub topics and presented to the 

learner in an incremental and sequential manner. What 

makes teaching a complicated task is that the learning 

sequence and content presentation that may help one 

student to progress faster, may not work for another 

student. A learning system that is intelligent in its 

assessment and feedback, and adapts to each learner’s 

needs, supports both, learners and teachers, in a classroom. 

 

There have been extensive research studies and reports that 

have examined the impact of interactive learning systems 

that provide individualized instruction. Studies have shown 

improved learning outcomes because of such systems [1], 

[2], [3], [4]. The class of learning systems used in these 

studies are Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS).  

 

Many learning environments today that are web based, also 

called hypermedia learning environment, have begun to 

incorporate some of the intelligent and interactive features 

of ITS. Studies have highlighted the impact of such 

intelligent online learning on learning outcomes, under 

various learning contexts [5], [6], [7], [8].  

 

An ITS uses principles of artificial intelligence to provide 

programmed instruction. The intelligence of the ITS lies in 

its ability to provide a programmed learning sequence, 

automated assessment and a detailed feedback to the 

learner.  An ITS is said to be ‘adaptive’ if it is capable of 

adapting the course contents, based on a groups’ or based 

on an individual learner’s knowledge and needs. The term 

‘adaptive’ originates from the field of adaptive 

hypermedia, where hypermedia documents are adapted, or 

selected, based on a given user’s or groups’ learning needs. 

When adaptation of learning contents are based on 

individual learner’s needs, the instruction is said to be 

personalized.  A personalized system that is not intelligent 

may adapt to provide the users with learning choices, but it 

may not provide expert guidance, intelligent assessment 

and feedback that is typical in ITS. This paper reviews 

learning systems that are intelligent and adapt learning 

based on the learner’s needs. The term personalized 

learning system, as used in this review means, intelligent 

and adaptive systems that adapt expert guidance, intelligent 

assessment, feedback and choices provided to the learner, 

based on the individual user’s needs.  

 

Over the years, learning systems have evolved from the 

intelligent tutoring systems, to adaptive and intelligent 

learning systems that provide personalized guidance and 

choices, based on learner’s needs and characteristics. This 

paper distills a broad research literature, to explain key 

models used in intelligent and adaptive learning systems. 

The rest of the paper explains the key technologies and 

approaches to content organization that enables adaptation 

of learning systems based on a learner model. The 

discussion extends to sketch the trend of increased 

personalization of intelligent and adaptive learning system 

due to inclusion of cognitive and non-cognitive 

characteristics in user models.   
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2.  The general model of an ITS 

 
2.1 Mastery Learning 

 

Mastery learning is an instructional method that uses a 

well-designed learning process. Mastery learning 

incorporates the following key concepts [9]:  

 

 A student progresses at his/her individual pace. 

 Each level in the learning sequence has to be 

mastered before proceeding to the next level. 

 With quick feedback and corrective procedures, a 

student is able to identify and rectify mistakes and 

/ or misconceptions. 

 

Compared to a traditional lecture based classroom, a well-

designed mastery-learning environment can provide a 

higher level of achievement, which results in a greater 

confidence in learners [10] [11]. In addition, mastery 

learning also helps to close the achievement gap in a typical 

class room, as shown by the famous graph in figure 2.1, 

taken from Bloom’s paper on the ‘2-sigma problem’ [9]. 

Mastery learning may not be as effective as one-on-one 

tutoring in reducing the standard deviation in summative 

scores , as shown by the width of middle and right-most 

bell curves, respectively. However, mastery learning 

minimizes the standard deviation in summative 

achievement scores of students in a typical classroom, as 

shown by the widths of middle and rightmost bell curves. 

The main difference between tutoring and mastery learning 

is in the degree of personalized guidance that a learner 

obtains from the learning system. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Standard deviation of student achievement 

in different learning scenarios [9].  

       

One of the earliest attempts to enable mastery learning was 

through the idea of ‘Teaching Machines’ [12]. The 

‘Teaching Machine’, consists of three basic models, which 

are the domain model, the learner model and the pedagogic 

or instructional model. These core models are used to 

model all intelligent, adaptive and personalized learning 

systems studied in this paper.   

 

 
 

Figure 2.2.  Domain, learner and instructional models 

 

 

2.2 Domain Model 

 

A domain model is an abstract representation of the 

knowledge that eventually form the contents of a learning 

system. The domain model, which is also known as the 

expert model, models the ‘knowledge space’ that covers 

the knowledge to be transferred to the learners via the 

learning process. The kind of knowledge to be transferred 

by the learning system, may be declarative knowledge, (the 

‘what’ knowledge), or it may be procedural knowledge, 

(the ‘how’ knowledge).   Irrespective of the kind of 

knowledge that it contains, a knowledge space can be 

generalized as a collection of knowledge units (KUs) [13]. 

The knowledge space theory (KST) formalizes the 

knowledge space for an IST [14]. The KST breaks the 

knowledge space into KUs and imposes a structure of 

interrelationships among the KUs. This structure models 

the sequence by which students learn concepts and acquire 

competencies. A surmise graph, which is commonly used 

in artificial intelligence, is a diagram that models a given 

knowledge space. The surmise graph consists of AND/OR 

relationships, among KUs as depicted by the two cases.  

 

Case 1: Pre-Requisite Relationship: If A is known then B 

and C and D and N are also known 

Case 2: Alternate Relationship: If A is known then B, or C, 

or D, or N is known. 
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Figure 2.3 Surmise Graphs where A, B, C…N are KUs. 

 

Although AND/OR graphs are powerful tools to model 

knowledge space, preference has been towards the use of 

Partial Ordered Knowledge Structures (POKs) which 

includes only the Pre-Requisite Relationships ,and not the 

Alternate relationships, that exist among the KUs [15]. 

POKs helps to reduce the cost and complexity of creating 

knowledge structures. A Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) 

consisting of nodes, that are the KUs, and directed edges 

between them, that are the relationships, may model POKs. 

DAGs are generally more familiar to the subject matter 

experts and teaching practitioners, who provide the 

concepts and procedures that form KUs of the learning 

system. The structure of the knowledge space can be as 

simple as a tree structure that is typical in a textbook. 

Knowledge space can also represent a much more 

complex, network structure, where a single node may 

connect to more than one node, at any level of the 

hierarchy.  

 

2.3 Learner Model 

 

A learner model, also known as a user model, is a 

quantitative or probabilistic representation of how much a 

learner knows, compared to a pre-defined knowledge 

model. Figure 2.2 shows a learner model mapped from a 

domain model. An important approach to create a learner 

model is to model it as an ‘overlay’ using the domain 

model, which consists of an interrelated structure of KUs. 

The learner model which depicts the knowledge state of a 

learner at any time, can be encoded using a two 

dimensional array. In this array, the rows may represent a 

KU and the columns may represent the time units when an 

assessment was made for one or more KU [15]. Such an 

array shows the learner’s mastery of each KU at various 

times.  

 

An assessment of each KU during the learning process 

results in an update of the knowledge state of that KU. The 

knowledge state of a KU, can be coded as a binary 1 or 0, 

where 1 marks the completion of knowledge acquisition of 

that KU. For example, in figure 2.4, the matrix shows the 

learner model for a single learner. A row of the matrix 

shows the mastery of a single KU at different assessment 

times. A column in the matrix shows the mastery of the 

KUs, depicted as KU1, KU2, KU3…KUN, over a single time 

instant. A collection of the knowledge state for the entire 

set of KU is therefore, used to depict the learner’s 

knowledge, or achievement, at various assessment times.  

 

 
Figure 2.4 Array showing the Knowledge State of a 

learner 

 

Due to the pre-requisite relationship among the KUs, as 

mapped by the domain model, it is possible to infer the 

probability of mastery of each KU, if some or all of its pre-

requisites are mastered. Therefore, by assigning a 

probability to each KU, the global probability, which 

indicates domain mastery, is calculated as a summation of 

probabilities over the total number of KUs in the model, as 

shown in figure 2.4. This global probability indicates the 

probability that the learner will master an arbitrarily chosen 

KU. 

 

2.3 Instructional Model 

 

An instructional model includes the component models for 

assessment, pedagogy and transition rules that determine 

the learning sequence. The assessment model associates a 

set of assessments to test the mastery of a given KU. After 

each assessment, the system uses a transition model to 

transition to the next KU that the learner should master. 

After identifying the next KU to be mastered, the 

pedagogic model provides the learning activities required 

to attain this learning goal. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Learning Objectives and Assessment of a 

KU 

How to assess the mastery of a KU is very much context 

sensitive, since it depends on the nature of the knowledge 

modeled by that KU. A KU can be a problem-set, or it can 
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be a concept. The problem-set may be further decomposed 

into key concepts, whose mastery can be assessed by 

solving the problems that require understanding of that 

concept. It is also possible that the problem-set is 

considered both, as a KU, and as an assessment approach 

for a KU.  For example, ALEKS [16] is a Math tutoring 

system where the KUs are 181 different problem-sets with 

well-defined learning objectives. Mastering the knowledge 

space is therefore, mastering the ability to solve these 

problem-sets. Each problem-set may consist of one or more 

associated concepts that the learner is ‘assumed’ to have 

mastered by successfully solving the problems. 

 

When KU’s are concepts, rather than problem-sets, the 

assessments are defined by the learning objectives 

associated with each concept. A single concept could be 

part of one or more learning objectives and each learning 

objective could have multiple assessment problems or 

questions associated with it. These assessments update the 

knowledge state of a learner, which is modeled by showing 

the KUs mastered in the learner model.   

 

The decision to help the learner move from one knowledge 

state to the next possible knowledge state is specified by 

the transition model. The transition model maps all 

possible learning path to master a set of concepts. Figure 

2.6 shows a miniature learning space from a Math tutoring 

system [17] consisting of 10 items, where each item is a 

particular learning objective, represented as dots inside the 

circle. In the figure, there are 36 different knowledge states, 

as shown by the circles and each state covers mastery of 

items, represented by the number of dots within a circle. 

The top node is a knowledge state when the learner has not 

acquired mastery of any item and the bottom node is the 

state when the user has mastered all 10 items. The items 

are ranked into different levels of achievement. For 

example, in figure 2.6, the item that is circled, and contains 

four dots, represents a mastery level that requires mastery 

of pre-requisite items c, i, and g.  

 

In the figure 2.6, a circle represent the knowledge state and 

the dots in a circle represents the items that need to be 

mastered to reach the knowledge state. To move from one 

knowledge state to another, the learner has to perform an 

activity that is defined by the learning objective of an item, 

as shown in figure 2.7. In figure 2.6, the label of an arrow 

that moves the learner from one knowledge state to the next 

one depicts an item. For example, the last item labelled 

using the letter e moves the learner to the final knowledge 

state. The dots shown in the bottom circle shows mastery 

of all items labelled using letters a to e.   

 

The pedagogic model defines the set of activities required 

to transition from one knowledge state to the next one. 

These activities may include completing required readings, 

watching specified videos, completing required exercises 

and so on. The assessment and pedagogical models are 

coupled to each other and they form the most important 

part of instructional design process. The ‘pedagogical 

atom’ of a learning system is termed as learning object that 

contains a learning objective, associated learning activities 

and assessments. Each KU may be associated with one or 

more such learning objects that forms a ‘playlist’ in a 

learning sequence. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.6 A learning space showing transition 

between states [17] 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7 Items in a learning space in a Math tutoring 

system [17].  
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3. Adaptive Technologies and Models  

 
3.1 Levels of Adaptation 

 

Several learning systems have been proposed by 

augmenting the core model of an ITS with various adaptive 

models and technologies. At the most basic level, an 

adaptive learning system adapts the learning sequence and 

activities based on the learner’s knowledge state. In an ITS, 

the adaptation happens at two levels, called the outer loop 

and the inner loop [18]. The outer loop adapts at a macro-

level by picking the learning sequences consisting of 

appropriate KUs and the associated activities. The inner 

loop adapts at a micro level and guides the learner through 

appropriate steps to master a particular activity of the outer 

loop. The inner loop analyzes solutions to problems and 

provides an error specific feedback and/or problem solving 

support.  

 

The outer and inner loops are two different levels of 

adaptation used to present learning contents in an ITS. 

Content organization of most learning environments, be it 

a semester long or a short course, takes place at the level of 

‘topics’ at the macro level and as ‘contents’ of each topic 

at the micro level. Considering this two level hierarchy of 

contents, outer loop adaptation takes place at the topic level 

and the inner loop adaptation takes place at the content 

level.  The topics may be independent of each other [19]; 

or they may form a Partial Order Knowledge Units 

(POKS) as in ALEKS [16], in QuizPACK [20] or in SQL 

QuizGuide [21]. Figure 3.1, shows topic level organization 

on the left side of the figure, with an individual content, a 

quiz, on the right side.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1 Topic based navigation in SQL QuizGuide 

[21] 

 

Organization of content knowledge depends on the nature 

of knowledge involved in the learning process. The nature 

of knowledge decides what kind of adaptive support the 

system needs to provide. Adaptive learning systems used 

for procedural knowledge, such as those used to teach 

programming or mathematics, usually focus on problem 

solving methods. Systems that focus on conceptual 

knowledge, similar to what is found in a textbook, aim to 

impart declarative knowledge to the learners. Typically, 

the granularity of a procedural knowledge system may 

range from fine-grained rules or constraints to coarse-

grained competencies. On the other hand, granularity of 

conceptual knowledge can range from fine-grained 

concepts to coarse-grained units, (also called topics).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Content organization in SIETTE[22] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 Multi-level content organization in an ITS 

for Simplex Algorithm [23] 

 

Providing feedback on assessments and problem solving 

support takes place at the fine grained-level, while creation 

or modification of the learning sequence generally takes 

place at the coarse-grained level. Advanced problem 

solving support usually requires a finer-granularity of 

content organization than what is possible by just a two 
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level ‘topic-content’ organization. While a finer level of 

granularity provides a corresponding fine-grained 

adaptation, it nevertheless results in a complex system with 

numerous knowledge states. Figure 3.2 shows a ‘tree’ like, 

topic based content organization, where each granular unit 

fall under exactly one topic [22]. Figure 3.3 shows a much 

more complex content organization, where multiple skills 

are aggregated into a hierarchy of topic levels using a pre-

requisite relationship among topics. [23]. Figure 3.1 shows 

topic based adaptive navigation.  

 

Both coarse-grained and fine-grained domain models can 

provide personalization by adapting the sequence of topics 

and contents associated with each topic, respectively. The 

fine-grained feedback and problem solving support results 

in precise mastery of concepts. However, due to its high 

level of detail, fine-grained models also make the content 

organization, the corresponding assessments and learner 

models more complex.  

 

3.2 Technologies for Adaptation  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Core models and Technologies for 

adaptation 

 
The well explored ITS technologies that adapt to each 

learner’s learning model are, curriculum sequencing, 

intelligent solution analysis and problem solving support 

[24]. Curriculum sequencing is an adaptation at the outer 

loop and takes place at the coarse-grained level of content 

organization. In curriculum sequencing, the suggested 

learning path or sequence shows the recommended 

hyperlinks to the suggested activities [25]. Intelligent 

solution analysis and problem solving support is an 

adaptation at the inner loop, that adapts the learning 

activity based on the learner model. The intelligent solution 

analysis will provide a feedback on a learner’s attempted 

solution, by providing an explanation of the solution, along 

with possible missing pieces in the attempted solution. For 

example, in a SQL programming course, the solution 

analysis may explain the nature of logical or syntax error 

in the learner’s attempt [26]. The problem solving support 

feature will provide hints and recommendations to solve a 

problem. For example, the programming learning system 

called ELM-ART, provides an example based problem 

support [27], by giving hints at various steps of a problem 

solving process. 

 
Learning systems that use the web or hypermedia, enables 

user-driven access of learning contents available in a large 

hyperspace. Adaptive Hypermedia (AH) technologies 

adapts to personalize the educational hyperspace for the 

user, by filtering the required contents from a content 

repository and this filtering is based on a user-model. The 

user model may include unique features of the learners 

such as knowledge levels, interests, motivation, learning 

styles and many more.  

 
The AH could provide suggested topics for learning by 

taking into consideration the learner’s learning goals and 

existing knowledge state [28]. Two popular technologies 

from the AH, are adaptive navigation and adaptive 

presentation that adapts the domain model presented to a 

learner, based on the learner’s goals and pre-existing 

knowledge [29]. For example, an adaptive encyclopedia 

could present its contents to augment the learner’s existing 

knowledge [30]. Adaptive presentation is typically used for 

comparative explanation of contents by relating it to the 

previously mastered contents. Adaptive navigation helps a 

learner find the learning path in the hyperspace by adapting 

the links based on the learner model [31]. Figure 3.1 shows 

the SQL Quiz Guide’s [21] organization of contents with 

adaptive navigation and adaptive presentation. In the 

figure 3.1, the status of topic completion is shown by using 

various icons. Adaptive navigation makes it possible to 

reorganize, sort or to hide links in a page containing 

learning contents. Figure 3.3 shows how the adaptive 

technologies are related to the core model of an ITS. 

 

 
3.3 User models for personalized learning systems 

 

A personalized learning system is an intelligent learning 

system that adapts to personalize learning. A personalized 

learning system consults the learner model, also called the 

user model, to make two key decisions: 1) what to do next 

and 2) when to stop [32]. The system adapts to the needs 

of the learner, by making these two decisions either at the 

coarse-gained, or at the fine-grained levels of content 

organization. The system may adapt at the coarse-grained 

level by picking the optimal curriculum sequence [33]. The 

system could also adapt at the fine-grained level by 

‘assisting’ or guiding the learner in making their choices 

on the contents [33].  For example, a topic based adaptive 
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navigation provides personalized guidance to learners in 

selecting the topic, while the learner may have the freedom 

to choose the contents within a topic [21], [34]. On the 

other hand, Problets [35] leaves choice of topic to the 

learner, but provides adaptive guidance on the contents 

within this chosen topic. The adaptive system could also 

provide personalized guidance for the topics and for the 

contents, based on different approaches. For example, in 

the INSPIRE system [36], topic based personalized 

guidance is based on learner’s knowledge state and content 

based personalized guidance is based on the learning style. 

More recent example of personalized guidance is the use 

of a recommender system to generate a ranked list of 

learning resources to choose from [37]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4  SQL-Tutor interface showing OSM[26] 

 

 

Many of the past learner models used in intelligent and 

adaptive learning systems model only the cognitive 

characteristics of the user. These systems do not  model 

non-cognitive factors such as affect, motivation and 

metacognition.  In his paper called “Towards Systems that 

Care”, deBoulay addresses the scant attention paid to the 

learner’s affective, metacognitive and motivational factors 

that play a role in learning achievement [38]. It is known 

that the achievement gap between slow and fast learners is 

also attributed to the lack of meta-cognitive and problem 

solving skills in slow learners [39]. 

 

Deep Learner Models form a class of learner models that 

extends the cognition-only user models, by including non-

cognitive factors as well. Adaptive systems that use such 

deep learner models provide adaptive scaffolding and 

support to address the differences among the learners [40]. 

Attempts have been made to model motivation by inferring 

three different non-cognitive characteristics of the learner, 

which are effort, confidence and independence [40]. Effort 

is measured as the learner’s persistence in solving 

problems and independence is inferred form the learner’s 

use of resources. Confidence is the self-reported ability of 

a student to solve problems. These characteristics are used 

to model a learner’s motivational state, so that appropriate 

cognitive and meta-cognitive interventions can be applied 

through the learning system.   Cognitive interventions may 

result in increase or decrease in difficulty of problems. 

Metacognitive interventions may include emphasis or de-

emphasis of immediate success, display of progress 

reports, giving praise etc. 

 

Open Student Models (OSM) is an approach to personalize 

learning by making the learner model evident to the learner 

and thereby, improving meta-cognition in the learner. For 

example, the SQL-Tutor shows the student’s progress 

using a skill meter showing mastery of concepts [26] and 

KERMIT provides a summary of student progress in a 

database-modeling course [41]. Figure 3.4 graphically 

shows the student model of SQL-Tutor in which each 

topic’s mastery is shown using a colored bar that depicts 

percentage completion.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Mastery Grid system [34] 

 

Open Student Social Modeling (OSSM) of a learner is an 

extension of the OSM to include the social model of the 

learner. The learner model is made explicit to the learner 

by showing each learner’s progress, in comparison to the 

group as a whole. The system output adapts to each 

learner’s knowledge state, so that the learner gets to see 

how he or she have progressed compared to others in the 

group. For example, the Mastery Grid system is a 

personalized learning system that combines several types 

of personalized support such as topic and content selection 

support, social progress support and content 

recommendations [34]. The adaptive presentation shows 

each learner’s progress on the topic and compares that with 

the progress of the group. Figure 3.5, shows a mastery grid 
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interface with ‘tile’ representing each topic and the color 

of the tile varies showing the mastery of that topic. Similar 

topic level mastery is shown for the group and for the 

learner’s mastery, relative to his or her group.  Each topic, 

shown as a tile can open up the prescribed learning 

activities, such as quizzes, examples that the learner can 

choose. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
Adaptive learning systems have evolved from basic ITS, to 

personalized learning systems that adapts learning 

sequence, contents and presentation based on several 

characteristics and needs of the learners.  At the core of 

every adaptive learning system is the basic model of an ITS 

consisting of the domain model, instructional model and 

learner model.  

 

Some of the early work in ITS were tutoring systems that 

only considered cognitive characteristics of the user. The 

cognitive characteristics are modeled as the knowledge 

state model. This cognitive model was mostly an overlay 

of the domain model that showed how the learner’s 

knowledge state compared with the expert’s knowledge 

space.  

 

With the advent of online learning, learning systems began 

to adapt the web-based contents to personalized 

instruction, based on a user model. Over time, 

personalization of learning systems began to take into 

account not only the knowledge state, but also, some of the 

non-cognitive characterises of the learner. Some of the 

newer intelligent and adaptive learning systems include 

non-cognitive features such as motivation, affect, 

metacognition and social progress of the learner. Learning 

systems have thus evolved into systems that ‘cared’ about 

several characteristics of the user, and aims to close the 

achievement gap among learners.  
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ABSTRACT 

Creative coding is the act of computer programming 

intended to create aesthetic artifacts in one or more digital 

media such as graphical images, animated videos, 

computer games, or musical performances. Visual artists 

and musicians use computers to compose, to render, and 

to perform. Algorithms remain as important as they are 

for any computer program, but their intent is to inspire, or 

at least to entertain, in contrast to more utilitarian 

applications of algorithms. This paper outlines the 

software structures and aesthetic perspectives of two 

novel algorithms for the creative manipulation of pixels in 

the Processing language. The first algorithm focuses on 

manipulating a digital canvas after it has been painted by 

a set of animated virtual paintbrushes. The metaphor is 

visual memory, where a digital canvas remembers what 

was painted during prior animated frames, making 

manipulation of those memories accessible to the artist. 

The second algorithm focuses on using an image-

processing pipeline to analyze and fragment copies of a 

photographic image for use in screening the original 

image. The inspiration is visual processing by the brain, 

in which different areas of the brain handle different 

aspects of stimuli arriving via the optic nerves before 

integrating them into a composite image. 

 

KEY WORDS 

computer graphics, creative coding, generative art, image 

processing, Processing language 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Digital art has been around for decades [1]. The advent of 

powerful graphical processing units (GPUs) and 

sophisticated programming environments has pushed the 

creation of this art into the aesthetic mainstream among 

professionals, academics, and students. 

 

The author has been collaborating with electronic 

musicians and digital artists for the last 25 years, with 

collaborations increasing in frequency and sophistication 

during the last ten. Despite being a computer science 

professor, a full 70% of the author’s students in spring 

2018 are majors in Kutztown University’s new Applied 

Digital Arts program offered by the Art and Art History 

Department. The work that informs this paper runs the 

gamut from teaching introductory animated graphics 

programming through exhibiting in multimedia 

exhibitions and concerts. This is a very exciting and 

energetic time to be involved in the creation of new 

modes of artistic expression. 

 

This paper provides a high-level overview of the technical 

and aesthetic aspects of two generative compositional 

algorithms. Emphasis is on images rather than words, 

with links to four animated video recordings. 

 

 

2.  Related work 
 

The author’s involvement in creative graphical coding 

dates back to using the Logo language dialect of LISP [2-

4] and its body-referential turtle geometry [5] coming out 

of the MIT Media Lab in the 1970s and 80s. Current work 

uses the Processing framework that also had its beginning 

in the MIT Media Lab [6,7]. This framework includes 

powerful and efficient graphics, animation, image-

processing, and computer audio code libraries, and an 

integrated development environment / debugger oriented 

towards artists, with language bindings available for Java, 

Javascript, Python, and Java on the Android mobile 

operating system [8]. Programming reported in this paper 

is in Java. 

 

The OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) is a C-like 

programming language targeted to GPUs that could 

accomplish some of the results described here for 

Processing [9,10]. The author has stayed with Processing 

implementation techniques because of familiarity and the 

desire to explain these techniques to Processing-savvy 

students. GLSL would likely be more efficient for some 

of the mechanisms of Section 4. 

 

Interactive and time-based digital art is a rapidly growing 

field [11]. The author is in ongoing collaborations with 

digital artists and musicians too wide ranging to list here. 

The current work derives primarily from spending time 

exploring these digital media in depth, as opposed to 

external influences. 
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3. Graphical Canvas as Short-Term Memory 
 

The algorithm of Section 3 focuses on manipulating a 

digital canvas after it has been painted by a set of 

animated virtual paintbrushes. The metaphor is visual 

memory, where a digital canvas remembers what was 

painted during prior animated frames, making 

manipulation of those memories accessible to the artist. 

Section 3.1 gives an overview of the main aspects of a 

Processing sketch (Processing’s name for a program), 

along with an overview of the specific algorithm. Section 

3.2 explores aesthetic aspects. Using software 

paintbrushes is inspired in part by Adobe Photoshop [12], 

Adobe Illustrator [13], and similar 2D illustration 

programs, although those programs are used for static 

image capture and manipulation, not for live, interactive 

animation or creative coding. 

 
3.1 PImage and pixel manipulation in Processing 
 

Figure 1 is a UML (Unified Modeling Language [14]) 

class diagram showing the author’s Processing sketch 

ShapePaintEcho and its relationships to Processing 

library classes. Every Processing sketch takes the form of 

a subclass of library class PApplet, which is where 

Processing supplies its seemingly global variables such as 

width and height (width and height of the display window 

in pixels), and pixels, which is the 1D Java array housing 

a RGBA integer pixel value (Red, Green, Blue, and 

Alpha, Alpha being a measure of opacity) at each 

element; the pixels array has (width*height) elements, one 

for each display pixel. PApplet also supplies a large 

number of seemingly global functions, examples here 

being loadPixels() that downloads hardware display 

buffer pixel values into the pixels array, updatePixels() 

that copies the pixels array into the display buffer, and 

createImage() that creates a photo-like PImage object of a 

specified (width*height) pixel size. PApplet supplies 

many conventional drawing functions such as 

background(), ellipse(), rect(), and triangle() that do not 

require direct manipulation of pixels by the sketch. Figure 

1 focuses on pixel manipulation functions because pixel 

manipulation is the focus of this paper. 

 

Processing programmers write what appear to be global 

variables and functions, much like the C subset of C++, 

albeit in Java for Processing. Processing generates class 

wrapper code, here for class ShapePaintEcho, as a 

subclass of PApplet. Sketch programmers can use library 

variables and functions residing in PApplet without the 

knowledge or syntactic trappings of classes. Acquiring the 

language is simpler than the usual practice of writing Java 

classes right from the start. Sketch programmers can 

define inner classes when useful for modeling graphical 

entities. Originally the library class PApplet derived from 

Java’s Applet class, although Processing 3 eliminates that 

class derivation. 

 

Sketch ShapePaintEcho supplies the setup(), draw(), 

keyPressed() and mousePressed() functions of Figure 1. 

Function morphCanvas() is specific to this sketch, while 

the others are known to Processing. The Processing run-

time framework arranges to call the sketch class’ setup() 

function once, at the start of sketch execution, as the 

sketch’s “main” function; setup() sets the final 

(width*height) size of the graphical window, along with 

other fixed and mutable sketch properties. Processing then 

schedules the sketch’s draw() function to run periodically 

at the frameRate; the sketch can adjust the default 
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frameRate of 60 frames per second during execution. 

Periodic invocation of draw() is the basis of animation. 

Typically, draw() invokes background() to erase the 

previous frame’s image and fill the display with a 

background color. Subsequent draw() code supplied by 

the sketch programmer creates shapes, loads and plots 

image files, performs geometric transformations, and clips 

the display when needed. Processing calls sketch 

functions mousePressed() and keyPressed() upon entry of 

mouse and keyboard data, respectively. 

 

ShapePaintEcho defines one nested Java interface and 

three nested classes. Interface ShapeObjectTemplate 

specifies the four diagrammed functions for displaying, 

moving, shuffling (randomizing location and other 

properties), and cloning (copying) a graphical object 

modeled by a subclass of ShapeObjectTemplate. Abstract 

class ShapeData supplies some data fields and helper 

functions used by subclasses, and concrete classes 

ShapeDrawer and ImageDrawer model and display 

various shapes and images specific to this sketch. Using 

classes to model animated graphical entities gives 

students intuitive, immediate feedback to reinforce 

learning the object-oriented structuring concepts of 

inheritance and polymorphism. 

 

A basic sketch would draw() and move() shape objects, 

shuffle() for re-initialization, and clone() for copying, on 

objects that store graphical state such as object location 

and color. That is a partial description of this sketch. 

What is novel about ShapePaintEcho is that its draw() 

function does not erase the prior frame upon each 

invocation. Instead, the keyPressed() and mousePressed() 

functions provide means for the user to manipulate the 

canvas of images painted onto the display by prior 

invocations of draw(). What follows is simplified pseudo-

code for morphCanvas() as called near the start of the 

draw() function: 

 

1. Use loadPixels() to copy the display’s pixels from the 

previous draw() frame into the pixels array. 

2. Create a new, blank PImage object with the same 

(width*height) as the display and copy the just-

loaded display’s pixels array into it. 

3. Perform graphical rotation, scaling, and shearing 

(scale shape width as a function of height or vice 

versa) on this PImage object as specified by prior 

user input via keyPressed() and mousePressed(). 

4. Plot the PImage as just another graphical object on 

the current display. Scaling the prior frame’s PImage 

up causes clipping of its former outer areas. Scaling 

the prior frame’s PImage down fills using 

background color pixels (typically black) into the 

display periphery. The morphed PImage over-writes 

the previous display with its modified copy. 

 

After returning from morphCanvas(), draw() display()s 

and move()s the current set of ShapeData modeling 

objects, i.e., the paintbrushes. “Paintbrush” object 

construction, elimination, and randomization 

(shuffle()ing) are under the control of keyboard 

commands. Thus draw() is essentially a two-step 

operation: 1) Load, manipulate, and plot the pixels of the 

previous frame; 2) plot the current shapes on top of the 

canvas morphed from the previous frame. 

 

Given the repeated copy and mutate operations of 

morphCanvas(), the “background” plotted by this function 

is a recursive visual function that incorporates not only 

the previous draw() frame, but also its predecessor, etc., 

up to the limits of display resolution and clipping. Hence 

the metaphor of canvas-as-memory, because the canvas 

remembers all previous shape-object-display steps, up to 

those limits. 

 

3.2 Aesthetics of manipulating a canvas as memory
1 

  

The illustrations on the next page show four static screen 

shots of live user interaction with ShapePaintEcho. The 

first, labeled The Heart of the Machine, shows 8 shapes – 

5 rectangles, 2 triangles, and a quadrilateral – being 

plotted in the current 60th-of-a-second frame. The user has 

used the mouse and keyboard commands to direct 

morphCanvas() to scale-down repeatedly the prior frames, 

moving their apparent trails towards the center. 

Discontinuities in some of the trails indicate movement by 

their shapes in prior frames, although most appear to be 

immobile, with only canvas-trail image processing 

occurring. The trails blur because scaling results in 

misalignment of original pixel locations with their new, 

scaled locations. Scaling pixel coordinates is inexact, 

requiring lossy interpolation and averaging of location 

and color information [15]. Canvas rotations of other than 

90 and 180 degrees also result in pixel misalignment, as 

do shearing, causing aging images on the canvas to cloud 

increasingly over time. Static image editing tools such as 

Adobe Photoshop do not finalize pixel interpolation until 

the user has signalled completion of a series of geometric 

transforms, thereby reducing error. Also, a Photoshop 

user can select the interpolation algorithm to use on image 

resizing. The issue for ShapePaintEcho is not so much a 

matter of Processing’s pixel interpolation algorithms, as it 

is a matter of the frequency of lossy geometric transforms. 

At a frameRate of 60 frames per second, there can be 60 

cumulatively-lossy transforms in a second, with more if 

there is a combination of lossy scaling, rotation, and 

shearing. Misalignment accumulates rapidly. This image 

clouding is not a problem for sketches like 

ShapePaintEcho, however. It is simply an aspect of the 

artistic medium to be utilized by a digital artist. The 

author added a feature to a later version of the sketch that 

allows a user to keep copies of an original shape in a list 

                                                 
1 The reader is encouraged to view the 2-minute video recording and the 

4-minute video recording at 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OHNdA_lNwbuGO86tHa2JMGkUhUzCY-1_ 

and https://drive.google.com/open?id=14hBoJVw_3ogh2pci-hXQT7phBs6wJrfY 
to get a better sense of the interactive, animated execution of 
ShapePaintEcho than is possible with a static set of images. 
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for exact re-plotting in subsequent frames. The artistic 

effect of keeping temporal object histories can be useful, 

but it is entirely different from the canvas-based morphing 

that remains the aesthetic keystone of ShapePaintEcho. 

 

The compositional intent for The Heart of the Machine is 

the set of digital veins and arteries connecting into a 

virtual heart, with the morphing canvas serving as the 

pumping heart. 

 

The second image called Digital Dovetail grows from an 

exact, non-lossy, 180-degree cumulative rotation of the 

canvas. There is no scaling of this canvas, with lossless 

trails contributed by the un-erased movement of the 

shapes. It symbolizes transition from approximation at the 

outer boundaries to precision at the center. 

 

The Ring Exercise shows the cumulative results of 

graphical object movement with interactive, lossy canvas 

rotation and repeated up-and-down scaling. The second 

band from the outer edge has been scaled up and down by 

the user multiple times, hence the fuzziness when 

compared to the adjoining circular layers. 

 

The final image shows the effects of a paintbrush 

patterned after the Chinese I Ching [16] character 

Flaming Beauty, without fill – two solid, parallel lines 

with one broken line between them – with the canvas 

receiving lossless reflections around the X and Y center 

axes and 90 degree rotations. This set of images gives 

some idea of the expressive range of ShapePaintEcho. 

The reader is strongly encouraged to view the two videos 

linked in Footnote 1 to get a more complete sense of the 

interactive capabilities of this sketch. 

 

 

4. A Multithreaded Pipeline for Image 

Processing 
 

The algorithm of section 4 focuses on using an image-

processing pipeline to analyze and fragment copies of a 

photographic image for use in screening the original 

image. The inspiration is visual processing by the brain, 

in which different areas of the brain handle different 

aspects of stimuli arriving via the optic nerves before 

integrating them into a composite image. 

 

4.1 Infrastructure for image pipeline stages 
 

Figure 2 is a UML class diagram showing the author’s 

Processing sketch PhotoMontage and the author’s 

reusable Java library package PixelVisitor. The 

complexity of this class diagram is due to the fact that, 

unlike ShapePaintEcho, PhotoMontage and similar 

sketches operate on individual pixel data at the level of 

Java code. ShapePaintEcho uses optimized Processing 

library classes and functions to copy display pixels into a 

PImage object, rotate-translate-shear that PImage object, 

and then plot it. ShapePaintEcho manipulates individual  
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pixels at the Java-sketch level in only a few places. In 

contrast, much of the work of PhotoMontage is 

manipulation of individual pixels. Performing this work in 

the Processing display thread slows the effective 

frameRate down to the point of uselessness. Typical tests 

of the algorithms discussed here run in the 5-frames-per-

second range while attempting a frameRate of 60 because 

of the computational intensity of the task. 

ShapePaintEcho discussed in Section 3, in contrast, has 

no difficulty maintaining a 60-frames-per-second frame 

rate. The solution for PhotoMontage is to use multi-

threading to achieve an interactive frameRate of 60-

frames-per-second as explained in this section. Code was 

run on a 2.6 GHz Intel Core i7 with 8 hardware threads (4 

dual-threaded cores) running Mac OS X 10.9.5 and 

Processing 3.3.6. 

 

The classes tagged <<active>> in Figure 2 run in 

different threads from the Processing display thread that 

invokes draw() at the frameRate. They offload the work 

of individual pixel manipulation from this Processing 

thread, working in parallel. Active class ImageLoader has 

the cyclic job of loading the next JPEG or PNG image file 

in a sequence from the file system into a PImage object, 

invoking a set of multithreaded filters on one or more 

copies of this PImage object, and then passing the 

resulting array of PImage objects to the Processing thread 

via a thread-safe java.util.concurrent.SynchronousQueue 

object called loaded in Figure 2. There is also a thread-

safe java.util.concurrent.CopyOnWriteArrayList object 

called fnames that allows both the Processing and 

ImageLoader threads to access the list of image files. 

ImageLoader provides an image-processing pipeline, 

preparing the next PImage array from the image file + 

filters while Processing’s thread manipulates and displays 

the previously pipelined/filtered array of PImage objects 

derived from an image file. 

 

Interface PixelArrayVisitor is the keystone of custom 

library package PixelVisitor. Each PixelArrayVisitor 

object reads an entire 2D PImage processed in a previous 

pipelined stage and writes a single 1D row of pixels for a 

resultant (width*height) PImage, with width pixels per 

row. Pixel width and height can number in the thousands, 

and in principle it is possible to run height 

PixelArrayVisitor active objects in a parallel worker-

thread pool in order to accelerate pixel processing. 

 

Abstract library class PixelArrayVisitorHelper stores the 

data fields shown, and class PixelArrayVisitorContainer 

stores a row of pixels produced by a PixelArrayVisitor 

object. Library interface PixelArrayVisitorFactory 

specifies a factory method for constructing an application-

specific PixelArrayVisitor object. 

 

The application classes derived from library classes of 

PixelVisitor in Figure 2 are PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter, 

derived from PixelArrayVisitor, and 

PixelArrayVisitorColorSorterFactory, a class for 

manufacturing PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter objects. 

 

PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter is an active class that is at 

the heart of the image-processing algorithm of 

PhotoMontage. A PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter thread 

visits a row of pixels in an incoming PImage and 

produces 1-of-8 derived rows, one for each of the 

following colors: black, red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, 

magenta, and white. ImageLoader uses Processing’s 

posterize filter [17] to determine the dominant color out 

of these 8 for each of the pixels in the original PImage 

row; each PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter worker thread 

creates a row for its color-of-8 with only those color-

dominated pixels from the original image, with all other 

pixels in its output row being transparent (i.e., with an 

alpha value of 0). The opaque pixels in each of the 8 

resulting, color-specific rows are identical to the pixels in 

the original, non-processed PImage. The 8 rows are 8 

maps of per-pixel dominant color-of-8 from the original 

PImage. 8 PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter threads produce 

8 PixelArrayVisitorContainer objects; a 

PixelArrayMapReducer object of Figure 2 combines all 

rows so produced into a collection of 8 complete PImage 

objects, one per dominant color. 

 

PixelArrayMapReducer, which runs within the 

ImageLoader thread, implements a map-reduce algorithm 

on pixel manipulation in the original, functional-language 

sense of map-reduce. It uses a cached thread pool from 

library class java.util.concurrent.Executors to execute 

parallel worker threads as PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter 

objects. A cached thread pool is demand-driven in its 

number of threads, up to the number of available contexts 

(hardware threads, 8 for this laptop). 

PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter provides the mapping from 

an input PImage row to 1-of-8 output 

PixelArrayVisitorContainer objects, one per row-color 

combination. When all threads running as 

PixelArrayVisitorColorSorter objects have completed 

their work, class PixelArrayMapReducer reduces their 

returned rows into an array of 8 PImage objects. The 

ImageLoader thread then sends this PImage array to the 

Processing thread via the SynchronousQueue loaded. 

Figure 3 is a UML activity diagram that outlines the steps 

discussed in the current section. 
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Processing’s thread within the draw() function plots the 

returned original PImage as the primary image, after 

which it plots the 8 color-dominated PImages (with 

transparent pixels for other-than-dominant-color pixels) at 

various rotational angles as directed by the user. These 8 

overlays act as curtains or veils over the original image. 

Successive invocations of draw() gradually reduce the 

opacity of these curtain overlays from 100% to 0%, 

exposing the original image behind them. 

PhotoMontage’s draw() also extrudes and fragments the 

curtains at the beginning of displaying an image, 

gradually reducing the extrusion and fragmentation as it 

reduces curtain opacity, such that the curtain appears 

more like the original image as it unveils the original 

image through increased transparency. When the curtain 

reaches 100% transparency (i.e., 0% opacity), draw() 
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dequeues the next array of the original + 8 color-

partitioned PImages from the loaded queue and repeats 

the process. With each image, successive invocations of 

draw() perform an unveiling of the original image loaded 

from a file, using extruded, fragmented curtains made 

from copies of the original image, partitioned by 

dominant color. Animated display has the feel of 

assembling the original image from its compositional 

components, in a manner suggestive of image assembly in 

the brain. 

 

4.2 Aesthetics of pixel screens as unveiling curtains 
 

Even more than the aesthetics discussed for 

ShapePaintEcho, PhotoMontage is animated, interactive 

video in nature. The still images appearing in this section 

are useful for discussion purposes only, and unlike the 
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illustrations of Section 3, are not visual compositions in 

their own right. The reader is very strongly encouraged to 

view the 5:35 minute video WildFlowers and the 11 

minute video MovingArchitecture linked in this footnote2. 

 

The illustrations to the right are screenshots of these two 

animated, interactive videos. There are three pairs of 

early-later screenshots, where the earlier image shows the 

color-partitioned, extruded, fragmented curtain with the 

original image underneath, and the later image shows the 

unveiled original image with some mostly transparent 

remnant of the curtain. 

 

The two flower images at the top are the most revealing 

with respect to color partitioning in the curtains. Note 

how the yellow-dominated center of the flower (mostly 

the stigma) has separated from the magenta-dominated 

petals in the top image, while they appear integrated in 

the bottom image as in the original photograph. Smaller 

details of color fragmentation and extrusion are visible in 

the top pair of images. What is evident only when 

viewing the linked WildFlowers video is that these color-

oriented curtain fragments are moving independently 

from each other in the video artwork. They are flying 

apart in the process of revealing the original image. 

 

The next pair of images emphasizes the fact that the 

curtain of brickwork, mortar, and grates are scaled up 

from their original sizes (as are the flower curtains in the 

preceding pair), thereby scaling the video motion. The 

curtain flickers during video viewing because draw() 

fragments and reorders the columns of the curtain, 

defragmenting as it unveils the original image. 

 

The final pair of images shows color partitioning, 

fragmentation, and extrusion of a pair of doors and 

surrounding windows unveiled in the second image. Both 

of the latter pairs appear in the MovingArchitecture video. 

PhotoMontage works especially well with high-contrast 

color images such as those in the WildFlowers video 

because of the color partitioning. It also works well with 

architectural photographic sequences such as those of 

MovingArchitecture because the rotation, fragmentation, 

extrusion, and unveiling of angular perspective lines in 

architectural photos highlights such boundary-inducing 

lines. 

 

Watching these videos is very much like watching the 

unveiling of a scene on a stage as the curtains draw back. 

The viewer conjectures what scene will actually appear as 

the photographed image appears. Visual revelation is a 

key aspect of the PhotoMontage sketch. The author is also 

experimenting with applying it to live video input from a 

camera moving about a room and photographing its 

contents and subjects. The results of live image 

manipulation are very promising for future work. 

                                                 
2 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o8UqtmIf2IZHFhzyg4mE5hCxTthi5ug7 and 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1658WdCHdDNFIRuIftDbgsceOAamhfSbs  
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5. Conclusions and future work 
 

Custom pixel-level manipulation of generated and 

photographic images has provided some very fruitful 

sketches in which to create interactive, animated, 

computer-generated video art. Much of the interactive 

work involves exploring visual spaces opened up by these 

techniques in searches for genuine art. Generate-and-test 

is a time-honored technique in computing that applies to 

this type of computer application. 

 

The author has submitted still photographs captured from 

ShapePaintEcho animations to a state-wide Pennsylvania 

art competition in 2018. Also, one of the author’s 

colleagues in Kutztown University’s Art and Art History 

Department has invited the author to collaborate on 

artwork, based on a demonstration video of 

PhotoMontage, during a sabbatical leave in spring 2019. 

The author has joined the planning committee for 

Kutztown University’s Applied Digital Arts major 

program in spring 2018. These developments are very 

exciting for a computer scientist in the later stages of a 

long career. 

 

The author has begun exploring use of 3D graphical 

techniques in conjunction with the 2D techniques of 

ShapePaintEcho. The canvas itself becomes a curtain in 

the Z-plane of 0 – the virtual flat surface of the display – 

with animated shapes emerging in front of this virtual 2D 

canvas, and shapes disappearing behind it. Combining 

some of the techniques of PhotoMontage with 

ShapePaintEcho is also an area for future work. 

ShapePaintEcho can generate images for PhotoMontage 

to color-fragment, extrude, and unveil. 

 

Finally, recursive use of morphed, scaled-down canvas 

PImages as graphical objects to display as multiple 

mobile objects in a ShapePaintEcho or PhotoMontage 

context is a very promising area for exploration. 

 

The author’s media software tools always involve human 

interaction as a key dimension. With adequately 

expressive controls, good human performers can always 

come up with inspired ideas during performance that 

might never occur while coding a program. It is very 

important to make these visual instruments so expressive 

that a good performer can surprise the coder during 

performance. 

 

The author ends by noting that, after over a year of work 

on these sketches, the animations still often surprise me. 

There are times when I cannot figure out how my code is 

doing things that are so visually alive. 
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ABSTRACT  
Computer Science curricula have conventionally relied on 

projects drawn from applied mathematics and natural 

sciences to provide design and developmental experience to 

its students.  In addition to reinforcing theoretical concepts, 

such projects have served well to prepare students for careers 

in computational sciences and engineering. But unlike 

previous decades, 3rd generation interest in computer science 

is driven largely by a burgeoning interest in game design, 

wherein the objective is to deliver a complex, but 

entertaining product with a high-performance user interface. 

In spite of having found its way into mainstream Computer 

Science, game development has arguably not been quick 

enough to earn the formalism and rigor expected in a 

pedagogical sense. The focus has always been on computer 

assisted software engineering tools, with commercial off-

the-shelf game engines enabling development of fairly 

sophisticated games. Unfortunately, such platforms require 

minimal scientific/mathematical skills or conceptual 

expertise from the developer. And as a result, such off-the-

shelf game engines are less than ideal as a platform for 

Computer Science Instruction. In this paper, the author 

discusses the issues involved in teaching Game 

Programming as a discipline. The paper also provides the 

design of a generic 2D game engine, highlighting the various 

topics in Computer Science that are addressed, particularly 

those aspects that reinforce concepts of data structures, 

algorithms and Object-Oriented design. The resulting 

framework can be used as a platform to build transferable 

skills for students, which are applicable in problem domains 

much wider in scope than the field of Game Design.  

  

KEYWORDS  
Game  Engine,  Sprites,  Collision  Detection, 

Multithreading, User Interface, Design Patterns  

1. Introduction  
  
Game Development is a niche market where the perceived 

novelty and appeal of a game to a particular user group may 

usually spell the difference between success and failure. 

Games developed with heavy investment in time and effort 

have failed, while some others developed with every little 

forethought have gone on to become extremely popular. The 

“Cow Clicker” [2], a tongue-in cheek game developed by 

Ian Bogost, which eventually developed a cult following, 

was originally created to satirize the genre of playable social 

games. It later came to epitomize the very genre it was 

intended to lampoon. It was a game designed to fail, that 

ironically became a runaway success. There is no objective 

way of measuring the quality of a game. Furthermore, the 

development lifecycle of a video game is considerably 

different from that of conventional service software. The life 

cycle of a video game is more akin to that of a movie 

production or a performance, with a lot of iterative design 

work up front, and very little emphasis on the testing, 

deployment and maintenance aspects that characterize 

typical software artefacts.  

 

Design flaws in games are of considerably less criticality 

than in a domain such as control systems or medical 

software. As a result, the development effort tends to focus 

mostly on the user interface (UI) and experience (UX) [1]. 

In other words, it can be argued that video games, which are 

essentially entertainment products, tend to be more 

sophisticated in terms of the user experience, than in terms 

of the quality of the implementation itself. It is not 

uncommon for characters in a game to end up trapped in 

walls, collision detection algorithms to occasionally break 

the laws of physics, solid entities to let things punch through 

them, and the universal laws of gravitation to be expediently 

ignored when faced with rigid time constraints. But unlike 

other application areas of computers, the consequences of 

such anomalies seldom extend beyond a degraded user 

experience, and almost never directly affect the physical 

environment in any drastic fashion. Necessity is the mother 

of invention, and perhaps the apparent lack of a sense of 

urgency to solve such problems could be one reason why 

game design is yet to become a prime driver in software 
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research. On the other hand, the impact that the gaming 

industry has had on hardware is commendable. The rapid 

growth of the gaming industry has driven recent advances in 

computer engineering, particularly in bus architectures for 

high-density GPUs, making powerful vector-processing 

capability affordable on a desktop configuration. If past 

history is any measure of future performance, then the 

continued growth in demand for video games is hardly 

debatable. The Guinness World Records has the following 

entry listed on their web site, and there are few software 

artefacts that can claim the market response stated below:  

  

“The highest revenue generated by any entertainment 

product in 24 hours is $815.7 million (£511.8 million), 

achieved by the videogame Grand Theft Auto V 

(Rockstar Games), released on 17 September 2013.”  

  

The first decade of the millennium saw flagging interest in 

Computer Science (CS) as a career choice among students. 

Depressed innovation and a shrinking job market made the 

field less appealing to prospective students. Falling wages as 

a result of rapid outsourcing, and diminishing investment in 

research due to market uncertainties were the primary 

drivers of this downward trend. The gaming industry and the 

proliferation of smart phones has reversed this trend is many 

ways, bringing renewed interest in research in these areas. 

Video games require a high amount of graphic processing 

capability. Recent advances in affordable high-performance 

GPUs, the development of increasingly sophisticated video 

games, and the resulting renewed interest in software 

development has proven to be a shot-in-the-arm for CS 

programs nationwide. The intense cultural component of 

gaming as a form of entertainment makes it something that 

cannot be entirely offshored. User experience (UX) is more 

of an art than a science with firm cultural underpinnings. The 

scientific component of UX design finds its basis more in 

psychology than in physics or applied mathematics, and this 

implicitly places cultural and geographic boundaries on its 

development.   

  

However, discussions with prospective employers in this 

area indicate that the demand for developers seems to occur 

in bursts, with software developers typically being either 

re-vectored into support roles between projects, or being 

laid off and reemployed as contractors on an as-need basis 

with each new release. It can be argued that the objective 

for an undergraduate Computer Science program is two-

fold:  

 

1. To ensure the long-term employability of the 

student by building a solid foundation in 

Computer Science in particular, and problem 

solving in general  

2. To instill and inculcate in the student values of 

scientific enquiry and research in Computer 

Science  

If all endeavors can be categorized as the arts, crafts or the 

sciences, then game development is a discipline that 

combines all three. The scientific aspects of game 

development are generally a subset of classic problems in 

computational mathematics and the natural sciences. A craft 

is typically concerned with the efficient solution of specific 

problems, while a science deals with abstractions and the 

systematic study of classes of problems. To legitimately 

teach game programming as a science involves abstracting 

out concepts that apply to a wide range of problems. It can 

be argued that the inclusion of game development in a 

computer science curriculum is incumbent on extracting 

foundational theory and developmental practice in video 

games that address various important concepts of computer 

science.   

  

The often-tenuous demand in industry for game 

development skills is also something that needs to be 

considered. Being a niche market, the gaming industry 

offers a relatively small employment base, with few pressing 

problems that require advanced research. But it promises a 

career that is highly creative with a high level of social 

recognition. Markus Alexej Persson aka xNotch, the creator 

of Minecraft, and John Carmack who designed the 

Doom/Quake engine are legends among gamers. As a result, 

a large number of graduating high school students who are 

gifted in logic and reasoning are captivated by computer 

science, because eventually they aspire to create games that 

are better and more entertaining than the ones they have 

been exposed to. This innate enthusiasm to create and excel 

should serve as an excellent catalyst for learning. There have 

been some commendable books that adopt this approach. 

Particularly interesting is Peter Drake’s (Lewis and Clark 

College) excellent book on data structures and algorithms 

that is geared towards textual games [3]. But then again, 

having no visual appeal, the general appeal of textual games 

is fairly limited, and there are aspects of software design that 

are not considered in an approach that is highly algorithmic 

and procedural.  

  

It is imperative that the knowledge gained from a four-year 

baccalaureate degree (higher education) should supersede 

what one learns in a good vocational training program. A 

strong foundation in computer science, which goes beyond 

scripting on commercial off-the-shelf game engines, is 

therefore essential to be highly employable in this area. The 

broad areas in Computer Science that is necessary for game 

development are –  

• Design patterns  

• Multi-threading and Concurrency issues  

• Event driven programming  

• Algorithms and Data structures  

A well-designed game will draw upon all of the 

aforementioned topics and possibly several more. The 

incentive in teaching these areas in the context of game 

programming is that it makes learning more purpose driven. 
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As opposed to 3D games, two-dimensional games offer an 

opportunity to learn necessary concepts without the added 

complexity and constraints of 3D graphics and generated 

imagery. Extrapolating from 2D to 3D is more a matter of 

applying more complex geometric transformations and 

physics. Furthermore, 2D games offer a minimalism, which 

frees up precious hours to dedicate to computer science 

topics.  

  

The structure of a typical 2D game is described in the 

following sections. A deconstruction of the game into 

respective topic areas is also provided. The language chosen 

for game development is Java, being the College Board 

recommended language of instruction for Advanced 

Placement in Computer Science. Implementing game 

development in the same language that is used for courses in 

data structures and algorithms enables code reuse, and 

higher portability of ideas across topics.  

 

 

2. The Abstract Classes in a Game  
  

Needless to say, video games are graphics intensive. A 

windowing toolkit is an essential component of any video 

game. Swing is a GUI widget toolkit that is part of Java 

Foundation Classes (JFC). In addition to its ease of use, 

Swing supports double buffering and page flipping, making 

it an ideal framework for game development. 2D graphics 

can be implemented easily with sprites. 3D game 

development, on the other hand, would necessitate the use of 

a framework that can harness the power of the GPU, and a 

platform like Lightweight Java Game Library (LWJGL) 

would be more suited for that purpose. The architecture 

described in this paper was implemented using Java 8 and 

Swing. The basic rendering loop structure is as follows:  

  

 
Figure 1 – Recommended Buffering Strategy in Swing  

The rendering needs to happen frequently enough to satisfy 

required frame refresh rates. The typical screen refresh rate 

for a video game is 60 frames per second (fps). This gives 

less than 17 milliseconds to do the various computations 

necessary to generate a frame, in addition to servicing 

various keyboard and mouse events generated by the user.   

  

2.1 Design Patterns – The MVC  

 

The game itself can be decomposed into three abstract 

components at the highest level:  

• The Model that constitutes the actor in a game  

• The View or presentation of the game  

• The Controller which implements the narrative 

of the game  

  

Each actor in the game is defined by a model, which contains 

the state of that actor at any given instant in the game. The 

instantaneous state of the model will depend on the progress 

of the game and the role the actor plays in the game. The 

Model base class will also incorporate physics and other 

methods dealing specifically with model dynamics. The 

functionality of each actor on the game can be enhanced or 

modified by extending the Model class. The Model is central 

to all visualizations and contains the logic that defines the 

state changes for that application. But a fundamental 

difference between conventional graphical applications and 

video games is that the View in a game may contain several 

entities in place of widgets, each defined by a model, and 

having a behavior that uniquely identifies it. The overall 

game narrative will have to be captured in an entity of a 

much wider scope than the models themselves, and can be 

abstracted into an extension of the Controller. The 

Controller is aware of the state of each and every model 

within the framework and an additional manager class can 

be avoided by delegating this functionality to the Controller. 

The Model-View-Controller (MVC) is a commonly used 

pattern for constructing GUI based applications. This simple 

pattern can be easily adapted to suit various structural 

requirements.  

  

 
Figure 2: Model-View-Controller Pattern  

The View provides the presentation of the game. In its 

simplest form, the View provides a drawable component and 

a graphics context that can be used to render various actors 

on the screen. The view is primarily dependent on Swing 

components and will provide the User Interface (UI) thread 

that handles rendering and other user related functions. The 

Controller provides a list of actors to the View, and the View 

object basically renders each actor at the specified location 

  

   BufferStrategy myStrategy; 
  

   while (!done) { 
  

      Graphics g; 
  

      try {          
  

g = myStrategy.getDrawGraphics(); 
  

           render(g); 
  

       finally  { } 
  

          g.dispose(); 
  

       } 
  

      myStrategy.show(); 
  

    } 
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within that current frame. The View renders a visual 

representation of each Model, since each of those objects is 

associated with a Sprite, which gets rendered on the screen.  

  

The Controller, by design, is the entity that captures the 

narrative of the game in its entirety. The function of the 

Controller is to sense all stimuli to the game in terms of user 

inputs, and generate an appropriate response on each 

appropriate actor to those inputs. It has to update the state of 

these models, set up a list of actors for the next scene (frame) 

and request the view to update the screen after the required 

time has elapsed. In addition to these basic functions, the 

Controller has to support a sophisticated game narrative 

through extension and method overriding. It essentially 

moves the story line forward and provides the glue-logic 

between various components of the game.  

  

The Observer, the Composite and Strategy patterns are of 

significance in game design. The Observer pattern provides 

a mechanism for entities to be partitioned into Observers and 

Subjects, while defining a messaging interface that such 

entities can use to publish and process messages that flow 

between them. Certain games may involve a melee scenario, 

such as a horde of aliens that have to be dealt with, or even 

a swarm to be moved as an entity. An effective way to 

represent this aggregation is through the Composite design 

pattern. In this pattern, a group of objects can be treated as a 

single object, making individual as well as collective 

responses to events easily implementable. In the game of 

space invaders, the horde of aliens marching across the 

screen reverses its direction and steps forward at the edge of 

the screen. The collision of the aliens on the end of each row 

with screen boundaries would have to trigger an advance 

down the screen for the entire horde. At the same time, each 

alien would have to respond to collisions with missiles. This 

construct is a good candidate for the Composite design 

pattern. Likewise, the Strategy pattern allows an entity in a 

game to change its personality based on the progress of the 

game. The use of heuristics and other statistically derived 

behavioral code, if implemented as a Strategy pattern, can 

serve to change the user experience of the game each time it 

is played.  

  

2.2 Concurrency – The Game Loop  

 

Swing supports a high level of concurrency. For this 

purpose, the Swing framework provides the developer with 

a powerful threading framework: 

  

• Initial threads, the threads that execute the startup 

application code  

• The event dispatch thread, where all event handling 

code and Swing interaction is executed  

• Worker threads, also referred to as background 

threads, where complex time-consuming 

background tasks are executed  

Of these threads, Worker threads are the most useful and 

require careful design since it directly impacts game 

performance. The typical game has one initial thread, which 

starts off the Controller object and sets up the runnables that 

control the periodic screen updates. User interactions that 

don’t take too much computation time can be handed off to 

event dispatch threads.  

  

The Controller, run by the Initial Thread invokes the game 

loop implemented by a Swing Timer. Being a Swing 

component, the game loop will be handled by the Event 

Dispatch Thread and once started, will run independent of 

the Controller. It is the job of the timer thread to periodically 

call various functions and invoke the render method on the 

View object. The Controller implements an Action Listener 

for this purpose, and the timer thread invokes the callback 

method implemented on the Controller at the periodicity 

defined by the specified frame refresh rate. The basic 

methods that the typical timer thread executes are the 

following:  

• Pre-processing  

• Rendering  

• Post-processing  

Time consuming operations should be back-grounded using 

the worker thread pool provided by the Swingthreading 

framework.  

 

 
  

Figure 3: Timer action performed  

Pre and post processing tasks can be complex and time 

consuming and if run on the event dispatch thread, may 

make the game unresponsive. But rendering itself has to be 

handled by the event dispatch thread, as Swing components 

are not thread-safe. The timer action is listed in Figure 3. 

The PreProcessWorker and PostProcessWorker classes 

inherit from the SwingWorker<Void,Void> class. The 

execute call in the action performed commits the object to 

the Swing worker thread pool. The get() method is a form of 

synchronization, allowing all pre-processing to complete 
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before rendering occurs. Swing also offers a timed get() if a 

blocking call is not warranted. 

 

Rendering on the screen is handled by the invocation of the 

onDraw() method on the View object. Pre-processing 

worker threads may have to complete time intensive tasks 

such as switching the sprite on an actor, as in the case of an 

exploding missile whose sprite changes upon collision, 

which if not completed on time can interfere adversely with 

the rendering process. The pre-processor worker thread sets 

up timing related updates and invokes a late bound 

autoUpdateModels() method, where time dependent 

instance variables can be updated. The implementation of 

the pre-processing class is shown in Figure 4.  

  

  
Figure 4: Pre-processor Swing Worker  

The dispatch thread would execute the post-processing 

background task as soon as rendering is done. The 

PostProcessWorker is another SwingWorker <X, Y> type 

and it is dedicated to checking collision and interactions 

between actors based on user response. The user will 

respond to the screen update via the keyboard, the mouse or 

some other input device. The dispatch thread will execute 

the listener for these events.  

 

The code that invokes the various updates on each model is 

run as a background job while the event handler caters to 

user responses. The post-processor is again run on a worker 

thread, implemented as a SwingWorker<X, Y> class. Its 

function is to update the instance variables on the models 

that constitute the scene of the game. The implementation of 

the post-processor is shown in Figure 5. The overridden 

done() method is executed by the worker thread once the 

doInBackground() completes. The invocation of done() is 

however, not immediate. 

 

  
Figure 5: Post-processor Swing Worker  

Removal of dead entities and other list maintenance 

operations can be chained to this method. The dispatch 

thread will continuously go through the cycle of 

preprocessing, rendering, and post processing until it is 

cancelled. As the dispatch thread runs, it spawns of two 

worker threads, one before rendering, and one post 

rendering to complete various tasks. The game designer can 

get game specific code to run by these spawned worker 

threads. This is achieved by overriding the preProcess() and 

postProcess() methods in their implementation of the 

Controller.  

  

2.3 Event Driven programming  

 

Unlike typical projects that accompany courses in 

programming exercises, game programming is highly event-

driven. The game advances through state changes that are 

triggered either by the interaction between various actors in 

the game, or as a result of user interaction with the game. 

One seldom invokes the methods one implements. The event 

dispatch thread handles user-generated events each time the 

user clicks the mouse or hits a key, routing control flow to 

the listener of the Swing component that is currently in 

focus. To facilitate proper delegation of responsibility, the 

Controller implements the action listener for the View. The 

event dispatch thread running View code first detects 

keyboard and mouse interactions, and in turn invokes 

methods that affect control and status words (CSW) within 

the Controller. The Controller can then use a post-

processing worker thread to interpret the various fields of 

the CSW. The event thread should be independent of control 

and status processing, so that the overheads of processing 

will not impact the responsiveness of the game. The abstract 

class Controller implements the ActionListener interface. 

Once the Controller creates the View object, it designates 

itself as the action listener to the View, so that all use 

interactions with Swing components are fielded by the 

keyboard and mouse handlers implemented by the 
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Controller. All tasks delegated to the ActionListener should 

complete as soon as possible since it is in the critical path of 

the event dispatch thread.  

  

2.4 Data Structures and Algorithms  

 

A game typically maintains a list of all actors. Operations 

with models are generally localized to a specific entity. But 

there are special physics related updates that have to be 

made before every frame is projected. The most basic 

updates that all games would have are:  

• Positional updates to each model  

• Collision detection for each pair of models  

  

Updating positions of models has only a worst-case 

complexity of O(N). Inactive models can be excluded from 

a shorter list yielding some level of optimization. Essentially 

the autoUpdateModels() method, which takes a list of 

models and the elapsed time from the last update, would 

have to run through the entire list. The Swing worker thread 

as part of pre-processing executes this method.  

  

Collision detection on the other hand, is an O(N2) problem. 

Each model would have to be compared against every other 

model for collision, yielding Nx(N-1)/2 pairs to check for. 

This brute force approach can be time consuming, especially 

if the intersection of model sprite boundaries needs to be 

precisely done. The collision detection is carried out by the 

framework through the invocation of the 

generateCollisionMatrix() method, which returns an array of 

collision events. This method can be overridden to 

implement any algorithm of the designer’s choosing.   

  

Novel optimization techniques exist for the collision 

detection problem [4]. Robert Sedgewick of Princeton 

University points out that maintaining a minimum priority 

queue, sorted by the predicted time for all model pairs is a 

highly effective way of running this quadratic check less 

frequently. The pairs of models are exhaustively generated 

and their predicted collision times are computed. Each pair 

and their collision time in the future constitute a collision 

event. When inserted into the min priority queue, the events 

that are nearest in the future will be at the head of the queue. 

The head of the queue is checked in constant time to see if a 

collision has occurred for each iteration. The reconstruction 

of the min priority queue is only done if the event has passed. 

Another advantage of this optimization is that it avoids 

punch through of models when the game runs at a 

particularly low fps rate. If a brute force approach that is 

nonpredictive is used to detect collisions, it is entirely 

possible that the inspection of models may only happen after 

the entities have already collided, causing a punch-though 

effect. With a predictive approach, collisions that occur in 

the past can be corrected by relocating the models involved 

to where they ought to be after a collision.  

Certain games might require the quick computation of 

nearest neighbors, as part of collision detection. For 

example, a missile colliding with a horde of aliens may be 

expected to destroy all aliens within a fallout radius. Quick 

computation of the nearest neighbors is not easy unless the 

models are maintained in a k-d Tree [5]. For 2D games, a 2-

d tree can be used to pick out the models nearest to the target 

in linearithmic time. Maintaining a min priority queue for 

predicting collision events, while keeping all models in a k-

d tree can be an advanced concept to bring into a second 

game programming class.  

 

2.5 Polymorphism  

 

The Model, the View and the Controller class that constitute 

the framework are abstract classes. The framework 

consisting of these three pivotal classes execute the pre-

processing, rendering, and the post processing steps of the 

game. To implement a specific game, the game designer 

would extend these abstract classes so that the framework 

invokes the overridden methods through late binding.  

To implement the Controller, the extended class would 

provide the appropriate keyboard and mouse handlers, any 

pre-processing or post-processing code, and logic to provide 

collision resolution. The extended View class would provide 

any rendering that needs to be layered beneath the entities or 

above them.  

 

 

3. Implementing Games  
  

The entities that make up a game implementation would be 

extensions of the Model class. Overriding the 

updateLocation() method of the base class will give 

specialized movement to the entity. By extending the View 

base class, more panels can be added to the screen or the 

layout can be made more complex. Likewise, the game 

narrative would inherit from the Controller base class.   

The game framework presented in this paper imposes the M-

V-C pattern on any implementation based off it. By 

relegating frame updates, concurrency management, and 

timing to the framework, developers can focus on the design 

of the game narrative.  

  

3.1 Exception Handling and Messaging  

 

In addition to the three main classes, the Model, the View 

and the Controller, the framework depends on an exception 

handling mechanism, as well as a messaging scheme 

allowing entities to interconnect with each other.  The 

GameException class extends the Exception class and can 

be thrown with a unique message. This class can be extended 

to support a wider spectrum of exceptions. The messaging 

system is supported via the Interconnect Interface. Any class 

seeking to use this mechanism should implement the 

Interconnect interface for it to receive Game events. The 
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GameEvent class contains a message field and can be 

extended for various special cases. An out-of-bounds 

GameEvent would be an example of such an extension.  

  

3.2 Sprite Management  

 

Unlike 3D games, those that operate in two dimensions rely 

heavily on sprites to represent models. Sprites have to be 

active and rolled forward frame by frame to render 

animations. The SpriteFactory and the Sprite classes manage 

the stepping through of successive images within a sprite, 

and the caching of sprites. The SpriteFactory is a Singleton, 

and uses lazy instantiation to provide client code with a 

reference to an instance. The SpriteFactory maintains a 

cache of sprites in a HashMap. The map gets loaded with the 

sprite the very first time it is accessed. All subsequent 

accesses are drawn from the map (cache) saving on response 

time. The Sprite class also provides a persistent iterator that 

keeps track of the current image within the sprite sheet that 

is to be displayed. The sprite sheet name is predefined so 

that the file name indicates the number of images contained 

within the file.   

  

3.3 Sound Effects  

 

Sound effects are an important aspect of any video game. An 

enumeration (enum) type called SoundFX provides this 

functionality for the game framework. The SoundFX type 

implements the LineListener interface so it can respond to 

state changes on the audio playback channel. Each sound 

effect is an instance of the enum type, supporting the play() 

method. Implementing SoundFX as an enumeration has its 

advantages. Invocation of specific tones to be played by 

referring to its value makes it easy to use. So, if HIT is a 

declared value of type SoundFX, then the hit sound can be 

played by simply invoking HIT.play(), making the code very 

readable. However, one of the drawbacks of an enumeration 

implementation of SoundFX is that by definition, 

enumerations are not extendable. This makes it an 

unfavorable choice for an open-ended design. However, the 

SoundFX type is something that is only used by specific 

games and the framework itself is not dependent on it in any 

way. It is included in this framework purely to illustrate a 

typical implementation in class.  

  

 

4. Conclusions and Future Work  
  

The threading architecture currently has no proper 

synchronization or thread preemption for games that are 

computationally intensive and may take more than the inter 

frame time available for the computation of each scene. A 

minimal level of synchronization can be achieved by 

invoking the get() method on the Swing worker threads. 

Semaphores and other synchronization constructs will have 

to be implemented separately. It was observed that the 

running time of Swing worker threads is very platform 

dependent. Synchronization issues that may be absent on one 

platform may reveal itself on another. A careful redesign of 

the thread distribution would be done as part of this ongoing 

project. Another planned evolution effort is a careful study 

and reimplementation of the threading framework to make it 

immune to message loss as a result of the dispatch thread 

catching up with the preprocessing worker thread.  
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ABSTRACT 
Data mining and analytics is an increasingly popular field 
in computer science. As more people become interested in 
these techniques, the variety of user interfaces and 
software grows. A program’s user interface can become a 
barrier for the beginner data scientist; while an algorithm's 
results may be accurate, its presentation may occlude the 
underlying relationships in the data which are key to the 
understanding of the various analytical systems. This 
study comprises a review of four of the more popular 
free-use data analytics platforms. They are evaluated on 
ease of use, user interface, quality of graphs and charts, 
and accuracy of various algorithms. 
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data analytics, data mining, review  
 
1.  Introduction 
 
As data mining and data analytics grow in popularity,         
more platforms are being developed to leverage these        
techniques in the world of business and advertising. There         
are many applications, both free and paid, that can unearth          
patterns in customer, sales, demographic, or sensor data.        
These revelations are valuable to businesses and       
industries, and can allow them to be more competitive.         
The student of computer science, however, requires more        
from a data analytics platform than simply accurate        
results. The goal is not only to find what is hidden in the             
data, but how the attributes relate to one another and how           
the various analytical techniques work. This must be        
accomplished in an uncomplicated way with a minimal        
learning curve. This report evaluates Four popular data        
analytics platforms: RapidMiner, Knime, Orange, and      
WEKA. These are evaluated for user interface, graph        
quality, clarity of results, and ease of use. 
 
The dataset used to test these programs is taken from the           
United States Geological Survey [1] records of Dissolved        
Oxygen in streams across the Northeastern United States.        
Domain knowledge is based on these papers covering the         
science of the relationships between pH, Season,       
temperature, Time of day, and Oxygen Levels [2]. 
 

This review is somewhat subjective, as it is geared toward          
student beginners in the realm of data analytics and data          
mining. While some of these programs may not be         
entirely suited to the novice, a more seasoned user may          
find extra benefit from the same elements that cause         
frustration in the unaccustomed. 
 
These tools were chosen based on the criteria of cost and           
popularity, two important factors for one unfamiliar with        
the available technology. Each of these software are        
featured [12] in various [13] results [14] for a google          
search of “top 10 free data mining tools”. Some of them,           
like KNIME and RapidMiner, have extra features       
available for purchase, but the platforms discussed here        
are free and open-source.  
 
2.  RapidMiner Studio 
 
“RapidMiner Studio is a code optional workflow designer        
for data scientists. It makes data scientists more        
productive, from the rapid prototyping of ideas to        
designing mission-critical predictive models.” [3]     
according to their website. It boasts an impressive list of          
accepted file types, and provides convenient      
documentation and tutorials for the different data       
operators. The free version provides all RapidMiner       
Studio features, 10,000 data rows, 1 Logical Processor,        
and Community Customer Support; paying users receive       
room for more data, more Logical Processors, and better         
customer support.[15] 
 
2.1 User Interface 
 
The workflow area has a crisp design aesthetic, with a          
large “Process” area and default subwindows for data        
Repository, Operators, Help, and Parameters which can       
be moved in or out of the program window as the user            
sees fit. There are also other panels that can be added,           
including a “Tutorial” panel. 
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fig. 1: RapidMiner Process visual interface 

 
The visual impact of this workflow is helpful to the user,           
as all steps from data preparation to Attribute Selection to          
Modeling and Performance can be seen, giving a better         
impression of how the data is manipulated to reveal these          
relationships. This can, however, become a hindrance for        
users with smaller screen real estate, as the extra windows          
tend to clutter a 13” laptop screen and obscure the          
workflow.  
 
2.2 Tutorial and Documentation 
 
RapidMiner provides a convenient and thorough tutorial       
system. In the “Help” panel window, there is information         
about the selected process and a link to an interactive          
tutorial. For the predictive operators, the modelling       
technique is explained, and its use is outlined. This is          
handy for beginners and scholastic users, as the concepts         
behind the operators are often as important as the results.          
Home users that sign up for a RapidMiner account will          
also receive invitations to webinars about current data        
mining techniques and trends. 
 
2.3 Data Visualization 
 
The visualization of a data set is where RapidMiner really          
shines. In the “Results” view, a smorgasbord of graph         
styles will provide the scholastic user with informative        
visual confirmation of attribute relationships, and the       
graphs can be exported easily for presentation. There is         
also an “Advanced Charts” option (fig. 2), where the user          
can create their own chart style, choosing attributes,        
colors, shapes, etc. 
 
2.4 Attribute Selection 
 
RapidMiner provides some operators to automatically      
remove attributes. “Remove Useless Attributes,” when      
applied to the USGS stream dataset, did clean some of the           
actually useless attributes (agency_code and tz_code) but       
also removed attributes that play an important role in         
dissolved Oxygen levels (TimeOfDay). “Remove     
Correlated Attributes” also helped to clean the data. The         

drawback of both of these operators is that there is no           
obvious way to see what attributes have been removed. 
 

 
fig. 2: RapidMiner Advanced Chart 

 
2.5 Algorithm Workflow 
 
RapidMiner accepts CSV (Comma Separated Values) and       
WEKA’s ARFF (Attribute-Relation File Format)     
formatted files, as well as a plethora of other file types           
and database sources, including Twitter and Salesforce. 
 
Operators can be dragged from the “Operators” panel or         
inserted in the workflow by right-clicking. Each operator        
widget has specific input and output ‘ports’, which are         
detailed in the “Help” panel. When a process is complete,          
the “Run” button is pressed, and each operator in turn is           
completed. If any operators are missing a connection, a         
warning pops up and the process will not run. If an           
operator in the workflow is not being used, it must be           
deactivated to allow the process to run. Some operators         
will only handle attributes of a certain type; this         
information is not readily obvious until a run is attempted.          
This caused great frustration with some operators, as a         
process is run, an attribute changed, and another error         
message appears. 
 
The execution of some operators may hang up on larger          
datasets; the author could not get some of the Rule  
operators to complete. No error is presented, but the         
progress halts and must be terminated in the program. The          
operator can then be replaced with a different one, or the           
data changed and other attempts made. While the        
operator’s execution stalled, the program itself did not        
crash. 
 
Managing the connections between different operators      
can be frustrating. One must hover over the correct thread          
and click the “X” or right click and remove the          
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connection, and the connecting threads between multiple       
connections tend to overlap. 
 
On a successful Run, view is switched from the “Design”          
window to the “Results” window, where any output is         
presented. All results are saved in the “Result History” tab          
and can be reloaded at a later time, or deleted. 
 
2.6 Result Presentation 
 
For predictive operators, such as k-Nearest Neighbors,       
Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and Random Forest, the        
results are presented as both a graphical and text         
Confusion Matrix, along with an Accuracy Percentage.       
Linear Regression gives a Performance Vector and the        
Weights for the attributes. Rule operators result in a         
Performance Vector and text Rules for the attribute. 
 
2.7 Impressions 
 
RapidMiner Studio is an excellent candidate for the        
beginner data analyst. Its user interface is clean and         
cohesive, and even a cluttered workspace can remain        
legible. The tutorial and documentation resources are       
informative and convenient. The quality and capability of        
the Graph utilities not only aid the user in recognizing          
attribute relationships, but also make for attractive       
presentation material. Frustration may crop up over each        
operator’s data type requirements, which are not       
immediately obvious. This can lead to a beginner        
becoming snagged on trying to get an operator to run. 
 
3.  KNIME analytics Platform 
 
“KNIME analytics Platform is the leading open solution        
for data-driven innovation, helping you discover the       
potential hidden in your data, mine for fresh insights, or          
predict new futures. Our enterprise-grade, open source       
platform is fast to deploy, easy to scale, and intuitive to           
learn”[4] according to their website. It is a        
visual-workflow program, similar in form and function to        
RapidMiner. The analytics platform is free for all users,         
but can be expanded by the purchased KNIME server, the          
tiers of which allow for better collaboration, deployment,        
management, and support capabilities. [16] 
 
3.1 User Interface 
 
The design is clean and minimal, with brightly colored         
“Nodes,” the name for the data operators. In addition to          
the main workflow, the default panel layout includes        
“KNIME Explorer” for choosing files and workflows,       
“Node Repository” to select data operators, “Outline”       
providing a zoomed-out view of the workspace, “Node        
Description” containing explanation of the chosen      
operator, and a “Console,” which shows errors or        

warnings from the workflow execution. The font seems a         
bit small and cannot obviously be changed in the GUI. 
 

 
fig. 3: KNIME Application view 

 
3.2 Tutorial and Documentation 
 
KNIME has many video tutorials. The quality of the         
narration in the voice-overs is inconsistent. The videos        
seem to be geared toward more experienced users, with         
complicated workflows and minimal directions. The      
information in the “Node Description” window is       
thorough and informative about the data operator, but not         
the concepts in general.  
 
3.3 Data Visualization 
 
The graphical output of KNIME looks dated and flat         
compared to the other contenders. Some of the        
visualization tools cannot accept more than a certain        
number of unique values, and the coloring options of the          
graphs are minimal to none (fig. 4). The output is only           
visible by right-clicking the operator, and selecting the        
“View” option, which seems like too many steps for data          
visualization. Some of the labels of the data are cut off by            
the graph layout, and for a data set with more attributes           
the graph can become confusing to the point of         
uselessness. This can present a barrier to understanding of         
the relationship between attributes in the data set. 
 
3.4 Attribute Selection 
 
KNIME provides an automatic attribute selection tool,       
that of “PCA”, or Principal Component Analysis. It seems         
to do something, but trying to discover the results of the           
operation is frustrating enough to limit its use. 
 
3.5 Algorithm Workflow 
 
KNIME accepts many file formats, including ARFF and        
CSV, or read data from a web address. 
 
The “Node Repository” has a search option to more easily          
select specific operators. Operators can be run       
individually, and only the selected operator will run.        
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When this occurs, a small progress bar appears on the          
node. This is a great feature to keep track of program           
execution for larger datasets. 

 
fig. 4: KNIME Scatterplot 

 
The connections between the operators are represented by        
angular threads, which can be manipulated with vector        
points, which can give the workflow a less cluttered feel. 
 
Choosing an operator, linking it to the data , running it           
and visualizing the result is tedious and involves no small          
amount of trial-and-error, as the profusion of right-click        
menus and similar operators do not provide a clear         
direction for the beginner user. 
 
3.6 Result Presentation 
 
The results of the prediction methods must be scored,         
which produces an ungainly confusion matrix for larger        
datasets. This graph also contains Accuracy measures. 
 
3.7 Impressions 
 
It seems from the tutorial videos that this platform is          
capable of very involved and thorough data analytics, but         
the lackluster visual presentations and minimal graphing       
capabilities, combined with the ponderous GUI and       
similarity to the more beginner-friendly RapidMiner leave       
KNIME Analytics Platform in the do-not-use category. 
 
 
4.  Orange 
 
“Data Mining, Fruitful and Fun. Open source machine        
learning and data visualization for novice and expert.        

Interactive data analysis workflows with a large       
toolbox.”[5] is the tagline for Orange, a data analysis         
platform from the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. It is         
also an accurate description of this user’s experience. 
 
4.1 User Interface 
 
Orange provides the user with an uncomplicated       
workspace, with a window for the visual workflow and a          
moveable panel for the data operators. They are organized         
and color coded by use: Data, Visualize, Model, Evaluate,         
and Unsupervised. Each operator has a short description        
with a link to a Help window with more information for           
its use. There is an optional console window to view          
details of the program’s execution.  
 

 
fig. 5: Orange workspace 

 
4.2 Tutorial and Documentation 
 
Orange has a variety of tutorials and documentation for         
the beginner user of its visual programming software.        
There is a text tutorial for initial setup, a series of videos            
covering the use of Orange and some theory behind the          
different “widgets,” and detailed documentation for each       
of these data operators, including examples of their use.         
The videos are quick and clear in their description. There          
is a blog which covers different techniques and new         
widgets and their use. Orange also provides paid training         
courses covering different aspects of data mining and        
analytics. 
 
4.3 Data Visualization 
 
Orange has many different graphing and visualization       
widgets. These are simply connected to the “File”        
operator and clicked on to view the results. The graphs are           
colorful and informative, allowing the user to customize        
shape, color, and size. Switching between types of graph         
is a bit cumbersome, each representation requiring a        
different operator. 
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fig. 6: Orange Scatterplot with optional regression line 

 
Each graph is, by default, rendered as soon as a          
customization is made. For larger datasets, this can cause         
the program to become unresponsive for anywhere from a         
few seconds to minutes. 
 
Another interesting facet of the graphing system is that         
they can be used to filter or select data visually. If data            
points are chosen (click or selection) on a graph, the graph           
can then be connected to another data operator, either         
excluding all other data or excluding the selected data.         
This allows for a more in-depth investigation into data         
patterns without a complicated workflow, which is       
important for the beginner. 
 
4.4 Attribute Selection 
 
Aside from the information gleaned from studying       
different graphical representations of the data, Orange has        
an option in the graphs to “Find Informative Projections.”         
This selects some X and Y axis for the graph and ranks it             
by how interesting the relationship between the attributes        
is. This can be a helpful tool for data sets with many            
attributes. 
 
The “Rank” operator (fig. 7) uses different scoring        
methods to evaluate the usefulness of each attribute. It         
performs fairly well, but benefits from the user’s domain         
knowledge to pick some interesting attributes out of the         
lower rankings. 
 
The “Preprocess” operator allows the user to “Select        
Relevant Features” using some different algorithms,      
which also does a good job of selecting important         
attributes. It also has options for manipulating missing        
values, Discretizing, and attribute Normalization. 
 
4.5 Algorithm Workflow 
 
Orange can use CSV, Excel, Google Doc, or its         
proprietary “TAB” format, which is tab-delimited.  
 
Manipulating the visual workflow is where Orange is at         
its best. It is pointless to describe this in any other way            

than “Fun.” Each operator/widget has an “input” side and         
an “Output” side where appropriate. Clicking and  

 
fig. 7: Orange Ranked attributes after Preprocessing 

 
dragging from the output draws a curvy vector line, and          
upon mouse unclick a widget menu pops up. This shows          
only those operators that can be used to manage the          
output of the previous widget, removing a huge piece of          
frustration for the beginner data scientist. The pop-up        
menu is text-searchable so known operators can be        
selected easily. 
 
The workflow can tend to fill up with operators and their           
connections pretty quickly, as this program lends itself to         
experimentation and exploration. The connecting threads      
will cross, but rarely overlap. The widget panel has an          
option to “Align Widgets to Grid”, which can help to          
organize the workspace. 
 
The data operators run implicitly by default. This can         
make for a quicker, more responsive workflow when        
using smaller datasets, but also leads to the downfall of          
Orange: program crashing. Working with a large dataset,        
one might be compelled to try many different operators.         
In the author’s experience, the program became       
unresponsive and had to be restarted five times during the          
initial and follow-up test runs. This is an annoyance, sure,          
but is exacerbated by the lack of an auto-save mechanism.          
An hour’s worth of data investigation and visualization        
can be lost by a lax user used to modern office software.            
On the plus side, changes in data are propagated         
automatically through the workflow. 
 
4.6 Result Presentation 
 
The “Test and Score” operator provides evaluation results        
for each connected prediction or classification widget.       
This is helpful to compare different data-handling       
techniques. Some widgets have custom results      
Visualizations. Decision Trees have a tree viewer, which        
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can be wider than a multi-screen setup for datasets with          
many attributes as the decision tree gets deeper, but this          
can be remedied by limiting the maximal tree depth in the           
configuration window. Orange also provides a      
“Pythagorean Tree” visualization, which is visually quite       
stunning. 
 

 
fig. 8: Orange Pythagorean Tree, colored by std dev. 

 
Random Forest also provides a “Pythagorean” viewer, but        
with the size of my dataset any changes to the coloring or            
zoom caused the program to become unresponsive and        
crash. 
 
A very nice feature of the presentation of Results in          
Orange is that the widgets figure out what each input          
thread is. One could connect a k-Nearest Neighbors,        
Support Vector Machine, and Naive Bayes widgets to the         
“Test & Score” operator, and it would not evaluate until          
the original data was connected. This allows the User to          
get to the results quickly instead of trying to learn how to            
use the specific program. 
 
4.7 Impressions 
 
Orange is a fun program to use. The learning curve for           
this visual programming environment is almost zero,       
giving the student of data analytics very little barrier to          
understanding of how different algorithms can work on a         
data set. The automatic nature of execution can be a bitter           
pill on large datasets, but this can be minimized by          
changing settings and using a smaller test subset for initial          
exploration. The ease of use promotes exploration and        
learning, putting Orange  in a beginner’s go-to toolset. 
 
5.  WEKA 
 
“Weka is a collection of machine learning algorithms for         
data mining tasks. The algorithms can either be applied         
directly to a dataset or called from your own Java code.           
Weka contains tools for data pre-processing,      
classification, regression, clustering, association rules,     

and visualization. It is also well-suited for developing        
new machine learning schemes. ”[6] according to the        
website hosted by the University of Waikato. It is a          
powerful platform for data Analysis and prediction. The        
fact that most other data mining platforms can read its          
proprietary ARFF file extension is a paean to its market          
share. 
 
5.1 User Interface 
 
The WEKA “Explorer” is the part of the application that          
is discussed here. The initial view is the “Preprocess” tab,          
a utilitarian interface with color reserved for viewing the         
discretization of the class attribute. This has a fixed         
distribution of panels for “Filter”, “Current relation”,       
“Attributes”, and “Selected attribute”, with a visualization       
window for the currently selected attribute. The menus for         
Filters or data Operations are drop-down, and do not have          
a search feature. 
 

 
fig. 10: WEKA Explorer Preprocess window layout 

 
At the very bottom of the Explorer is a Status window           
that displays the current execution, and a little bird (The          
“Weka”[7]) who dances around when a process is        
running. 
 
5.2 Tutorial and Documentation 
 
WEKA has a devoted textbook [8] which is a thorough          
investigation into the use of the program and optimization         
of its tools. There are also a series of slides available           
which review the chapters of the book and are quite useful           
by themselves. There are also many other tutorials and         
documentation available, some of which are listed on the         
Documentation page[9]. WEKA’s place among the top       
free data analytics tools is bolstered by an active help          
community. Data operator documentation and instruction      
for use are also available in the program through the          
“More” and “Capabilities” buttons in the operator       
configuration window. 
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5.3 Data Visualization 
 
WEKA provides a variety of visualization options. From        
the “Preprocess” tab, one may view a graph of the          
currently selected attribute, or click “Visualize all” to pop         
out a window of all attributes, or switch to the “Visualize”           
tab. 
 

 
fig. 11: WEKA visualize tab with selected graph 

 
This shows a plot matrix of scatter plots for all attributes,           
automatically coloring the data points with the “Class” or         
target attribute. Clicking on one of these graphs pops out          
a window with a more detailed view, and the X and Y            
attributes can be changed. The image can be saved as an           
ARFF easily, and in a more roundabout way (SHIFT +          
ALT + CLICK) as an image. The graphs look nice, with           
vibrant colors. 
 
5.4 Attribute Selection 
 
WEKA has a tab for selecting relevant attributes,        
appropriately named “Select attributes”. With the USGS       
stream dataset used by the author, the default settings did          
a great job, surpassing the other data analytics candidates         
in choosing attributes that bolster domain research. One        
pitfall with larger datasets is WEKA’s tendency to run out          
of memory, which will crash the application. This can be          
fixed by starting it from a command window, using         
optional arguments to increase the memory heap. 
 
Another option is to run the “OneR” classifier in the          
“Classify” tab, which returns the one attribute that is most          
likely to predict the class attribute. The attribute is then          
removed from the dataset, and OneR run again, until the          
accuracy falls below a certain threshold arrived at by the          
user. This can be useful, showing the beginning data         
scientist how different attribute perform in the absence of         
more powerful predictors. 
 
5.5 Algorithm Workflow 
 

WEKA can load CSV files or its homegrown ARFF file          
format. There is ample documentation available online as        
to the layout of ARFF, and a CSV file loaded into WEKA            
can be saved as an ARFF file. 
 
WEKA contains an impressive list of Classification and        
Prediction algorithms. They are listed from the “Choose”        
button in the “Classify” tab, and ordered by type, i.e.          
“Bayes”, “Function”, “Tree”, etc. Those operators that       
cannot work with some aspect of the current data set will           
be greyed-out and unchoosable. The major issue with this         
layout is that one cannot search for the desired operator,          
and many of the operators have proprietary names that         
may confuse the beginner user. Where a user may want to           
conduct a k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm on their dataset,        
they must click the “lazy” folder and select “IBk”. 
 
If some classification is performed and the user would         
like to change the data being used, they must go back to            
the “Preprocess” tab to perform the change before        
returning to the “Classify” tab. This can become tedious         
when experimenting with different classification schemes      
or data subsets.  
 
5.6 Result Presentation 
 
The “Classifier output” window in the “Classify” tab        
shows the time required to perform the operation, a         
summary of the results, and a confusion matrix. Trees and          
forests will include a text list of branches and leaves, and           
Rule-type operators will produce a list of generated rules. 
 
One can delve deeper into the results in the “Results list”           
panel. Each result stored in heap memory can be         
right-clicked for options such as cost-benefit analysis and        
curve visualizations. One can also select views specific to         
the completed operator, such as Random Tree. 
 

 
fig 12: Random tree visualization in WEKA 

 
These tools can illuminate otherwise unadventurous text       
summaries, providing a better understanding of the       
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process’ efficiency, and allowing for a more in-depth        
comparison between operators. 
 
5.7 Impressions 
 
WEKA is an impressive tool for the data scientist. With a           
variety of interesting visualization tools, as well as a         
straightforward data preprocessing system and a readily       
available network of tutorial and assistance, a beginner        
can reap its rewards without too much frustration. While         
some of the user interface controls may be cumbersome,         
the presentation of results and built-in attribute selection        
functions put this platform solidly in the top of its class. 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
Below is a graph for a quick comparison of the          
performance of these data analytics platforms. 
 

 Rapid 
Miner 

KNIME WEKA Orange 

Data 
Visualization 

Great Bad Good Good 

User 
Interface 

Great Good Good Great 

Workflow 
Frustration 

High High Low Low 

Program 
Crashing 

Rare Rare Rare High 

Learning 
Curve 

High High Medium Low 

fig. 13: performance comparison 
 
 
The beginner data analyst is a fortunate creature. The         
quality and number of free-to-use data analytics platforms        
will allow any user to find a good fit. RapidMiner,          
Orange, and KNIME provide an engaging visual       
workflow, where data can be modified and processed, and         
various operators can be applied to see the difference in          
results between them. WEKA supports a thorough set of         
preprocessing and classification possibilities in a simpler       
layout, allowing for focus in a set of data and the results            
of analytical algorithms. RapidMiner has a      
highly-developed tutorial process, and WEKA has a       
devoted textbook to help the user discover the specifics of          
operation. KNIME’s roundabout requirements throw up a       
serious barrier of frustration around finding and       
visualizing results, and Orange is prone to becoming        
unresponsive and crashing. RapidMiner and KNIME,      

relying on a system of complex visual widgets for data          
flow, can suffer from the need to drag connections to very           
specific spots in the workspace, diverting focus from the         
actual operations to the specifics of the program’s layout. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United 

States behind heart disease. Cancer cannot be prevented 

but early detection of cancer is the most effective way to 

ensure a favorable prognosis. Many studies have been done 

to find correlations between various activities, lifestyle and 

behavior choices, genetics and demographics to try to 

predict a cancer diagnosis. The most notable, widely 

accepted studies have determined “risk factors” for 

developing cancer. As advances in research, education, 

health screening and medical technology are generated, the 

established list of predictive risk factors has grown. In this 

study we will attempt to find a correlation between two risk 

factors for breast cancer, obesity and breast tissue density. 

Both factors have been found to increase the risk of 

developing breast cancer in women. We will use data 

mining to formulate if the Body Mass Index of a patient 

can accurately predict their breast tissue density. By using 

logistics tree regression algorithm, we found a correlation 

between increased Body Mass Index and increased breast 

density. These findings can justify early breast screening 

of women with increased Body Mass Index.  

 

KEY WORDS 

Body Mass Index, BMI, breast cancer, cancer risk factors, 

breast cancer screening, breast cancer prediction 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In 2014, there were nearly quarter of a million persons in 

the United States diagnosed with breast cancer which 

included 2,141 men. Over 40 thousand people died in 2014 

from the disease [1]. It is estimated that in 2017, the 

statistics will be very similar [2]. As with all cancers, 

diagnosing at early stages and getting treatment is key for 

a good prognosis. The basic screening method for breast 

cancer is mammography.  

 

Mammography has been a screening tool for several 

decades. It has advanced from film to digital to a new 

technology of 3-D imaging. The goal is to find the 

anomalies in the breast that could indicate a possible tumor. 

Most often, the abnormalities are just benign findings, such 

as cysts, calcified fibroadenomas or lipomas. Radiologists 

have developed a Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data 

system (BIRADS) to classify the density of breast tissue. 

Research has shown that the denser the tissue, the more 

difficult to detect subtle markings in the image and possible 

tumors could be overlooked. According to 

BreastCancer.org, women with dense breast tissue are 6 

times more likely to develop breast cancer [3, 4].  

 

Obesity and Body Mass Index (BMI) are not as 

emphasized as some of the other risk factors such as 

familial history of breast cancer [5]. Although, Obesity 

(BMI over 30) is considered as one of the many linked risks 

for developing breast cancer, it is not routinely considered 

as part of the algorithms for predicting breast cancer [6]. 

 

A potential breast cancer diagnosis is frightening to many 

women. Renowned actress, Angela Jolie insisted on a 

voluntary breast mastectomy when she tested positive for 

the BRCA gene for breast cancer. This was a drastic step 

to avoid a breast cancer scare. A more reasonable approach 

is preventative screening and evaluation of breast cancer 

risk factors. The Center for Disease Control compiled the 

screening recommendations by 6 agencies: U.S. 

Preventative Services Task Force, American Cancer 

Society, American College of Obstetricians and 

Gynecologists, International Agency for Research on 

Cancer, American College of Radiology, American 

College of Physicians and American Academy of Family 

Physicians. Most of these agencies only consider age and 

familial breast cancer history for screening indicators. The 

guidelines do not take into consideration the other risk 

factors associated with breast cancer. There is no specific 

listed recommendation for women with dense breasts. 

Precisely it is listed that there is not enough current 

evidence to make a recommendation [7]. This is an area 

that needs to be researched so proper recommendations can 

be proposed. 

 

The main goal of this research is to investigate whether 

there is a correlation between increased BMI and increased 

breast tissue density. Each independent factor has been 

found to increase the risk of developing breast cancer in 

women. However, relationships between BMI and breast 

density have not yet been fully established. We will use 

logistics tree regression algorithm to find if the BMI of a 

patient can accurately predict their breast tissue density.  
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The remainder of this paper includes: Section 2 discusses 

related works. Section 3 presents our Methodology. 

Section 4 discusses the experiment, and Section 5 

concludes the study. 

 

 

2. Related Works 
 

Several experiments [7 - 11] have been done to determine 

if BMI and breast density are factors in breast cancer 

predictions. One study was conducted by Gretchen L. 

Gierach, PH. D of the National Cancer Institute, with over 

9,000 women who were already diagnosed with breast 

cancer. The women were 30 years or older at the time of 

diagnosis which fell anywhere from January 1996 and 

December 2005. They were followed for approximately 

6.6 years. Among 1,795 deaths reported, 889 were from 

breast cancer. The researchers used the Breast Imaging-

Reporting and Data System score, which is the most 

accurate measure of breast density in clinical use. This 

score is based on the review of their mammograms by 

radiologists. Other attributes, such as tumor characteristics 

and health factors were also analyzed. The results of the 

mammographic density analysis showed high breast 

density did not have a higher risk of death than lower breast 

density in breast cancer patients. However, the study did 

find an increased risk of breast cancer death in lower breast 

density among obese breast cancer patients [7].  

 

There was however speculation that having a higher 

percentage of fat could provide a tumor microenvironment 

which can cause cancer growth and progression. Overall, 

this study showed high mammographic breast density was 

not related to risk of death from breast cancer or any cause 

among breast cancer patients [7]. 

 

Another study [8] was using mammographic density to 

predict breast cancer. It used percentage dense area (PDA) 

and absolute dense areas for mammographic density to 

determine breast cancer risk. Body Mass Index was 

negatively correlated with PDA. For a more accurate 

prediction when using PDA as a predictor for breast cancer, 

there were adjustments that were made with BMI and age. 

Association between PDA and breast cancer risk is 

negatively confounded by age and Body Mass Index. 

However, PDA does decrease with age and Body Mass 

Index, but the risk of breast cancer increases with these 

factors.  

 

The test subjects were women with an average age of 57.4 

years. The study was completed between November 1995 

and August 2003 with patients who attended the 

mammographic screening at the UK National Health 

Service Breast Cancer Screening Program in Cambridge. 

This study was repeated in Norwich and Norfolk between 

March 1998 and March 2004. This study included a total 

of 634 cases and had 1,880 age-matched controls which 

included screening center, date of birth (within 6 months) 

and date of screening (within 3 months). The percentage of 

cancers screened vs. detected was 67.5%. The study found 

both percentage dense areas (PDA) and absolute dense area 

were strongly associated with breast cancer risk. Therefore, 

in this study it showed that absolute dense area provides 

more information alone than PDA regarding age-specific 

breast cancer risk [8]. 

This study [8] reported that when including BMI with 

PDA, the estimates are not independent and predicted risk 

is almost identical to that from fitting dense area alone. 

Dense area could help simplify breast cancer risk 

prediction models because it is a less complex predictor of 

breast cancer risk. Also, the study showed that it can help 

focus research for environmental and genetic causes of 

mammographic density which will help researchers better 

understand etiology of breast cancer [8]. 

 

In another study [9], researchers used breast density and 

Body Mass Index (BMI) as correlated attributes which 

determined a potential risk factor for breast cancer. The 

study used data collected by the Breast Cancer Surveillance 

Consortium. Of the 1,054,466 women screened with 

mammograms between the ages of 40-84 years, 13,797 

were already diagnosed with breast cancer. There were 3 

groups classified among these cases based on the 

expression of the estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, 

and triple negative breast cancer. The researchers used Cox 

regression and evaluated subtype specific associations 

between breast density and BMI [9]. 

 

The results of this study showed breast density was 

positively associated with risk from all subtypes in between 

40-64 years of age. BMI was positively associated with 

risks of estrogen receptor and triple negative breast cancer 

in women between 50-84 years of age. Therefore, they 

concluded that regardless of the disease subtypes, breast 

density is positively associated with breast cancer risk, but 

BMI varied more by breast cancer subtypes [9]. 

 

A more recent study done in the University of Eastern 

Finland reported that a very low mammographic breast 

density worsens the prognosis of breast cancer [10]. The 

study was a 6 year follow up which focused on the effects 

of breast tissue density and other mammographic features 

on breast cancer and involved 270 breast cancer patients 

between the ages of 32 and 84 years. The analysis of breast 

tissue density was determined at the time of diagnosis 

based on mammographic images that were performed.  

 

The dense glandular tissue of the overall breast area was 

evaluated by the researchers. The tissue was categorized as 

“low” when the proportion of glandular tissue was below 

25% and “very low" if below 10%. The results showed that 

regardless of age, menopausal status or BMI, very low 

breast tissue density is independent poor prognosis factor. 

It concluded 70.7% of the patients were still alive at the 

sixth year follow up. Women who glandular tissue 

proportion higher than 10% were alive 87.7% after 

thefollow up. In conclusion, the study showed that low 
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breast tissue density specifically weakened the prognosis 

[10]. 

 

Full-field digital mammography was also used to 

determine if the relationship between volumetric density 

measurements and measurements with a computer-assisted 

threshold method in breast cancer risk factors are strongly 

related with each other. Breast density was measured from 

370 breast cancer participants on full- field digital 

mammography. The testing utilized a computer assisted 

threshold method and a volumetric method. A comparison 

between these two methods were used with the distribution 

of breast cancer risk factors among quintiles of density 

[11]. The methods were adjusted in this study for age and 

Body Mass Index with a linear regression analysis. The 

results showed a strong relationship between high percent 

density and younger age, lower BMI, nulliparity, late age 

at first delivery and pre-menopausal status with both 

methods. Late age at menopause and the use of menopausal 

hormone therapy and high BMI was associated with large 

dense volume [11]. 

 

Our research attempts to find a correlation between 

increased BMI and increased breast tissue density. Both 

attributes are independent risk factors of breast cancer. 

Relationships between BMI and breast density have not yet 

been fully established. We will compare BMI and breast 

tissue density within two datasets to determine if BMI can 

predict breast tissue density. Increased breast tissue density 

is not just a risk factor for breast cancer, but it is also a 

situation where small tumors could be under- diagnosed. 

This study will help give a better understanding on the 

impact of increased BMI on breast tissue density.  

 

 

3. Methodology 
 

The datasets studied were acquired from the Breast Cancer 

Surveillance Consortium. The risk factor dataset includes 

information from 6,318,638 examinations receiving 

mammography between January 2000 and December 

2009. The dataset includes characteristics such as age, 

race/ethnicity, family history of breast cancer, age at 

menarche, age at first birth, breast density, use of hormone 

replacement therapy, menopausal status, BMI, history of 

biopsy and history of breast cancer. These attributes are 

shown to be associated with breast cancer risk. The 

distribution of breast cancer in general population was 

provided by this dataset.  

 

The other dataset used for our study is the digital 

mammography dataset. This dataset includes a random 

sample of 20,000 digital and 20,000 film screen 

mammograms which was performed between January 

2005 and December 2008. Characteristics within this 

dataset was age, family history of breast cancer, breast 

density, use of hormone replacement therapy, BMI, history 

of biopsy, receipt of prior mammograph and presence of 

comparison films. It includes mammography assessment 

and subsequent breast cancer diagnosis within one year.  

The risk factor and digital mammography datasets are 

analyzed and compared to see if BMI can predict breast 

tissue density for breast cancer prediction. The Regression 

tree algorithm is used through WEKA tool version 3.8 [12]. 

 

  

4.  Experiment and Results 
 

To more readily process the data, the first data set was 

broken into two smaller sets as the dataset was extensive. 

As the original dataset was over six million events, only 1 

million events were used as a training dataset for a 

representative sample. The first subset contained events 

between 2000-2004, and the other contained events 

between 2005-2009.  Using a logistic regression tree, the 

algorithm produced a correlation of 54.31% of the 2000-

2004 data with a relatively low error rate, as shown in 

Table 1. While the most accurate leaves get a positive 

result, the size of these leaves are smaller, leading to the 

correlation rate recorded.  When looking at the 2005-2009 

data set, there is a less precise representation of the data 

with an accuracy of 48.28%, again with a low error rate, as 

shown in Table 1.  In opposition, there is one large leaf that 

has notable results but many smaller leaves that aren’t as 

impressive.    

 

Analyzing the second data set, titled Risk Factor, we have 

some similar and some different predictor variables to 

evaluate whenever comparing breast density.  When the 

entire data set is considered, there is a correlation of 

34.51%, which is weaker than the previous data set.  The 

error rate is relatively low also, as shown in Table 2.  We 

have two very large leaves that have very high accuracy, 

but the remaining are so small, so there is a low correlation 

rate.    

 

Overall, there is a relationship between increased BMI and 

breast density, but that correlation is not a strong 

representation as evidenced by the low correlation 

coefficients. There is a stronger result with the first half of 

data from the Breast Mammography Dataset, but the leaves 

that are more accurate are smaller.  As opposed to Breast 

Cancer Risk Factor Dataset, we have a large leaf, but little 

correlation beyond that.   
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Table 1: Weka Results for Breast Mammography Dataset 

Breast Mammography  

Dataset Results 

2000-

2004 

2005-

2009 

Correlation coefficient 0.54 0.48 

Mean absolute error 1.74 1.88 

Root mean squared error 2.38 2.49 

Relative absolute error 76.38% 82.29% 

Root relative squared error 83.97% 87.57% 

Total Number of Instances    601,174     

447,401 

 
Table 2: Weka Results for Breast Cancer Risk Factor 

Dataset 

Breast Cancer Risk Factor Dataset Results 
 

Correlation coefficient 0.3451 

Mean absolute error 0.5398 

Root mean squared error 0.6723 

Relative absolute error 93.4189% 

Root relative squared error 93.8559% 

Total Number of Instances     40,000 

 

 

5.  Conclusion 
 

The results show that there is a relative correlation between 

BMI and breast tissue density, but that correlation is 

moderately low at 0.54 and 0.34. Although the correlation 

is not that strong, BMI might still be considered as a risk 

factor for increased breast tissue density. Breast tissue 

density can only be determined by mammography. Women 

with dense breast tissue should be screened early for breast 

cancer as denser breast tissue can obscure any small 

suspicious masses which could potentially be formally 

diagnosed as breast cancer. Mammography screening for 

breast cancer is the most pragmatic diagnostic tool at this 

current time. Early screening of at risk candidates will lead 

to better prognoses. More studies like this need to be 

produced to facilitate a recommendation on mammography 

screening of dense breast tissue.  
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ABSTRACT 

Among childhood cancers, Acute Lymphoblastic 

Leukemia (ALL) is the most common type.  Advancements 

in the treatment of this disease have increased the survival 

rate to 90 percent today. However, survivors are still at risk 

for relapse after remission, and once the disease relapses, 

the survival rate is much lower. A thorough analysis of data 

can potentially identify risk factors and reduce the risk of 

relapse in the first place. The main goal of this study is to 

identify patterns in those patients who experience a relapse, 

so these patterns can be used to predict relapse before it 

occurs. Four machine learning gradient-boosting 

algorithms and five tree-based models will be used on two 

datasets; one with data on patients who relapse and one 

with data on non-relapsing patients to achieve this goal. 

The performance of all four algorithms will be evaluated 

based on accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity. These 

measures will also be compared to tree-based models of the 

same measure. The results show that the LightGBM 

algorithm had the highest accuracy. The AdaBoost 

algorithm had the highest specificity.  The XGBoost 

algorithm had the highest sensitivity.  All four of the 

algorithms out-performed the tree-based models in both 

accuracy and specificity. 

 

KEY WORDS 

Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia, Childhood Cancer, 

Relapse, Data Analysis, Gradient Boosting. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In the United States in 2017, more than 10,000 new 

diagnoses of cancer will occur in children aged 0-14.  

Among those, nearly 2,200 are expected to die from such a 

diagnosis [1].  Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) is 

the most common type of childhood cancer, occurring in 

children ages 3 to 5, and affects boys slightly more than 

girls [2]. Acute lymphoblastic leukemia is a form of cancer 

that affects white blood cells, which are important for 

fighting infection and protecting the body from disease. A 

patient with ALL has too many immature white blood cells 

in their bone marrow, which crowd out normal white blood 

cells. Without enough normal white blood cells, the body 

finds it much more difficult to fight infections.  These types 

of white blood cells are known as lymphocytes, which 

build up in the liver, spleen and lymph nodes [2]. 

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia is a very treatable disease.  

The rate of success of ALL treatment has steadily increased 

since the 1960s, with a present-day five-year event-free 

survival rate of 80 percent for children [3]. Treatment 

includes three phases: Induction, consolidation, and 

maintenance. During the induction phase, chemotherapy is 

used to kill the lymphocytes in the blood and bone marrow.  

This phase puts the disease into remission, which is a return 

to a normal blood cell count. In the consolidation phase, 

further chemotherapy is administered to rid the body of any 

remaining cells that could cause leukemia to return or 

relapse.  Finally, in the maintenance phase, cancer cells that 

may have survived the first two phases are then destroyed 

[2]. 

Roughly 98 percent of children with ALL go into remission 

within the first weeks of treatment. Of those children, about 

90 percent can be cured. Patients are considered cured after 

10 years in remission [2]. But what about the 

approximately 10% that cannot be cured, or who suffer a 

relapse before they reach the 10-year mark? Despite the 

significant progress in treating ALL, survival after a 

relapse is rather poor. Relapses that happen in the first 18 

months after diagnosis have a 0-15% survival rate.  If a 

relapse occurs in 18-36 months after diagnosis, the survival 

rate is slightly better at 10-40%.  Relapses that occur after 

36 months have a better, but still not great, rate of survival 

of 14-50% [4]. 

Data mining and analysis can be used to identify patterns 

in those patients who experience a relapse.  By analyzing 

data of known relapses, it could be possible to identify the 

factors surrounding the relapse and make a positive impact 

on the survivability of children who do relapse.   

Using four machine learning algorithms on two datasets, 

we intend to train, predict, and evaluate the effectiveness 

of the algorithms.  The algorithms we will use are 
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AdaBoost, XGBoost, LightGBM, and SciKit 

GradientBoostingClassifier.  These algorithms were 

chosen specifically because they employ gradient-boosting 

as part of the classification algorithm.  Gradient boosting is 

a regression technique that iteratively combines multiple 

weak learners into one strong one. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: 

Section II describes related work.  Section III describes the 

methodology, followed by Section IV, the results of the 

experiment.  In section V, a brief conclusion is presented 

before a recommendation for further study in section VI.  

Finally, section VII presents some supplemental data. 

 

2. Related Work 

Several techniques have been used to try to predict the 

possibility of a relapse in childhood acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia.  One study used classification algorithms on 

12,600 probe sets in 327 leukemia samples.  An 

unsupervised two-dimensional hierarchical clustering 

algorithm was used to group genes based on their 

similarities throughout the samples.  The same clustering 

method was used in this study to also group leukemia 

samples with similarities together.  By using this technique, 

six leukemia subtypes were able to be identified: T-ALL, 

hyperdiploid with >50 chromosomes, BCR-ABL, E2A-

PBX1, TEL-AML1, and MLL.  The classification format 

used was a decision tree where the first decision was T-

ALL versus B lineage or non-T-ALL and then within the B 

lineage subset.  Support vector machine was the supervised 

learning algorithm used to perform classification.  When 

using other supervised learning algorithms such as the k-

Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) and Artificial Neural Network 

(ANN), almost identical results were reached [5]. 

In another study, machine learning techniques were used to 

select prognosis factors and predict the need for more 

aggressive treatment if a relapse should occur. Four 

classification algorithms were applied: Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) was used in case the data set was small, 

Logistic Regression (LR) was used because it is simple and 

quick, Decision Trees (DT) are easily interpreted with a 

tree plot, and Random Forest (RF) is based on many simple 

decision trees.  A total of 486 children participated in this 

study.  The children were placed into two classifications: 

training set (336) children and a test set (150 children).  The 

RF and DT algorithms performed better than the LR and 

SVM algorithms.  Also, RF was a better predictor than DT 

in 4 of 6 measurements (accuracy: 0.831 vs. 0.701; 

specificity: 0.895 vs. 0.773; PPV 0.880 vs. 0.781; AUC 

0.902 vs. 0.792). Therefore, the most applicable algorithm 

for the relapse classification model appears to be the 

Random Forest [6]. 

Regression models are another technique that was used in 

a separate study to determine blast counts at days 8, 15, 33 

and 78 of treatments for children between the ages of 1 and 

18 with ALL.  Bone marrow was collected from 830 

patients on day 15 after treatment and medication had been 

administered for 14 days.  Event-free survival (EFS) curves 

were estimated adjusting for competing risks of the other 

events and were compared with Gray’s test.  The Cox 

regression model was applied to study the prognostic value 

of day 15 flow cytometry (FCM) and minimal residual 

disease (MRD) after adjusting for candidate prognostic 

factors available at day 15 and after adjusting for 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and MRD stratification 

[7]. 

This study differs from these because neither one had 

employed the gradient-boosting algorithms that we used.  

While gradient-boosting techniques often employ decision 

trees, those trees are built sequentially based on the results 

from the preceding trees. This differs from the algorithms 

used in the previous studies where the results do not have 

any interactions with one another.  Therefore, by using the 

gradient boosting techniques, the final prediction is the 

weighted average of all the predictions. 

 

3. Methodology 
 

3.1 Dataset 

 

The dataset was created by merging two separate datasets, 

one containing data for non-relapsing patients and one 

containing data for patients who relapsed. 

The first dataset is titled E-GEOD-11877 - Children’s 

Oncology Group Study 9906 for High-Risk Pediatric ALL 

and contains patient-level data for 207 relapse-free patients 

diagnosed with ALL [8]. The data file contains 12 numeric 

attributes and 52 nominal attributes which largely 

reference corresponding raw gene expression files for each 

patient in the study. 

The second dataset is titled TARGET ALL Pilot (Phase I) 

and contains patient-level data for 255 patients diagnosed 

with ALL who have suffered a relapse [9]. The data file 

contains 18 numeric attributes and 27 nominal attributes. 

The merged dataset consists of three numeric variables and 

ten categorical variables from overlapping patient data 

from the two previous studies. Variables included in this 

merged dataset are the indication of relapse, age at which 

patient was initially diagnosed with ALL, the presence of 

the BCR-ABL1 gene sequence, the presence of central 

nervous system leukemia at the time of diagnosis, the 

presence of the E2A-PBX gene expression, gender, the 

presence of the MLL gene expression, race, the presence 

of the TEL-AML gene expression, whether the site of 

relapse was testicular, white blood cell count at the time of 

diagnosis, and whether the patient has also been diagnosed 

with Down syndrome. 

This dataset will be analyzed using the following four 

gradient-boosting algorithms: AdaBoost, LightGBM, 

XGBoost and GradientBoostingClassifier. The dataset will 

also be analyzed using five tree-based models using 

WEKA [10], as a comparison. The results will be 

compared using the measures of accuracy, specificity, and 
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sensitivity as calculated by the confusion matrix of each 

model. 

Accuracy is the proportion of observations correctly 

classified. Specificity is the proportion of observations 

correctly classified as negative, also known as the true 

negative rate. Sensitivity is the proportion of observations 

correctly classified as positive, also known as the true 

positive rate. 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁
 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃
 

 

3.2 Preprocessing & Analysis Preparation 

An initial manual review of the E-GEOD-11877 dataset 

showed that there was a fairly significant amount of 

duplicate data.  Twenty-one of the columns in the original 

dataset were duplicates of other columns. After a visual 

review of two columns confirmed duplicate values, 

formulas were inserted into the spreadsheet to validate 

other suspected duplicate columns.  After verifying 

duplicate data, the formulas were removed, then those 

columns were removed from the dataset.  There were 8 

columns that contained metadata which was not useful for 

analysis.  These columns were also removed.  Another 6 

columns contained no data at all, so they were removed in 

order to further reduce the dataset.  The modified dataset 

was then saved as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. 

A subsequent review of the TARGET ALL dataset showed 

6 columns that did not have any data recorded.  These 

columns of empty values were removed from the dataset.  

One column had the same value for all 256 samples, which 

was decided would not be useful for the experiment, so it 

was removed.  Also, there was one column of metadata, of 

which only 15 records were populated for the 256 samples 

available.  As with the other irrelevant data, this column 

was removed from the dataset.  This modified dataset was 

also saved as a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. 

The two modified datasets were manually inspected for 

overlapping attributes. A variable was created to identify 

the occurrence of relapse corresponding to the appropriate 

dataset. Overlapping variables were retained and non-

overlapping variables were discarded. Each variable was 

reformatted to ensure that a common labeling scheme was 

used. For instance, one dataset may label the presence of a 

gene as 0 or 1, while the other labels it as Positive or 

Negative. 

The final dataset consists of 13 variables and 462 

observations. The 11 categorical variables and 2 numeric 

variables are described in Table 3 (Section VII). 

Two versions of each gradient-boosting algorithm were 

written in Python. The first version of each employed the 

algorithm using its default settings. The second version of 

each, employed the use of parameter and hyper-parameter 

tuning, when available, to optimize and boost the 

performance of the algorithm. The two methods used to 

optimize the models were, from the scikit-learn package, 

RandomizedSearchCV and GridSearchCV. 

 

3.3 Analysis Methods  

 

The data will be classified using four gradient-boosting 

algorithms, using Python, and five tree-based models, 

using Weka. Python model settings are provided in Table 

1 and Weka model settings are provided in Table 2. Each 

model is trained on a randomly selected subset of 66% of 

the dataset and predicted on the remaining 34% of the 

dataset. A confusion matrix is recorded from the predicted 

set and performance measures are calculated based on 

these matrices. 

The first algorithm is AdaBoost (ADA), from the scikit-

learn package [11]. This algorithm implements a boosting 

algorithm called SAMME.R. A classification is initially 

performed on the original dataset. Additional 

classifications are automatically performed on subsets of 

incorrectly classified data to improve the base model. The 

parameters learning_rate and n_estimators were optimized 

to increase the accuracy of this model. 

The second algorithm is GradientBoostingClassifier 

(GBC), from the scikit-learn package. This algorithm 

builds an additive model in a forward stage-wise fashion 

[12]. The parameters, learning_rate, n_estimators, and 

max_depth were optimized to increase the accuracy of this 

model. 

The third algorithm is LightGBM (LGB), from the light 

package. LightGBM implemented the Gradient Boosting 

Decision Tree (GBDT) method and optimizes its accuracy 

by growing trees leaf-wise rather than depth-wise [13]. The 

parameters learning_rate, sub_feature, num_leaves, 

min_data, max_depth, and n_estimators were optimized to 

increase the accuracy of this model. 

The fourth algorithm is XGBoost (XGB), from the 

XGBoost package. XGBoost implemented the Gradient 

Boosting Tree (GBTREE) method [14]. The parameters 

learning_rate, n_estimators, max_depth, colample_bytree, 

and subsample were optimized to increase the accuracy of 

this model. 

 
TABLE 1. GRADIENT BOOSTING MODEL SETTINGS 

 

Algorithm Model 

ADA 

(default) 

  

AdaBoostClassifier( 

algorithm='SAMME.R', 

base_estimator=None,     learning_rate=1.0, 

n_estimators=50, random_state=7) 

ADA 

(optimized)  

AdaBoostClassifier( 

algorithm='SAMME.R', 

base_estimator=None,          

learning_rate=0.995, 

n_estimators=14, random_state=7) 
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GBC 

(default) 

 

GradientBoostingClassifier 

(criterion='friedman_mse', init=None, 

learning_rate=0.1,loss='deviance', 

max_depth=3, max_features=None, 

max_leaf_nodes=None,           

min_impurity_split=1e-07, 

min_samples_leaf=1,            

min_samples_split=2, 

min_weight_fraction_leaf=0.0,              

n_estimators=100, presort='auto', 

random_state=7, subsample=1.0, verbose=0, 

warm_start=False) 

 GBC 

(optimized) 

GradientBoostingClassifier( 

criterion='friedman_mse', init=None, 

learning_rate=0.122, loss='deviance', 

max_depth=3, max_features=None, 

max_leaf_nodes=None,              

min_impurity_split=1e-07, 

min_samples_leaf=1,              

min_samples_split=2, 

min_weight_fraction_leaf=0.0,              

n_estimators=15, presort='auto', 

random_state=7, subsample=1.0, verbose=0, 

warm_start=False) 

 

LGB 

(default) 

 

LGBMClassifier( 

boosting_type='gbdt', colsample_bytree=1, 

learning_rate=0.1,  max_bin=255, 

max_depth=5, metric='binary_logloss', 

min_child_samples=10, min_child_weight=5, 

min_data=20, 

min_split_gain=0, n_estimators=100, 

nthread=-1, num_leaves=31, 

objective='binary', reg_alpha=0, 

reg_lambda=0, seed=7, silent=True, 

sub_feature=1, subsample=1, 

subsample_for_bin=50000, 

subsample_freq=1) 

 LGB 

(optimized) 

LGBMClassifier( 

boosting_type='gbdt', colsample_bytree=1, 

learning_rate=0.523,  max_bin=255, 

max_depth=5, metric='binary_logloss', 

min_child_samples=10, min_child_weight=5, 

min_data=14, 

min_split_gain=0, n_estimators=3, nthread=-

1, num_leaves=4, 

objective='binary', reg_alpha=0, 

reg_lambda=0, seed=7, silent=True, 

sub_feature=0.7, subsample=1, 

subsample_for_bin=50000, 

subsample_freq=1) 

XGB 

(default) 

XGBClassifier( 

base_score=0.5, booster='gbtree', 

colsample_bylevel=1,        

colsample_bytree=1, gamma=0, 

learning_rate=0.3,  max_delta_step=0, 

max_depth=6, min_child_weight=1, 

missing=None, n_estimators=100, n_jobs=1, 

thread=None,       objective='binary:logistic', 

andom_state=0, reg_alpha=0,       

reg_lambda=1, scale_pos_weight=1, seed=7, 

silent=True, subsample=0.5) 

XGB 

(optimized) 

XGBClassifier( 

base_score=0.5, booster='gbtree', 

colsample_bylevel=1,        

colsample_bytree=0.8, gamma=0, 

learning_rate=0.045,      max_delta_step=0, 

max_depth=2, min_child_weight=1, 

missing=None,       n_estimators=41, 

n_jobs=1, thread=None,       

objective='binary:logistic', andom_state=0, 

reg_alpha=0,       reg_lambda=1, 

scale_pos_weight=1, seed=7, silent=True, 

subsample=0.5) 

 

The following tree-based algorithms, from Weka, are used 

to compare the performance of the four algorithms on the 

same dataset. 

 
TABLE 2. WEKA SCHEMAS 

 

Algorithm Weka Attribute 

RandomForest 

(RF)  

weka.classifiers.trees.RandomForest -P 100 -I 

100 -num-slots 1 -K 0 -M 1.0 -V 0.001 -S 1 

RandomTree 

(RT) 

weka.classifiers.trees.RandomTree -K 0 -M 1.0 -

V 0.001 -S 1 

J48 

(J48) 
weka.classifiers.trees.J48 -C 0.25 -M 2 

HoeffdingTree 

(HT) 

weka.classifiers.trees.HoeffdingTree -L 2 -S 1 -E 

1.0E-7 -H 0.05 -M 0.01 -G 200.0 -N 0.0 

LMT  

(LMT) 
weka.classifiers.trees.LMT -I -1 -M 15 -W 0.0 

 

The results of these models will (a) identify which 

algorithm most accurately predicts relapse, (b) indicate the 

increase of effectiveness as a result of parameter tuning for 

the gradient boosting algorithms, and (c) compare the 

accuracy against the five selected models in Weka. 

 

4. Results 
 

The model with the highest level of accuracy is 

LightGBM. All four gradient-boosting algorithms out-

performed tree-based models for this measure, as seen 

below in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Comparison of models based on accuracy. 
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The model with the highest level of specificity is AdaBoost. 

All four gradient-boosting algorithms out-performed tree-

based models for this measure, as seen below in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2.  Comparison of models based on specificity. 

 

The model with the highest level of sensitivity is 

XGBoost. A single tree-based model (LMT) performed 

better than two of the four gradient-boosting algorithms, 

for this measure, as seen below in Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3.  Comparison of models based on sensitivity. 

 

The effectiveness of gradient-boosting is demonstrated by 

comparing the scores from the default settings of each 

model against the optimized model for each algorithm. The 

following graph demonstrates a 14.4% to 18.95% increase 

in prediction accuracy, as seen below in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Comparison of model accuracy between default and 

boosted settings. 

 

A complete listing of performance measure is available in 

Table 4, and the corresponding confusion matrix for each 

model is available in Table 5. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

This study demonstrates the ability of gradient boosting 

classification models to predict and outperform tree-based 

models on small datasets when predicting the occurrence 

of relapse in patients with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia.  

Tree-based models underperformed against ADA, GBC, 

LGB, and XGB in all evaluated measures of performance; 

accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity. LightGBM 

performed best when measured by accuracy. AdaBoost 

performed best when measured by specificity. XGBoost 

performed best when measured by sensitivity. No single 

algorithm performed best in more than one measure, which 

indicates the robustness of using different algorithms when 

analyzing the same dataset. 

 
 

6. Recommendations & Further Study 
 

Although the results produced were satisfactory, there are 

other aspects that could have been different that would 

potentially produce stronger results. By applying the 

algorithms to larger datasets that contain more patients and 

more variables, better accuracy in the results could have 

been reached. Also, some of the variables in the dataset had 

an unknown value rather than a positive or negative value. 

Clustering methods could have been used to try to predict 

whether the unknown values were positive or negative. 

Further tuning of the parameters of the models is another 

way to possibly increase the accuracy of the results. All 

three of these methods are great ways to improve the 

prediction capability of the models. 

A further study could be performed on this same dataset by 

applying the four boosting algorithms that were used to 

gene expression datasets. To do this, clustering methods 

and attribute selections methods would be valuable 
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preprocessing steps in order to distinguish between the 

important features and the features that do not contribute to 

the classification model.   

 

 

7. Supplemental Data 
 

TABLE 3. DATASET VARIABLES 

 

Variable Type (Range) / Array 

Relapse nominal 0, 1 

Age_Diagnosis numeric (369, 7532) 

BCR-ABL nominal Negative, Unknown 

CNS_Diagnosis nominal 1, 2, 3 

E2A-PBX nominal Positive, Negative, Unknown 

Gender nominal Male, Female 

MLL nominal Positive, Negative 

Race nominal American Indian or Alaska 

Native, Asian, Black or African 

American, Hispanic of Latino, 

Native Hawaiian or other 

Pacific Islander, Other, 

Unknown, White 

TEL-AML nominal Positive, Negative, Unknown 

Testicular nominal Positive, Negative, Unknown, 

Not applicable 

Trisonomy4_10 nominal Positive, Negative, Unknown 

WBC_Diagnosis numeric (0.5, 958.8) 

DownSyndrome nominal Positive, Negative, Unknown 

 
TABLE 4. PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

 

Algorithm Type Accu- 

racy 

Speci- 

ficity 

Sensi- 

tivity 

ADA (default) 0.6601 0.7639 0.5679 

 (optimized) 0.7843 0.7714 0.8125 

GBC (default) 0.5882 0.6667 0.5000 

 (optimized) 0.7778 0.7545 0.8372 

LGB (default) 0.6144 0.6914 0.5278 

 (optimized) 0.7908 0.7636 0.8605 

XGB (default) 0.6078 0.6786 0.5217 

 (optimized) 0.7712 0.7391 0.8684 

RF (default) 0.3121 0.3814 0.2000 

RT (default) 0.2420 0.3455 0.0000 

J48 (default) 0.6879 0.6500 0.8108 

HT (default) 0.5350 0.5652 0.4923 

LMT (default) 0.7197 0.6752 0.8500 

 
TABLE 5. CONFUSION MATRICES 

 

Algorithm Type TP TN FP FN 

ADA (default) 46 17 35 55 

 (optimized) 39 24 9 81 

GBC (default) 36 27 36 54 

 (optimized) 36 27 7 83 

LGB (default) 38 25 34 56 

 (optimized) 37 26 6 84 

XGB (default) 36 27 33 57 

 (optimized) 33 30 5 85 

RF (default) 12 60 48 37 

RT (default) 0 72 47 38 

J48 (default) 30 42 7 78 

HT (default) 32 40 33 52 

LMT (default) 34 38 6 79 
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ABSTRACT 
The use of emoji has skyrocketed since their introduction 
and adoption in mobile phones and social media platforms. 
Emoji are used as a distinct part of text, as a way to ensure 
that a certain message is being conveyed. The state-of-the-
art right now for approaches wishing to analyze text is to 
skip over the emoji and focus purely on the text. This may 
be leaving out a large portion of the sentiment that could 
be conveyed in the text. We are interested in studying the 
usage of emoji in Twitter text, to understand the sentiment 
of individual emoji, and to develop approaches for taking 
into consideration emoji when attempting to automatically 
understand the sentiment of an overall tweet. To say ``Oh 
my god 😍 '' and ``Oh my god 😡 '' are the same phrase 
would be correct if looking solely at the words, but as a 
human viewing the additional emoji, ostensibly the two 
tweets have very different sentiment. With this research, a 
method has been proposed as a way to begin the 
assignment of sentiment attributed to each emoji character. 
We collected a corpus of over forty million original tweets 
that was used in conjunction with an averaging algorithm 
to take into account all instances of emoji usage. Our 
current results include computing individual sentiment 
scores for each emoji based on their actual usage and 
context. 
 
KEY WORDS 
Twitter, Emoji, Sentiment Analysis, Natural Language 
Processing 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Since their inception in 1999’s Japan, emoji have become 
nearly synonymous with social media and text messaging 
in today’s society [1]. Emoji are Unicode encoded 
characters, which deviate from the more standard encoding 
of ASCII or ISO 8859. This different encoding standard is 
readily available on most mobile platforms, but many 
systems level encoding still have not adopted it, or 
implemented it, in a novel way. Such that Linux and 
Windows machines may not display the same characters as 
Mac, if at all. An additional problem exists where even if 
Unicode has been implemented, the character 
representations are not the same between systems. This is 
yet another cause for difficulties in extracting information 
from datasets containing emoji.  
 

The current state of the art in natural language processing 
is still to neglect these symbols, and the role they play in 
the text [2]. On twitter, a social, micro-blogging platform 
[3] in which users are constrained to a limited number of 
characters to convey an idea or thought, emoji can impart 
sentiment to the text which may otherwise not be conveyed 
due to these limitations. Only more recently has social 
media been explored for sentiment toward businesses or 
people [4]. In the political climate of the 2016 election 
many news outlets and researchers scrapped twitter to 
gauge the publics opinion of the candidates [5-6]. Such 
sentiment was gauged via the sentiment of the words 
within the tweet, not usually looking at the usage of emoji 
in conjunction with the tweet. Such examples as “I really 
want to see Trump in office 🙄 ” or “GO HILLARY 👎 ” 
are particularly abstruse due to the use of sarcasm in human 
language. The additional emoji give an extra layer of 
sentiment that the text alone cannot readily display without 
contextual knowledge of the person making the tweet. 
Another example is the text “OMG, I hate you! 😍 .” Being 
sent between friends this could be understood as a positive 
text, potentially reactionary in nature. But stripping the text 
of the emoji creating “OMG, I hate you!” as a reaction to 
the same stimulus, could be interpreted as imparting 
negative sentiment even among friends. On twitter, the use 
of these linguistic opportunities such as sarcasm and irony 
are able to be more easily detected without the need for 
explicit context, if the emoji is also considered.  
 
There is currently no known, readily accessible database of 
emoji sentiment that is based off of statistical association. 
In this document, we propose a very basic building block 
working toward using twitter as the proving ground for 
assigning sentiment to emoji. The idea is that emoji, as well 
as their usage, are ambiguous, much like many aspects of 
human language. This ambiguity is easily shown with the 
classic example of “Johnny went down to the bank.” An 
assumption must be made about who or what the proper 
noun “Johnny” refers to. Additionally, the noun “bank” has 
innate ambiguity due to possibly referring to a financial 
establishment or the side of a river. Two possible 
interpretations of the sentence are as follows: 1) a person 
named “Johnny” went to a financial establishment, or 2) a 
non-human animal named “Johnny” went down to the edge 
of a river. Further ambiguities exist in the way we use new 
dictionary words such as “alt-right.” Over time, the 
sentiment of these new words can be skewed, due to how 
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they are actively used in daily communication. It is 
proposed that the same is true for emoji. 
 
In section 2, we explore the body of preexisting work 
relating to emoji sentiment scoring. In section 3, we 
explain the methodology behind collection and storage of 
our data. Section 4 describes our approach toward applying 
a statistical model to sentiment analysis. Section 5 is the 
results of this model. Finally, section 6 looks towards 
future work and closing thoughts. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
This sentiment has been addressed only in recent years, and 
previously with the assistance of human annotators [7]. In 
[7], Novak et al. devised emoji sentiment based on corpus 
of 1.6 million tweets. Their approach was to have human 
annotators give a sentiment rating to each of these tweets, 
then compiling this data via statistical model. We are 
proposing a method that would remove the human 
annotation aspect from emoji sentiment assignment. 
 
In recent years, the exploration of Twitter as a corpus for 
study has flourished [8] as it can contain a wealth of useful, 
real-time data. Ritter et al. [8] were some of the first to 
begin to use a corpus of tweets in conjunction with named 
entity recognition, showing the potential of usefulness for 
the platform, albeit with the caveat of inclusion of text-
lingo. Ritter et al. [8] additionally did not consider 
sentiment or emoji/emoticons in their work, as it was a 
proof of concept, much like this present study. 
 
In contrast to this related work, our research is different in 
that we are conducting a study on a much larger dataset, 
and utilizing the context words surrounding the presence of 
an emoji character to automatically infer the sentiment of 
the emoji. Additionally, the more recent of these works [8] 
was from the year 2015. Since this time, Unicode has had 
two major updates [9]. Each update includes revisions and 
additions to the available emoji. These near yearly 
alterations are yet another cause for a machine based model 
for sentiment analysis of the current and past use cases for 
emoji on social media. 
 
3. Tweet Collection and Storage 
 
We scrapped tweets off of Twitter over a 48-day period, 
from June to August of 2017. A python script was 
developed using Tweepy [10], a freely available python 
library that is used to access the Twitter API [11]. After 
authorization to access Twitter’s API had been secured, a 
very short, three-line script, as seen below, gave us access 
to incoming, unfiltered tweets. Note that 
StdOutListener() is a python class using a number of 
methods to connect to a database, via PyMongo [12], sort 

the incoming data, and then store the resulting dictionaries 
in the aforementioned database. 
 
lis = StdOutListener() 
stream = Stream(auth, lis) 
stream.sample() 
 
The particular script that we used autonomously pulled 
incoming, public, English tweets directly off of Twitter. 
We chose to focus on only English tweets due to familiarity 
with the language, and the available resources capable of 
working with English dictionary words. We also decided 
to consider all public tweets so that our collected corpus 
would not be limited to a specific user population. All of 
these tweets that were accessible by the API were pulled, 
and the information categorized into python dictionaries 
that were placed into a MongoDB [13] database. The 
dictionary keys included the unaltered tweet, individual 
emoji and their usage counts, and words with word count, 
among others. Some sample dictionary entries can be seen 
below: 
 
{ 
‘created_at’: "Thu Jul 20 18:55:32 +0000 
2017", 
‘username’: “johndoe43”,  
'retweeted': None,  
‘tweet_text’: “This is only a test 👍”, 
'emoji_count': 1, 
'word_count': 2, 
’emojis’: {‘👍’: 1},  
'words': {‘only’: 1, ‘test’: 1} 
} 
 
{ 
‘created_at’: "Mon Jul 12 00:52:40 +0000 
2017", 
‘username’: “susanjames125”,  
'retweeted': None,  
‘tweet_text’: “OMG I LOVE THIS EMOJI!!!!! 
💃💃💃💃 It looks just like me! 😊😊😊”, 
'emoji_count': 7, 
'word_count': 4, 
’emojis’: {‘💃’: 4, ‘😊’:  3},  
'words': {‘OMG’: 1, ‘LOVE’: 1, ‘EMOJI’: 1, 
‘looks’: 1} 
} 
 
During this time, over 57 million tweets were collected, 
filling a total of over 36 gigabytes with 2.6 billion indices. 
Within this corpus, over 42 million tweets were not marked 
with the ‘retweeted’ or ‘RT’ tag, indicating that they were 
original tweets, not the product of simply pressing the 
‘retweet’ button, effectively quoting and resubmitting a 
tweet from another user. We did not want to consider 
retweets as they had the potential to skew the dataset. If a 
celeberty tweets, or a company announces something via 
twitter, these types of tweets will receive a large number of 
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user views. If a large number of people then choose to 
retweet any given tweet, then a positive or negative use of 
an emoji by one person has the potential to persist over 
thousands of extra iterations. It was thought that retweets 
may reinforce the opinion of a “proper” use of an emoji by 
many users, but it may also be a trending topic that, 
regardless of the use or presence of emoji, may be 
retweeted. 
 
4. Approach 
 
On a very basic level, our approach to this project was as 
follows:  
 
1)	 Created a Python Twitter scraper to store incoming 
English tweets in a MongoDB Database.  
 
2) Each word was tokenized and scored via dictionary 
based approach.  
 
3) Individual emoji sentiment was then devised and 
assigned based on a statistical model. The ensuing 
paragraphs follow up this simple method with an in-depth 
explanation. 
 
4.1 Removal of Stop Words and Calculation of Tweet 
Length 
 
The database was iterated over. We used the NLTK library 
[14] to assist in assigning a word count value to the tweets. 
NLTK, which includes implementations of many common 
NLP tasks, was called to first perform tokenization on the 
tweet text. This removed any whitespace, and separated 
any occurrence of an emoji into a separate word token. This 
task essentially accepted a string, the tweet text, and 
returned a list of strings containing the individual words 
and emoji. The number of words in the tweet was then 
assigned based on unique, non-stop words. Emoji were also 
not included in word count. For example, “quack quack 
quack 🦆 ” would be assigned a word length of 1. The tweet 
“I love the summer 🌞 ” would be assigned a length of 2 as 
“I” and “the” are considered stop words by NLTK. Stop 
words are well known, frequently used, semantically non-
selective words [15]. They were not considered in the 
length count due to their common, nearly inescapable use 
in even simple sentences. Figure 1 shows the mathematical 
notation for this function. 
 

1	|	𝑤% ∉ 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
0	|	𝑤%	 ∈ 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠

1

23	∈	456(82556)

 

Figure 1, word count 
 
 
 

4.2 Sentiment of Overall Tweet 
 
The next step was to score each tweet to quantify it as 
having positive or negative sentiment. This approach 
follows from Medhat et al. [16] who shows that the 
aggregation of sentiment of individual words to deduce the 
sentiment of an overall text has been reliably used in many 
other studies. This was accomplished by considering each 
individual word in a tweet and comparing it to a preexisting 
dictionary of sentiment words [17]. For each unique, non-
repetitive, positive word that appeared in the tweet, which 
was also in the dictionary of positive sentiment words, a 1 
was assigned to that word. Similarly, for unique negative 
words that appeared in the negative dictionary and the 
tweet, a -1 was assigned. An example of this method is the 
tweet “To love is to cry and still smile 🧡 .” According to 
the aforementioned methodology, the score for this tweet 
would be 1. Stop words are not considered to have a 
sentiment, thus “To”, “is”, and “and” would be inferred to 
have a 0 score. Emoji were also given 0 scores. “love” and 
“smile” are considered positive sentiment words, thus they 
each received a 1, summing to a total of 2. There is a single 
negative word in this example “cry” which would be 
assigned an -1. Positive total plus negative total gives us an 
end score of 1. More simply this function is shown in figure 
2. 

  
	0	|	𝑤% ∈ 𝑇	 ∧ (𝑤% ∉ 𝑃𝑜𝑠) ∧ (𝑤% ∉ 𝑁𝑒𝑔)

1 | 𝑤%  ∈ T ∧ 𝑤%	∈ Pos

-1 | 𝑤% ∈ T ∧  w% ∈ Neg

1

23	∈	82556

 

Figure 2, tweet score 
 
Finally, the overall sentiment of each tweet was calculated 
by taking this score and dividing it by the total number of 
words in the tweet, shown in figure 3. Continuing with the 
example of “To love is to cry and still smile 🧡 .” The score 
of 1 would be divided by the word count of 3 (“love”, 
“cry”, and “smile”). The overall sentiment for this line of 
text would be a positive 0.3333.  
 
Another example would be “I hate the economy, and I 
loathe my coworkers. Today sucks!! 😡😠😡 ”. “Hate,” 
“loathe,” and “sucks” would all be -1, with no positive 
words for a total score of -3. Unique non-stop words: 
“hate”, “economy”, “loathe”, “coworkers”, “today”, and 
“sucks” for a word count of 6. Thus the sentiment for this 
tweet would be -3 / 6 or negative (-)0.5.	
  

𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒

𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑_𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
 

          Figure 3, overall tweet score 
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4.3 Calculation of Individual Emoji Sentiment 
 
Emoji sentiment was then assigned by taking the sum of 
every tweet sentiment score that a given emoji appeared in, 
divided by the number of total tweets an emoji was in, 
figure 4. Take the Tears of Joy emoji (😂 ) for example. A 
few actual tweets collected with this emoji are as follows: 
1. “Agreed!! That's great!! 😂 ” 
2. “Happy Independence Day! Happy Double Pay! 
😂😁😉 ”  
3. “her little sister a savage 💀😂 ” 
 
Number one has a score of 1 (“great”) over a word count 
of 2, thus the sentiment for one is 0.5. Number 2: score 1 
(“happy” counted once) over word count of 5 for a 
sentiment score of 0.2. Number 3: score of -1 (“savage”) 
over a word count of 3, a sentiment score of -0.3333. With 
this small sample set, the tears of joy emoji would be said 
to have a ((0.5 + 0.2 + -0.333)/ 3) positive sentiment of 
0.12. 
 

𝑇. 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡% 	𝑖𝑓	𝑒 ∈ 𝑡%1
63

1	|	𝑒 ∈ 𝑡%1
63

 

Figure 4, emoji sentiment 
 

5. Results 
 
5.1 Summary of Scores for Individual Emoji 
 
With a large dataset, these calculated averages begin to 
steady out and reveal sentiment scores for emoji directly 
based on the way in which they are used on Twitter. In 
Table 1, we present the final aggregated sentiment scores 
for selected individual emoji. 
 
126 emoji appeared in greater than 8,500 individual tweets, 
each. Of these 126 emoji, there was a range of sentiment, 
as seen above, with scores from 0.16198, the most positive, 
Birthday Cake (🎂 ), to -0.069103, the most negative, 
Middle Finger (🖕 ). These scores seem to intuitively match 
what we would expect. For example, the 😊  emoji has a 
positive score and the 🙁  emoji is low. There were 24 
negative emoji, which had sentiment values of less than 0. 
101 emoji are considered to be positive, with only one, the 
Upside-Down Face (🙃 ) that has a sentiment value of 
0.000368, being considered neutral. All other values were 
±0.001 or higher. 
 
5.2 Positive Emoji with Negative Context Words 
 
Often, there were inconsistencies with the data. Such as 
the Loudly Crying emoji (😭 ), which was found to have a 
positive sentiment value (0.004216). It appeared in more 
than two times as many negative tweets as it did positive  

Table 1, select emoji sentiment scores 
 
(282,099:102,619). This inconsistency could be an 
identifying factor of something such as irony, or sarcasm  
in the text. Figure 5 shows some of these inconsistencies 
alongside more standard data expectancies. Such that an 
emoji shown to be used in more negative tweets results in 
a negative sentiment assignment. 
 

 
Figure 5, emoji scores 

 
As figure 5 shows, the Face Blowing a Kiss emoji (😘 ) 
has positive sentiment, and was present in slightly more 
positive tweets. Additionally, the Person Facepalming 
emoji (🤦 ) was used in far more negative tweets, and had 
an overall negative sentiment. It is the emoji such as the 
Loudly Crying and Fire emoji (🔥 ) that have a positive 
sentiment but were used in many more negative tweets. 
The Fire emoji in particular was used in conjunction with 
the phrase “its lit” such as “its bout to get lit! 🔥🔥🔥 ” 
and “We getting lit tonight bois 🔥🔥🔥🔥 .” This use of 
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the phrase is normally positive, meaning exciting or 
thrilling, but the use of a “new” phrase is not well 
represented by the ageing lexicon that we used. Even so, 
the emoji still shows a positive sentiment. 
 
6. Future Work and Conclusion 
 
These results are a proof of concept, a somewhat naïve 
and basic way to take a huge corpus of text, and assign 
implied sentiment understanding to characters used within 
the text itself. Looking forward, a refinement of this 
process is in order. With the use of a more advanced 
machine learning algorithm, we can take into account 
word magnitude and sentence level sentiment, in contrast 
to the +1, -1 system presently in place. As a result we 
could discover even more valuable data on how emoji are 
actively used. Never the less, this data serves as a way to 
begin to understand the sentiment of emoji on a use basis, 
rather than human assumption and personal interpretation 
of the characters.	
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ABSTRACT 

As the internet continues to grow larger and more 

complicated, the need for innovation has become 

extremely apparent. Software Defined Networking, which 

began with the OpenFlow protocol in 2008, is largely 

considered to be the answer to the internet’s problems. 

Contained in this paper is a detailed discussion on the 

process that was conducted to create a Software Defined 

Network testbed at Edinboro University. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The project was first conceived in the spring 2017 

semester, during a CSCI475 – Data Communication and 

Networking course. The purpose of this class was to gain a 

basic understanding of how the internet works on a 

technical level, understand how networks work (both on 

the large and small scale), and how data moves across 

networks. The idea for this project came from a discussion 

on Software Defined Networks (SDNs), specifically the 

OpenFlow SDN platform.   

 

OpenFlow began nearly ten years ago, as an initiative from 

professors across the country that wanted to change how 

traditional routers function to open the door for research on 

experimental protocols in campus networks [1].  In 

traditional routers, vendors have complete control over the 

inner workings of the device. How these traditional routers 

work is classified, as vendors previously were very 

paranoid about competitors stealing trade secrets.  

 

Traditional routers have two “planes:” a data plane and a 

control plane. The data plane is the physical hardware in 

the router. It is responsible for physically moving packets 

and datagrams from one port to another. The control plane, 

which is where OpenFlow resides, is what decides how to 

route packets. This control plane examines all data coming 

into the router and decides how to handle it based on 

several factors such as destination and source IP [1]. 

 

In recent years, router manufacturers have become 

increasingly open to the idea of opening the control plane 

for SDNs.  Thus, OpenFlow serves as a replacement for a 

traditional router’s control plane [2]. 

 

But having OpenFlow in the control plane is not enough to 

setup an OpenFlow-enabled network. To achieve this, a 

router or switch that is OpenFlow-enabled must be 

acquired, and an SDN Controller must be installed [2]. 

Traditionally, the control plane in the router will decide 

how to handle data and then immediately tell the data plane 

where to route the data. With OpenFlow, when data enters 

a router, the switch must first communicate with the SDN 

Controller. This controller then examines the data received 

and various tidbits of information pertaining to it (such as 

source IP, destination IP, packet sequence number, and so 

on). The controller then decides where the data should be 

routed (based either on default configurations or via user-

defined protocols), and then sends that information back to 

the OpenFlow-enabled switch which then instructs the data 

plane to perform the calculated routing [2]. 

 

As one might imagine, security is a major concern within 

the SDN universe. Since data must leave the switch and 

communicate with an SDN Controller, the possibility for 

data to be intercepted exists. In one case, researchers from 

Purdue University performed a “man-in-the-middle-

attack,” whereby data is maliciously intercepted on its way 

from the host to the destination, on an SDN that was using 

the OpenDaylight platform. By connecting a machine 

running Kali Linux to the same switch the controller was 

connected to, the researchers performed ARP Spoofing—

an attack where the malicious host sends a network-wide 

ARP request to obtain the MAC address of a host and then 

uses that MAC address to pretend it is the desired 

destination [3]—to obtain the login credentials for the 

OpenDaylight Controller. The researchers’ ARP Spoofing 

attempts were successful, and they were granted access to 

the controller. The details of this attack were published in 

2015 and highlights the security risks associated with 

Software Defined Networking [4]. 

 

Although the above-mentioned example is somewhat 

dated, and the issues have more than likely been addressed, 

it does make it very apparent that the security of SDN must 

be bolstered before it can see widespread adoption.  Dayal, 

et.al. [5] discuss several security issues currently present in 

SDN as well as possible solutions to them. For instance, it 
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is suggested that to counter ARP Spoofing, SDNs should 

do things such as aggregate flows and implement self-

healing mechanisms. Despite these suggestions, the 

research [5] does reiterate the fact that there remain many 

security flaws that SDN cannot resolve on its own without 

a major overhaul of the architecture (such as the fact that 

there is an isolated node vulnerable to attack: the SDN 

Controller and its links between nodes). Several efforts 

have been made to reign in these kinds of flaws, such as 

one made by OpenSec. OpenSec proposed a framework 

that was based on OpenFlow flow policies. The framework 

would report any suspected malicious activity to the SDN 

Controller, which would then examine the activity and 

based on a stored set of rules would choose to either drop 

the packets from that host or allow them to continue [5]. 

 

In conclusion, the purpose of OpenFlow and SDNs is to 

allow universities, research organizations, and vendors to 

experiment and innovate network architectures. Despite 

having a significant number of security issues to overcome, 

SDN is quickly becoming a revolutionary leap forward in 

networking. We are not seeing widespread adoption of 

SDNs just yet, but there is no doubt that it is coming. The 

global SDN market is expected to grow at a 72% CAGR 

(Compound Annual Growth) through 2020 as it reaches 

mainstream adoption, and Technology Business Research 

(TBR) predicts that SDN is going to support 40% of all 

enterprise network infrastructures by 2020 [6]. As such, the 

benefits of adopting an SDN lab can easily be seen. 

 

 

2. Project Components 
 

2.1 The Hardware 

 

There are many difference pieces of hardware that this 

project uses. The first, and possibly most important, is the 

OpenFlow-enabled switch. The testbed uses an HP 5130 El 

switch. This switch was chosen after performing research 

on available OpenFlow-enabled switches. In addition to 

supporting a wide variety of features desirable for network 

administrators, it also supports OpenFlow 1.3. This is 

slightly outdated as the OpenFlow protocol is currently at 

version 1.4, but for the needs of this project version 1.3 was 

adequate [7]. Two of these switches were purchased, 

however only one is being used. The second switch can be 

used in the future to experiment with tying subnets together 

or as a “guinea pig” to help students learn how OpenFlow 

is configured in switches. 

 

In addition to the switches, there are a handful of desktop 

computers attached to the network. Since this project is 

relatively simple in nature, there were no specific hardware 

requirements beyond having a working ethernet card and 

video output. There are currently four computers connected 

to the switch. Three of these computers merely act as hosts 

on the network while the fourth machine contains the SDN  

Controller: OpenDaylight, which will be discussed more in 

the next section. 

 

2.2 The Software 

 

When this project began there was a very important 

question that had to be answered: “What SDN Controller 

software should be obtained to run the network?” This 

question proved to be a bit tricky to answer as there are 

several options to choose from. There is NOX, ONOS 

(Open Network Operating System), OpenDaylight, 

Floodlight, and Ryu just to name a few. Determining which 

of these was the best fit was a difficult task; each controller 

attempts to serve a different market that wants, or needs, 

SDN. As such, the research performed for selecting the 

controller was rather informal. The process involved 

reading various SDN message boards, examining how 

much documentation is readily available, how stable the 

platform is, and how much community support there is. 

 

When considering these categories, two contenders stood 

out: OpenDaylight and ONOS. When we compare these 

two SND controllers, a clear distinction must be made to 

highlight the differences. Both projects originate from the 

Linux Foundation, yet have different goals and 

development strategies. ONOS, as the name suggests, is 

committed to delivering an SDN Controller that is 

completely open and developed by the community. When 

compared to OpenDaylight, ONOS has many more 

independent contributors. For instance, OpenDaylight 

development is largely supported by its “members.” These 

members include companies such as Cisco, HP, Microsoft, 

and AT&T. Because of this sponsored development, 

OpenDaylight is more stable and “complete” than ONOS, 

as many of the features in ONOS are still either in 

development or on the TODO list [8]. 

 

OpenDaylight trumps ONOS in those areas, but one area 

that OpenDaylight falls short in is its documentation. 

Research and personal experience has shown that much of 

OpenDaylight’s documentation is outdated, confusing, or 

simply incorrect whereas ONOS is regarded as having 

well-supported documentation [8]. 

 

Despite these shortcomings, OpenDaylight was chosen as 

the SDN Controller for the project. It was chosen for its 

relative stability and completeness as well as the fact that 

many hardware vendors are actively supporting and 

developing it. 
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Figure 1: The Open Daylight Architecture [14] 
 

2.3 The OpenDaylight Controller  

 

Rather than expand on Section 1s discussion on how SDN 

Controllers work, this section will primarily focus on the 

architecture of OpenDaylight itself. The very first thing to 

make clear is that OpenDaylight is modular by design. 

Each component is designed to be independent of others 

and as such can be modified, deleted, or added with 

minimal risk to other components. There are three layers in 

the OpenDaylight controller, which will be discussed 

starting from the bottom layer and ending at the top layer.  

 

The bottom layer, called the Southbound Interfaces, is the 

layer that actively communicates with switches on the 

network. This layer receives data from the Service 

Abstraction Layer (SAL) and decides how to send that data 

southbound to connected switches. It does this by using a 

variety of “protocol plugins,” one of which is the 

OpenFlow Protocol Plugin, to decide how to interpret the 

data. Examples of protocol plugins include OpenFlow, 

BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), LISP (Location Identifier 

Separation Protocol), and SNMP (Simple Network 

Management Protocol). Each of these plugins is 

completely isolated and can be enabled at the will of the 

user, although enabling multiple southbound plugins at the 

same time may cause issues [9]. 

 

The middle layer contains the core components of the 

OpenDaylight architecture. This layer contains various 

components such as the SAL, Network Abstraction, and 

Standard/Enhanced Network Services. The largest of these 

components however is the SAL. The SAL is essentially a 

service that abstracts communications between the 

consumer and the producer (the consumer being the 

network apps and the producer being the other core 

components in this layer) [9].  

 

There are two ways developers use the SAL layer: 

Application-Driven SAL (AD-SAL) and Model-Driven 

SAL (MD-SAL). Without going into too much detail, AD-

SAL is an interface that attempts to provide transparency 

for the Northbound and Southbound Interfaces. AD-SAL 

requires developers to hook into the components of the 

middle layer and then provide abstracted APIs for the 

Northbound Interface. What this essentially does is 

separate the developer from device-level complexities; it 

allows them to take advantage of OpenDaylight’s 

abstracted API. Today, AD-SAL is being phased out for 

MD-SAL. MD-SAL takes the abstraction of AD-SAL a 

step further and allows for modules to communicate on a 

“horizontal” level by providing generic interfaces for 

discovery and consumption of services. MD-SAL 

accomplishes this by having the providers, which are 

typically Southbound plugins, create data models using 

YANG (Yet Another Generation). Upon compilation of the 

project an interpreter parses these YANG models and 

exposes the generic interfaces to the middle layer and the 

Northbound Interface [9]. 
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The top layer, the Northbound Interface, is where the 

network applications lie. These network applications, 

which do not have to reside on the same host as 

OpenDaylight, communicate with the controller via 

exposed RESTful web services, which are typically 

generated from the previously mentioned MD-SAL 

modules. The Northbound Interface highlights the power 

of the OpenDaylight architecture as it provides an 

extremely abstracted interface for issuing OpenDaylight 

commands. The applications using this RESTful web 

service do not need to know anything about the inner 

workings of OpenDaylight to use it; all they need to know 

is how to send data to the desired endpoint. 

 

 

3. A Detailed Walkthrough of the Project 
 

The project “unofficially” began in the summer of 2017 

following the completion of the CSCI475 Data 

Communications and Networking course during the spring 

2017 semester. Both parties began doing their own 

research into SDN and how a project could be conceived. 

Eventually, the HP 5130 switches were purchased and the 

process of establishing the network began. 

 

The first step was to establish the project’s objectives. It 

was decided that the project would have two main goals. 

First, a network that was OpenFlow-enabled would be built 

that would actively demonstrate the use of the protocol. 

Secondly, the project had to establish well-crafted 

documentation and practice exercises. This project was 

conceived under the notion that its successes can be used 

to help demonstrate SDN in an educational setting and that 

its failures can be corrected and improved upon by future 

research. 

 

Following the approval of the project, the next task was to 

select the SDN Controller that would be used. As 

mentioned in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, it was decided that the 

OpenDaylight platform would be used due to its stability 

and vendor support. Options such as NOX or ONOS were 

set aside due to lack of stability and/or the inactivity of the 

codebase. 

 

Once the switches were hooked up in the lab and the SDN 

Controller was chosen, the project officially kicked into 

gear. Many weeks were spent obtaining and examining the 

documentation for the HP switches as they arrived with 

none. Of special importance were the HP Guides for setting 

up OpenFlow on the switch. 

 

Configuring OpenFlow on the switch involved a lot of trial 

and error. For starters, the documentation HP provides 

online for configuring OpenFlow is extremely technical in 

nature and at times downright confusing. The 

documentation takes you through a series of steps, but if 

you have any questions along the way regarding what the 

commands being entered are doing then you must cross-

reference them in another HP guide and hope to find a 

detailed answer. Of particular annoyance was the guides 

obscure mention of LLDP (Link Layer Discovery 

Protocol), which will be covered later. 

 

To summarize, setting up OpenFlow on the switch required 

the creation of an “instance.” The switch supports multiple 

instances, and each instance is tied to physical ports on the 

switch. Once the instance is set up, a flow table is created 

by default with an Id of 0. All that was left to do at this 

point was to specify the Controller IP Address and Port. At 

this point, the Controller did not need to be installed or 

running. 

 

Once the switch was fully configured the next step was to 

move on to configuring the OpenDaylight Controller. 

Without giving much thought to it the latest release of 

OpenDaylight, Carbon, was chosen and installed on the 

Controller PC. Immediately after obtaining this version of 

the controller, issues started to appear. The first issue that 

persisted for many weeks was a simple one: OpenDaylight 

was not communicating with the switch at all, and as such 

the controller could not discover any topology. 

 

Relentless research into the issue led to the discovery of a 

PhD student from Brazil that, coincidentally, was having 

the same exact issue using the same exact switch. This 

student had discovered that for the topology to function 

correctly on the 5130 switches, two flows had to be added. 

These flows would allow ARP (Address Resolution 

Protocol) and LLDP requests to be forwarded across the 

switch without issue [10]. But despite using the exact same 

flows and instructions that the student provided, the 

roadblock persisted. 

 

There was one key difference in the two configurations 

however: this student was using an older release, called 

Beryllium, whereas our lab was using the latest release, 

Carbon. The OpenFlow plugin for OpenDaylight was 

drastically cleaned up and changed in the Carbon release 

[11], but unfortunately every single guide for configuring 

the plugin was outdated and no longer relevant. The 

decision was ultimately made to revert to the same version 

the PhD student was using, Beryllium SR4 (Service 

Release 4). 

 

After spending considerable time working on this 

roadblock, the mundane switch to this older release almost 

instantaneously solved the problem. As soon as the older 

release was properly configured, the topology began 

working, at least somewhat. Previously, the topology 

would display absolutely nothing, but with the Beryllium 

release the connected switch began appearing. While this 

was a small victory, there was still another problem. The 

other two machines connected to the network were not 

appearing. After re-installing the flows provided by the 

PhD student, the other hosts on the network were still not 

visible, which then pointed to a configuration issue on the 

switch. 
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To begin investigating the switch, the first step was to look 

at the flow tables that had been added on to the switch. 

During configuration of the switch two flow tables were 

installed, table 0 was a MAC-IP table, and table 1 was an 

Extensibility table. According to the documentation, 

MAC-IP tables only accept unique flows that strictly match 

and forward based on hardware addresses. Extensibility 

tables, which is what OpenDaylight was expecting to see, 

accept all flows [12]. This configuration was altered by 

removing the MAC-IP table and making table 0 the 

Extensibility table. Immediately after doing this it was 

verified that the controller was sending flows to the switch 

via an auxiliary machine that was connected to the switch 

over a serial connection. Despite this, the topology still did 

not display the other hosts on the network.  

 

At this point the LLDP settings on the switch—which, as 

previously mentioned, were poorly described in the 

OpenFlow documentation—became the target of 

suspicion. The documentation states, “To use LLDP 

together with OpenFlow, you must enable LLDP globally 

on OpenFlow switches. To prevent LLDP from affecting 

topology discovery of OpenFlow controllers, HP 

recommends that you disable LLDP on ports that belong to 

an OpenFlow instance” [12]. This quote seems to 

contradict itself in the second sentence, as it implies that 

LLDP should not be enabled on ports that belong to the 

OpenFlow instance. After retrieving the relevant 

documentation for configuring LLDP, the switch was 

configured to use LLDP globally. After a quick check on 

the controller the issue that had been plaguing the project 

for weeks had finally been solved; the topology was 

functioning correctly, and all hosts were appearing. 

 

Getting topology working was the highlight of the project, 

as once that had been established doing anything else was 

simply a matter of research. Unfortunately, with 

OpenDaylight, doing other tasks does take a bit of effort. 

As mentioned previously, OpenDaylight is notorious for 

bad documentation. Getting flows configured for instance 

is a task of trial and error, as the syntax for them is not 

documented anywhere. Rather than provide detailed 

documentation on all the tags in the XML that constructs a 

flow, OpenDaylight has opted to merely provide example 

flows that can be modified to fit your needs. These example 

flows are extremely helpful, but they are also extremely 

basic, lacking any explanation on the tags shown [13]. The 

process for creating flows starts with looking at the 

examples and picking the one that matches most closely to 

the flow desired, and then resorting to Google to search for  

forum posts that have asked similar questions. 

 

The final step of the project was documenting the process 

described above. That documentation included the writing 

of this paper, the writing of a user guide for configuring the 

network, the capturing of OpenFlow packets using 

Wireshark, and the creation of example questions based off 

ones found in the textbook used in CSCI475 Data 

Communications and Networking. These example 

questions are not related to setting up the network, but 

rather for constructing the XML messages used for creating 

flows. Because of the issues pertaining to the 

documentation for these flows, the questions were not 

completed prior to the end of the semester. To finish them, 

extensive testing will need to be done to ensure that the 

answers provided are correct, which then translates to 

conducting off-campus experimentation with 

OpenDaylight using a simulated network. 

 

 

4. Ending Statements  
 

4.1 Future Endeavors  

 

At this time there are a few items that can and/or will be 

done in the future: 

 Investigate other SDN Controllers such as ONOS.  

o OpenDaylight has proven to be a 

powerful tool, but the documentation for 

it is extremely lacking and platforms 

such as ONOS have gone to great lengths 

to maintain proper documentation. 

Doing so may make it easier for future 

students and professors to experiment 

with SDN. 

 Experiment with OpenDaylight using a virtual 

network 

o Currently our ability to experiment is 

limited. We only have one switch 

configured to use OpenFlow (as the 

other will likely be used for practice 

configurations), and a handful of 

machines. If we create a virtual network 

using a Linux utility called Mininet, we 

can create a large network with several 

switches and dozens of simulated 

machines. 

 Investigate the creation of programs using 

OpenDaylights MD-SAL Interface 

o This task will likely be long term. 

Developing applications using this 

interface requires extensive knowledge 

of the OpenDaylight framework, and the 

documentation for it is limited. Any 

student that wishes to investigate this 

path will need to devote a significant 

amount of time to make any progress 

with it. 

4.2 Conclusions  

 

In conclusion, the goals of the project were accomplished. 

An OpenFlow-enabled network was created, and an SDN 

controller was configured that is actively communicating 

with the switch and able to send flows.  
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This project was challenging but also an immense learning 

experience. Over the course of this project a solid 

understanding has been attained for the OpenDaylight 

architecture and SDN. It’s not clear how long it will be 

before SDN sees widespread adoption (or if it even will), 

but it is a powerful network architecture that anyone 

interested in networking should experience. 
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ABSTRACT 

IoT is gaining popularity in many applications such as 

smart homes, healthcare, and supply chain. The 

integration of Web Bluetooth and speech recognition 

technology in a web browser running on a smartphone 

makes the web browser a smart platform to control IoT 

devices. In this paper, we utilize a Bluetooth beacon, 

Puck.js [1] with a remote-controlled LED base to 

illustrate that LED base can be controlled with voice 

commands with a web browser, which can be integrated 

in an introductory programming course.  
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1.  Introduction 

The popularity of The Internet of Things (IoT) has grown 

rapidly. It includes applications for smart homes, 

healthcare, and supply chain. IoT has proven itself to be 

an interesting topic to many computing professionals in 

academia. By exposing incoming freshmen to IoT in an 

introductory programming course, it could intrigue their 

interest and ignite a passion for computing. 

In this project, we utilize a Bluetooth beacon, Puck.js with 

a remote-controlled LED. With the integration of Web 

Bluetooth and speech recognition technology in a web 

browser running a smartphone, the user can issue voice 

commands to the smartphone, which instructs the beacon 

to control other devices. We created a web-based smart 

platform to access the features and functions of IoT 

devices. Because the project was created with HTML, 

CSS, and JavaScript, it is ideal for an introductory 

programming course. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is 

an introduction to the hardware used in the project; 

section 3 describes the work to create a web-based smart 

platform running on a smartphone; section 4 describes the 

deployment and use of the platform; and section 5 

concludes the paper and provides ideas for future work. 

 

 

2.  Hardware 
The hardware used in the project is mainly a Bluetooth 

beacon device, Puck.js and a remote-controlled LED base. 

2.1 Puck.js 

The Puck.js is a small circular device in a case made from 

rubber and plastic. The device is slightly larger than a 

quarter and is powered by a button cell. It comes with a 

button, infrared (IR) and RGB LEDs, temperature sensor, 

light sensor, magnetometer, BLE module, and an onboard 

programmable NFC tag, which makes it a universal 

embedded device. If those on-board devices do not fit 

your needs, there are 17 IO pins on the board to which 

you can connect your own hardware without any hassle. 

Although the Puck.js is a Bluetooth beacon, it is not just 

an ordinary beacon that only has one or two fixed tasks to 

perform. Instead, it can be programmed to be any type of 

beacon for most special applications. Fig.1 is the picture 

of Puck.js. 

 

 
Figure 1. Front and back view of Puck.js 

 

The Puck.js uses the Espruino JavaScript interpreter [2], 

which is easily accessed from any web browser, as shown 

in Figure 2. The Web IDE uses Web Bluetooth 

technology to connect to Puck.js, which allows the user to 

start programming straight out of the box with no 

software or wired connections required. The Puck.js has 

limited memory space to hold a large amount of code 

uploaded to it. However, you can send the data on an as-

needed basis from a webpage to any Puck.js device. 

Therefore, the user can control different Puck.js devices 

that are not pre-programmed, with a single webpage. 
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Figure 2. Web IDE to program Puck.js 

2.2 A Remote-Controlled LED Base  

The RGB LED base has built-in Infrared (IR) receiver 

and can be operated by a remote control. The remote 

control has a total of twenty-four buttons to turn on/off 

the LED base, change its colors and patterns. Fig. 3 is the 

picture of the LED base with its remote control. 

 
Figure 3. LED base and its remote control 

 

 

3.  The project 
 

The project consists of two major modules: (1) to 

simulate the functions of the remote control with Puck.js; 

and (2) to use speech recognition to accept voice 

commands. 

 

3.1 Decoding the IR codes of the remote control 

 

Further research on the remote control shows that there is 

no existing IR library to use to control the LED base. 

Thus, we have to intercept and decode the IR codes sent 

from the remote control. In order to manually retrieve this 

data, an IR receiver was attached to the Puck.js using 

three GPIO pins. With Espruino IDE, a simple JavaScript 

program was created and then uploaded to the Puck.js to 

listen for the IR codes sent from the remote control. The 

receiver was connected to pins D1, D2, and 3V, where D1 

was set to “input pullup”, D2 was set to no power, and the 

3V pin supplied the necessary power, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Once the code was running on the Puck.js and the remote 

buttons were pressed aiming at the IR receiver, an array 

of numbers were displayed on the console in the Web 

IDE, which were the IR codes to simulate the remote 

control. 

 

Figure 4. IR Receiver connected to Puck.js GPIO pins 

 

For instance, the following numbers are the IR code to set 

a red color of LED base: R1 = [9.2, 4.5, 0.6, 

0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 0.7, 0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 

0.6, 0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 0.7, 0.5, 0.6, 

0.5, 0.6, 1.6, 0.6, 1.6, 0.6, 1.6, 

0.6, 1.6, 0.6, 1.6, 0.6, 1.6, 0.6, 

1.6, 0.6, 1.7, 0.6, 1.6, 0.6, 0.5, 

0.7, 0.5, 0.6, 1.6, 0.6, 1.7, 0.6, 

0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 0.7, 0.5, 0.6, 0.5, 

0.7, 1.6, 0.7, 1.6, 0.7, 0.5, 0.6, 

0.5, 0.7, 1.6, 0.7, 1.6, 0.6, 1.6, 

0.6, 39.9, 9.1, 2.2, 0.6, 97.2, 9.1, 

2.2, 0.6]. 

3.2 Sending IR code to LED Base 

 

We first attempted to load all the IR codes for 16 buttons 

of the remote control to the Puck.js, which proved to be a 

failure because of limited memory space available on 

Puck.js. However, a user can use a secure webpage to 
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upload code and data to an un-programmed Puck.js with 

Web Bluetooth technology [3]. 

 

Thus, we created a webpage that is hosted on GitHub 

(https://kanaanci.github.io/Puck.JS-Lights/lightSite.html). 

Once Puck.js is connected to the web browser, the 

webpage passes the array of IR code to the built-in 

function in Puck.js that sends the IR code to the LED 

base. Below is the HTML and JavaScript code segment to 

send IR code R1 mentioned before to Puck.js: 

<script src=”https://www.puck-

js.com/puck.js></script> 

<button class=”button1” 

onclick=”shootIR(R1)”>Color 1</button> 

The layout of webpage is similarly to the remote control, 

and was formatted to be mobile device friendly, as in 

Figure 5. 

 

 
Figure 5. Webpage to control LED base 

The webpage was created with HTML, JavaScript, and 

CSS, together with the JavaScript library to call functions 

in Puck.js. When running in a web browser supporting 

Web Bluetooth, the buttons on the webpage work just like 

those on the remote control. 

3.3 Speech Recognition API in Google Chrome 

Speech recognition saves the work of typing and clicking. 

However, it is a relatively new HTML5 API, and is 

currently supported only in Chrome, Chrome for Android, 

and Samsung Internet web browsers [4]. Therefore, the 

webpage first checks if it is supported by the web browser 

in which it is running. If it is not supported, the user will 

receive an alert message and can fall back on the buttons 

in the webpage. 

When the user speaks into the microphone of the 

smartphone, the voice is converted into text, and then run 

through a check. Once it is recognized as a valid 

command, the corresponding function is activated. The 

Puck.js sends the array of IR codes for the function to the 

LED base. 

Below is the JavaScript code segment to convert speech 

to text and then send the IR code based on the text of the 

command: 

var recog = new  

webkitSpeechRecognition(); 

recog.lang = 'en-us'; 

recog.continuous = false; 

recog.interimResults = false; 

recog.maxAlternative = 5; 

 

recog.onresult = function(e) { 

  switch(e.results[0][0].transcript) { 

   case "color one": 

     shootIR(R1); 

     break; 

   … 

 } 

} 

recog.start(); 

 

 

4. Using the Web-Based Smart Platform 
 

The web-based smart platform to control the LED base 

with Puck.js is very user friendly. First the user needs to 

upload the webpage to a secure website. Then the user 

simply runs Chrome on your Android smartphone to load 

the webpage. To pair with the Puck.js device, the user 

needs to turn on both Bluetooth and GPS module on the 

smartphone. The Bluetooth module will scan for all the 

Bluetooth devices nearby and show the list of all devices 

available for paring. 

Once Puck.js is paired with the web browser, the user can 

use any of the 24 buttons on the webpage to control the 

LED base near the Puck.js. To use the speech recognition 

feature, the user clicks on the “Speak to Text” button on 

the top to access the microphone, and begins speaking. 

The voice command will be displayed under the button. If 

the voice command matches the caption of a button, the 

webpage sends the IR code to the Puck.js and activates 

the LED base accordingly. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

The Puck.js proves itself to be a universal device in a 

project for an introductory programming course. With 

some additional hardware devices, Espruino Web IDE, 

and a remote-controlled RGB LED base, we were able to 

create a web-based smart platform to control other IoT 

devices. This could inspire freshmen in computing field to 

take further interest in IoT. The future work will include 

other on-board modules in Puck.js and using them in 

practical applications and in an introductory programming 

course. 
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ABSTRACT 

Extraction of main content from a web page is done on a 

frequent basis, and should be done as effectively as 

possible.  There are many algorithms to accomplish this.  

This paper discusses the Language Independent Content 

Extraction (LICE) algorithm, as introduced by Arias et al.  

It dissects their methods, and addresses the question of how 

the results of the algorithm differ when the algorithm’s 

factors C1 and C2 are given values different from the ones 

originally used by Arias et al in their paper.  Results 

suggest that the values used in the paper are not the best 

values to use for extraction.   

     

KEY WORDS 

Language Independent Content Extraction News Articles 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Over time, the development and evolution of web browser 

technology has introduced a growing number of 

presentation elements.  A large portion of internet content 

is taken up by these layout presentation elements, and that 

the amount is increasing by about 6% every year [2].  This 

diverse array of web features led to the modularized 

development of websites that are able to add, remove, and 

move around the different web elements independently in 

order to facilitate the theme customization of web pages, 

and template creation. 

   

Unfortunately, it is not always easy to target these elements 

of a web page independently of each other.  As such, 

extracting the core text data from these sources is made 

difficult by the need to separate it from the other unwanted 

data.  Furthermore, the greater number of templates being 

offered makes it harder to predict what content is 

irrelevant, which makes it more difficult for information 

storage and retrieval applications to extract relevant 

content, without also taking irrelevant content along with 

it.  Relevant here is defined as the textual sections that most 

objectively describe the main event in the web page [3].   

 

This project focuses on the use of the Language 

Independent Content Extraction (LICE) algorithm.  The 

LICE algorithm uses arbitrarily selected factors, C1 and 

C2.  C1 is a decimal value between 0 and 1, and C2 is an 

integer greater than 1 [1].  Using LICE, how is the 

extraction of relevant text from a news article in a website 

affected by varying the algorithm’s two factors?  This 

project tries to give insight to this question. 

 

 

3.  Applications 
 

There is a wide array of applications where extracting 

article text is useful.  As mobile phone and tablet browsing 

becomes increasingly common, adapting web pages for 

smaller screens has become more and more important for 

browsers [4].  The article text is usually the one thing that 

the user is most interested in viewing, and once extracted, 

it can more easily be displayed without being obfuscated 

by the other less desirable elements on the page. 

 

Removing irrelevant content around the article is also 

useful for information retrieval [4], and making search 

engines more accurate.  As an example of making a search 

engine more accurate, think of a search someone might 

perform.  If the search engine searches the entire web 

page’s content, then the page’s non-article noise may be 

matched with the search input, yielding a false positive.  

E.g., if a user is searching for a particular video game, and 

the user’s search brings them to a website about an 

unrelated television show because of an advertisement 

somewhere on the same page, then that user would not be 

pleased with the results of the search.  This is where 

elimination of the irrelevant content on the page, such as 

advertisements, would be beneficial to web search 

applications. 

 

In general, article text extraction is an important 

preprocessing step whenever the text is to be used as input 

to subsequent steps.  If a program requires the article text 

as input, the irrelevant content is likely to interfere with the 

program’s intended usage of the input. 

 

 

3.  Generalized Approach 

 

Before getting into the crux of the matter, it should be noted 

that this paper will focus on news webpages as the domain 

of study. This is because the content in news webpages is 

constantly changing, but usually adherent to a recognizable 

format. As such it is somewhat easier to automatically 

handle extraction if proper use of an appropriate algorithm 

is employed [3]. 
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In general, first, it must be determined whether a page 

contains an article or not.  This is known as a document 

classification problem.  This problem can be avoided to 

focus on the rest of the problem by manually ensuring that 

all sample web pages contain articles.  An article is defined 

as: 

 “a contiguous, coherent work of prose on a single 

topic or multiple closely related topics that alone 

comprises the main informational content of the 

page - news stories, encyclopedia entries, or a single 

blog post are considered articles, whereas a 

collection of headlines with brief summaries, a list 

of search results, or a set of blog posts are not” [4]. 

     

As this project is to be restricted to using news sites for the 

domain, a more specific definition is used.  This is because 

although a website may be made for the news, that does not 

always necessarily mean that all of its articles are news-

related.  Thus a new definition, which relies on the previous 

definition, is used.  A news article is “an article that must 

be a story or report, which is at least two paragraphs, and 

eight total sentences in length.  The length requirement 

serves to exclude those pages that are merely brief 

summaries (typically with a link to the full article).”  [4]  

     

After determining that a given web page contains an article, 

it then must be determined where the article begins and 

where the article ends.  Many people who use extractors 

prefer to use visual extractors.  The visual wrapper, 

proposed by Shuyi Zeng “to identify the main body of a 

news article based on the visual consistency of the web 

page” [5], was one of the best extractors available [6].  The 

V-Wrapper worked by “rendering the page, much like a 

browser would for human consumption, and by exploiting 

the derived visual features during the extraction process” 

[3].  Unfortunately, the visual approach comes with the 

high computational cost incurred from the process of 

visually rendering the page. 

     

There are extractors that solve the problem of pulling the 

main text of an article from a web page, without using such 

a visual approach.  For example, a news article typically is 

structured with the pattern “headline -> bylines -> main 

text -> bylines”, in which everything except the main text 

is optional.  However, not all articles contain bylines, and 

some even lack headlines.  In order to get around this 

ambiguity, extractors are designed to only extract the main 

text sans header or bylines.  As such, the automatic 

determination of where an article begins and ends on a web 

page is the most difficult part of the extraction process [4].  

In Figure 1 is shown an example web page with main 

content boxed and highlighted [1].  

 

 

 

 

4.  LICE Approach 

 

The Language Independent Content Extractor (LICE) is 

useful for web pages where the content text tends to be 

continuous, long text with little structural markup, and the 

garbage text tends to be short, with a lot of structural 

markup.  This approach is considerably shallow, only 

looking at the broad picture [1].  While potentially limited, 

this approach has some notable benefits.  

 

 
Figure 1 [1] 

 

One of the benefits is that it identifies regions using 

document density disparities rather than the structure of a 

web page, which is assumed by the authors Arias et al. to 

allow the algorithm to be more universal in its application 

to online news outlets [1].  This universality is extended to 

another notable benefit of this approach, which is that it is 

language independent.  The language that the text itself is 

presented in does not matter (whether it’s Chinese, 

Russian, or Pig-Latin), unless a given language uses a 

completely different set of HTML tags.  Thankfully, like 

many languages, HTML is standardized, making this a 

non-issue.  Yet another benefit is that it only uses a subset 

of HTML tags, which allows for some flexibility in the 

structure of the web pages. 

     

The LICE algorithm makes three assumptions about the 

structure of a web page.  The first assumption is that “the 

text representing the content is separated from the garbage 

text, with one or more markup-tags.”  The second 

assumption is that “no garbage text occurs in the main 

content, e.g. that the main content text is continuous (not 

taking into account the markup-tags).”  The third (most 

important) assumption states that “the main content of the 

text contains less structural markup-tags than the garbage 

text.”  [1] 

     

Like other extraction algorithms, the LICE algorithm uses 

an HTML parser that creates a Document Object Model 

(DOM) tree representation of the web page [7].  A DOM 

tree defines the logical structure of well-formed HTML (or 

XML) documents.  Once a DOM tree is created a utility, 

like JavaScript’s JQuery, is used work with the tree.   
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LICE starts with a depth first search (DFS) of the DOM 

tree.  As it reaches each leaf node, the algorithm checks for 

literal text.  “Text nodes are always leaves in the DOM tree, 

because they cannot contain other nodes”.  Each string of 

literal text that is encountered in a leaf node is stored into 

an array called L, as a list of strings.  If a markup-tag is 

encountered as a leaf node, then an empty string is added 

to the array.  As it stores each string, the index of the array 

with the string that has the most characters is stored in a 

variable called indexOfLongestString.  This process ends 

when the last leaf is processed by the DFS.  [1] 

 

 
Figure 2 [1] 

 

     

Figure 2 shows an example of character counts for the array 

L generated using the DFS.  In the figure the x-axis 

represents the position of the array and the y-axis 

represents the length of the strings at those positions.  In 

this example there are approximately 160 leaf nodes.  The 

middle portion labeled “main content” is what will be 

returned at the end of the LICE algorithm [1]. 

     

Once the array L is populated with text, the array is 

analyzed to determine the boundaries of the main content 

block, which usually occupies the densest regions of the 

array L.  The highest density is defined to be the region 

with the most text overall, measured in number of 

characters.  The region of the array L with the highest 

density is stored into a new array using following process 

[1]: 

1. A minimum cut off length called minLength is 

computed, as (number of characters at 

indexOfLongestString) * C1, where C1 is less than 1.  

2. A new high-density region array called R is initialized 

with its first element being the string with the longest 

length.  

3. A string is stored into this new high-density region 

array R if and only if: 

A. The length of the string is greater than minLength 

and 

B. There is already a string in R that has an index in 

the original array L which is less than C2 positions 

away from the potential new string’s original 

position in L, where C2 is an integer greater than 

or equal to 1. 

This process terminates when no more strings can be added 

to R.  At this point, all of the strings in R are concatenated 

in the order of their indices, and the resulting string is 

returned as a variable called fullyExtractedMainContent.  

This ends the algorithm.   

     

To measure the effectiveness of the algorithm this project 

uses the F1-score [1,8].  The higher the computed F1-score 

is, the better the extraction is.  The F1-score is computed in 

the following way [1,8]:     

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 # 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
 

      

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

F1 =  
2∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
 

     

The # of elements extracted intentionally represents the 

number of characters in the largest common string between 

the expected and the actual.  The total # of extracted 

elements is the number of characters in the actual, what was 

extracted by the algorithm. The # of elements in desired 

extraction is the number of characters in the expected, what 

the algorithm should have extracted.  The F1 score will be 

a value between 1 and 0.  If the extraction is perfect, then 

the F1 score will be 1.  If the extraction is completely 

wrong, then the F1 score will be 0.  

 

 

5.  Primary Objective and Hypotheses 

 

To compare effectiveness of the LICE algorithm when 

constants C1 and C2 are given different values. Arias et al. 

manually chose values for C1 and C2 when performing 

experiments.  The values they chose were C1 = 1/3 and C2 

= 4.  As such, these values are the values that this project 

hypothesizes to be optimal. 

 

    Hypotheses 1: The value of 1/3 will work best for C1.  

    Hypothesis 2: The value of 4 will work best for C2 

 

 

6.  Solution Description 

 

The LICE algorithm was encoded using JavaScript with 

JQuery.  A supplementary web application was written 

using PHP.  The algorithm was run on 30 web pages with 

news articles in them.  The web pages were pulled from 10 

different web domains, with 3 pages pulled from each 

domain. 
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Domains 

myfox8.com www.japantimes.co.jp/news 

fox8.com news.brown.edu 

nbc4i.com indianexpress.com 

www.wltx.com amp.usatoday.com 

 www.defensenews.com 

 www.hawaiimagazine.com 

Table 1 

 

These domains were discovered through 

reddit.com/r/news.  The implemented algorithm was tested 

on the 30 articles using the following 16 different pairs of 

values for C1 and C2: 

 
1. C1 =  .03, C2 = 23     2.     C1 = .08, C2 = 23 

3. C1 = .13, C2 = 23      4.     C1 = .18, C2 = 23 

5. C1 = .23, C2 = 23      6.     C1 = .28, C2 = 23 

7. C1 = .33, C2 = 23      8.     C1 = .38, C2 = 23 
9. C1 = .18, C2 = 05     10.    C1 = .18, C2 = 11 

11. C1 = .18, C2 = 17      12.   C1 = .18, C2 = 29 

13. C1 = .18, C2 = 35      14.   C1 = .18, C2 = 41 
15. C1 = .18, C2 = 47      16.   C1 = .18, C2 = 53 

 

In reference to testing the hypotheses pair 9 has a C2 close 

to 4 and pair 7 has a C1 close to 1/3. To calculate the F1 

score, the expected text was gathered manually for each 

article. 

 

 

8.  Results Varying C1, with C2 Fixed 

 

 
Figure 3 

 

 
Figure 4 

 

Figures 3 and 4 show a table and a graph both showing the 

averages of the F1 scores collected in each category 

holding C2 fixed at 23, while varying values of C1.  In the 

graph in Figure 4, the x-axis shows each category, and the 

y-axis shows how high the F1 scores were. 

 

First compared was the max F1 score found at C1 = .18, 

and the first of two minimum F1 scores, found at C1 = .03.  

As shown in the graph, at C1 = .18, the F1 average was 

.895, and at .03, it was .719.  A Mann-Whitney U rank-sum 

test was performed, and it yielded a P-value of .000183, 

which shows that at a 95% confidence level, the probability 

of this difference occurring was less than 0.02%, and with 

alpha = .05 = 1 - .95 (for 95% confidence), alpha > the P-

value, which shows the values are significantly different.  

     

Next compared was the max F1 score found at C1 = .18, 

and the second of two minimum F1 scores, found at C1 = 

.38.  As shown in the graph, at C1 = .18, the F1 average 

was .895, and at .38, it was .773.  A Mann-Whitney U rank-

sum test was performed [9], and it yielded a P-value of 

.001554, which shows that at a 95% confidence level, the 

probability of this difference occurring was less than 0.2%, 

and with alpha = .05 = 1 - .95 (for 95% confidence), alpha 

> the P-value, which shows the values are significantly 

different.  T-tests confirmed the results [9]. 

 

 

9.  Results Varying C2, with C1 Fixed 

 

 
Figure 5 

 

 
Figure 6 

 

Figures 5 and 6 show a table and a graph both showing the 

averages of the F1 scores collected in each category 

holding C1 fixed at 0.18, while varying values of C2.  
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Similar to the Figure 4 graph, the graph in Figure 6, the x-

axis shows each category, and the y-axis shows the F1 

scores. 

 

First compared was the max F1 score found at C2 = 35, and 

the first of two minimum F1 scores, found at C2 = 5.  As 

shown in the graph, at C2 = 35, the F1 average was .906, 

and at 5, it was .595.  A Mann-Whitney U rank-sum test 

was performed, and it yielded a P-value of 1.76E-07, which 

shows that at a 95% confidence level, the probability of this 

difference occurring was less than .00002%, and with alpha 

= .05 = 1 - .95 (for 95% confidence), alpha > the P-value, 

which shows the values are significantly different. 

     

Next compared was the max F1 score found at C2 = 35, 

and the second of two minimum F1 scores, found at C2 = 

53.  As shown in the graph, at C2 = 35, the F1 average was 

.906, and at 53, it was .854. 

     

A Mann-Whitney U rank-sum test was performed [9], and 

it yielded a P-value of .057681, which shows that at a 95% 

confidence level, the probability of this difference 

occurring was more than 5.7%, and with an alpha = 0.5 = 

1 - .95 (for 95% confidence), alpha < the P-value, which 

shows the values are not significantly different.  T-tests 

confirmed the results [9]. 

 

 

10.  Conclusions 

 

Based on the data analyzed here a C1 = 1/3 did not give the 

best results.  The most successful value for C1 instead 

appears to be C1 = .18.  Additionally, as C1 values get 

lower or higher than 0.18, success decreases.  Given a very 

low C1 value would allow very short strings to be included 

(include unwanted text) and very high values of C1 would 

require all strings in the article to be long (loose wanted 

text) these results make sense with how the algorithm 

functions. 

     

Based on the data analyzed here values close to C2 = 4 are 

not successful.  The most successful values appear to hover 

at around C2 = 35.  As values get close to 4, success 

definitely decreases.  As values get much higher, success 

might decrease, but it cannot be determined with certainty 

from the data gathered.  This is because the data collected 

at the highest average, C2 = 35, did not show significantly 

different F1 results than the data collected at C2 = 53.  

Because C1 does much to control what strings get included, 

so long as there is not unwanted text far from the wanted 

text with appropriate length strings high values of C2 are 

unlikely to affect performance of the algorithm.  However, 

low values of C2 can easily cause missed content if there 

are large blocks of wanted text separated by a few small 

blocks (short sentences, headings, etc...) of text. 

     

To conclude, for both C1 and C2 values, what makes good 

values is affected greatly by how the text is broken up in 

the web page.  It would be interesting to study, for a given 

group of web sites, what C1 and C2 values work best year 

by year to see how, as the structure of web pages have 

changed, the algorithm is affected.  It would also be useful, 

if available, to use the dataset Arias et al. used to see if C1 

= 1/3 and C2 = 4 were the best choice there as well. 
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ABSTRACT 

Automatic story generation has become a more frequent 

topic in today’s world.  With a wide range of tools, it is 

now possible to create stories with just a click of a button, 

or by selecting a few key words to build the story around.  

Ontologies are one tool used by story generation systems 

to help with the generation of the story.  The work 

presented here uses an ontology to improve on the qualities 

of an existing story generation system.   Additionally, an 

initial look of the increased time cost associated with 

adding the ontology to the system is presented.  

 

KEY WORDS 

NLP Ontology Narratology 

 

1. Introduction 
 

According to Jaya and Uma, “A story is a natural language 

description of objects, sequence of events, and interactions 

between characters” [8, 9].  In the construction of a story, 

there are two main levels of computation: the knowledge 

level and the process level. The knowledge level is the 

information about the story, such as background and 

theme. This is typically decided upon and stored in a 

database of information before the actual sentences and 

story is generated. The process level is how the language is 

put together so it makes sense syntactically and 

semantically. This is done at both the overall story level 

and the sentence level.  An example of the story level for a 

story generation is [8, 9]: 

 
Figure 1: Story grammar for story generation 

 

The story has a setting, theme, and resolution, which 

eventually breaks down to a goal. Through this process 

level one can create a basic story structure and backbone. 

A story usually follows a certain path, an introduction 

which is preceded by a rise until a climax or turning point 

is reached. After the climax, there is a falling action which  

 

leads to the conclusion of the story; either a catastrophic or 

good ending [8, 9]. This is often depicted in the Freytag 

triangle, from Gustav Freytag who noticed a similar pattern 

in novels and created the diagram shown in Figure 2 [3, 9]. 

 
Figure 2: Freytag triangle [8] 

 

To create the structure of the story, in many cases some sort 

of planning is involved.  One system designed to create the 

story within a game used a drama manager to develop plans 

on how the story might progress based on overall goals and 

actions of the character [14].  Another system was designed 

to proposed a set of actions that would take a world from 

one state to another, where the order of the actions would 

then become the structure of the story [15].  The ordering 

of events or actions in a story as a large effect on how 

coherent a story is.  Additionally, the events decided upon 

can affect how interesting the story is to the reader [9, 14, 

15]. 

While the story structure is the basic foundation for a good 

story, the individual sentences are critical to the quality and 

understandability of the story.   For example, if the 

sentences don’t make grammatical sense then it can be 

difficult to read and understand. This part of the process 

requires understanding of the grammar rules for a specific 

natural language. Imagine a sentence such as “eggs do like 

I ham green and not”. Dr. Seuss would not have been as 

easy to read, writing like this. Once one can get a template 

for the grammar rules of a specific natural language, such 

as the one for the English language in Figure 3, it is much 

easier to make the sentence syntactically correct [8, 10]. 
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Figure 3: Language grammar for simple sentences [7, 9] 

 

In the work done by Jones and Girard different syntax 

template sets were used to generate a set of sentences for a 

paragraph.  Their system made use of SimpleNLG and a 

set of word banks to fill in the slots in the templates.  While 

the system proved able to generate sentences that were 

syntactically correct, there was nothing guiding the 

structure of the paragraphs or any semantic controls.  For 

example, “A butcher flies the meat with a baseball bat.” is 

an example of the types of sentences generated by their 

system [10].  So while syntax is important, so is semantics.   

 

 

2. Semantics vs Syntax 

Semantics is the study of meaning, and is the way one can 

convey information to another in their common language 

that makes sense to them. Syntax is the basic structure or 

frame in which natural language is built upon [6]. For 

example, the sentence “Jane ate lunch”. The syntax of this 

sentence is [NounPhrase [Verb NounPhrase]]. This is the 

structure of the sentence for the English language. In this 

example, the sentence is also semantically correct.  

However, if we change the noun phrase’s around to “lunch 

ate Jane”, this, usually, isn’t semantically correct. Lunch 

obviously cannot eat Jane but the sentence is still 

syntactically correct. 

There are two main ways that a story would not make 

semantical sense. One way is at the story level if the events 

are not in proper order. If the order of events were not in 

chronological order or mixed around, you may get a story 

that doesn’t make logical sense to the reader [8, 14]. For 

example, a story could have been generated where the 

character dies, but days later he is back in the story as if 

nothing happened. The character was supposed to be dead 

and buried but somehow is back in the story as if nothing 

had happened which doesn’t make sense to the reader. A 

discussed earlier there are ways create an ordering of 

events that make sense [9, 14, 15]. 

The second way for a story to not make semantical sense 

would be at the sentence level, where a syntactically 

correct sentence does not make semantical sense to the 

reader.  For example, “A butcher flies the meat with a 

baseball bat”. A butcher cannot fly meat but would cut the 

meat and would be very hard to do so with a baseball bat; 

instead a knife should be used.  This is the problem we are 

seeking to solve as it involves the previous work of Jones 

and Girard.  An ontology is one solution to this problem 

that we will look at more closely in the next section. 

 

 

3. Ontologies 

According to Guarino et. al., the word ontology has many 

different definitions. One can define it as “a special kind of 

information object or computational artifact” or as “a 

means to formally model the structure of a system” [4]. 

Ontologies help link objects together by defining a shared 

vocabulary. One of the most common reasons to use an 

ontology is to share “an understanding of the structure of 

information among people or software agents.” [12]. A 

common example of this is that many different Web sites 

contain medical information or medical e-commerce 

services. If all the Web sites share the same ontology for 

the terms they all use, then computer agents would be able 

to extract and collect information from each of the different 

sites. With this information, agents can then use the 

collected information to answer user queries or as input 

data to other applications.  

Ontologies are similar to conceptual data schemes, such as 

ER models and UMLs.  They are made of interrelated 

concepts and rules which constrain and specify the 

intended meaning of the concepts.  However, unlike 

conceptual data schemes, which focus on an application 

domain, ontologies are meant to be application domain 

independent [7].  The line between the application domain 

and independence varies across ontologies, with ontologies 

that are too independent usually are not as useful [7].  

An ontology will typically consist of multiple classes (also 

called concepts).  To describe each class slots (also called 

roles or properties) are added.  Each slot is described with 

what sort of values are allowed.  A given slot may allow 

only one value to be set for it (single cardinality), or allow 

for multiple values (multiple cardinality).  Additionally, a 

facet or role restriction is a slot that has a restriction 

imposed on it.  It is possible for a class in an ontology to 

have a subclass that is a more specific version of that class.  

A knowledge base is an ontology with instances of the 

possible classes [12]. 
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Class Subclass Slot Types of 

Values 

Occupation  hasRole Person 

Person Student isEnrolled Major 

Person Student Takes(Has 

A) 

Course 

Person Student Has A Student ID 

Person Student Is A Year 

Person Student hasGPA GPA 

Person Teacher Has A Rank 

Person Teacher Teaches Course 

Person Teacher Has A  Faculty ID 

Table 1: Example Ontology Base 

    In Table 1, there are two top level classes described for 

the ontology: Occupation and Person.  While Occupation 

has no subclasses, Person has Teacher and Student as 

subclasses.  Any slots assigned to Person are also inherited 

by Teacher and Student.  An ontology will most likely have 

multiple classes because these are the main points. Each 

class has at least one slot to help describe the class.  For 

example, the class Student is expected to be enrolled in a 

Major.  Major could have a list of allowed values or could 

be another class not yet specified in the ontology.   Also, 

we can see in the ontology the Teacher and Student classes 

are not directly related, but they do have a relationship, 

they are linked by Course where The Teacher teaches a 

Course and the Student takes it.   Additionally, Teaches and 

Takes would both be set to multiple cardinality as in both 

cases there is likely to be more than one course.  To build 

the knowledge base we would then create instances of the 

classes defined by the ontology.  For example, a Teacher 

that is a Professor, teaches Writing 101, and has the faculty 

ID of 444. 

Noy and McGuinness have laid out 3 fundamental rules for 

building an ontology. First there is no perfect or correct 

way to model a domain, it can vary depending on the 

application that you are going to use it on. Second the 

development is an iterative process. Finally, classes and 

slots in the ontology should be close to objects and 

relationships in your domain of interest, respectively [12]. 

For example, classes in the natural language domain could 

noun, verb, and adjective.  While, a relationship could be 

'can be used with'.  

The first part of the design process is deciding what the 

ontology is going to be used for, and that in turn will 

determine a lot about the structure (such as “be more 

intuitive, more extensible, or more maintainable”) of the 

ontology [12].  After determining the use, the next step is 

defining the domain and scope, or what the ontology will 

cover.  Other things to established are how it will be used, 

who will be maintaining it, and how the ontology should 

answer questions that are asked.  For example, an ontology 

for NLP might set its domain and scope on just small 

animals.  Additionally, it could be established to be for 

veterinarians, to be maintained by veterinarians. 

The questions that the ontology should be able to answer 

help with determining the scope.  These questions are 

termed "Competency Questions", and do not have to be 

exhaustive, but should cover as much of the scope as 

possible. For example, a question like: “Does Frank, who 

has a dog, like dogs?”. Once the scope is defined, it is 

advised to see if there are existing ontologies that we can 

extend or refine. As well as looking for an existing 

ontology, it is advised to enumerate the important terms to 

be used in the ontology [12].  For example, in the small 

animal ontology it might define what a mammal is and list 

key properties related to a mammal.  At this point in the 

design process you don’t need to worry about any overlaps 

or relations between the words [12].   

After the terms and properties are established the next step 

is that of defining the classes and the class hierarchy.  

According to Noy and McGuinness there are three ways to 

structure a class hierarchy: top-down, bottom-up, or a 

combination. In the case of top-down the goal is to 

determine the most general classes first, while for bottom-

up to determine all the bottom most sub-classes first.  Once 

the hierarchy is laid out it is time to design the internal 

structure of concepts (e.g. the slots). The terms that were 

not used for the Classes are most likely to be slots for a 

class. Each property and remaining term is then assigned 

as a slot to the class it describes.  At this point the ontology 

is considered complete and can be used to be knowledge 

bases by adding individual instances of the classes [12].   

One of the more widely used programs to build and design 

an ontology is Protégé.   It was initially developed for 

biomedical informatics research at the Stanford University 

School of Medicine.  The application provides support for 

building a wide range of ontologies and turning those 

ontologies into knowledge bases [11].  For more 

information on how to use and work with Protégé please 

see the following website: http://protege.stanford.edu/. 

3.1. Querying a Knowledge Base 

Querying a knowledge base is the ability to ask questions 

and get answers from the knowledge base.  There are many 

different ways to make a query on the knowledge base. 

Most knowledge bases can be put into a Resource 

Description Framework (RDF) file. An RDF file is a 

standard model developed by World Wide Web 

Consortium (W3C) for exchanging data on the Web.  An 

RDF file consists of information in the format of subject-

predicate-object, usually referred to as a triple.  For an 

ontology, the subject denotes the class, the predicate 

denotes a slot for the class, and the object would be the 

value [5, 13].   
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Tools such as Jena, SPARQL, and LITEQ can be used to 

query RDF files.  SPARQL uses a language that is similar 

to SQL that has been "designed to meet the use cases and 

requirements identified by the RDF Data Access Working 

Group" [5].  "SPARQL can be used to express queries 

across diverse data sources, whether the data is stored 

natively as RDF or viewed as RDF via middleware. 

SPARQL contains capabilities for querying required and 

optional graph patterns along with their conjunctions and 

disjunctions. SPARQL also supports aggregation, 

subqueries, negation, creating values by expressions, 

extensible value testing, and constraining queries by source 

RDF graph. The results of SPARQL queries can be result 

sets or RDF graphs."  For example, assume we have created 

a knowledge base stored as an RDF file using the ontology 

from Table 1 and it has an instance of the class Teacher that 

has a rank of Associate [5].  

Within Protégé is included the DL query tool, a “powerful 

and easy-to-use feature for searching a classified ontology” 

[11]. It is based off of Manchester OWL syntax, which is 

extremely user friendly. DL query only works on 

ontologies that have a reasoner running and have a class 

hierarchy set up. A reasoner is a piece of software that can 

conclude a logical answer from a set of facts. Using the 

query tool, it is possible to ask questions with the keywords 

such as value, some, only, min, max, etc. For example, if a 

knowledge base had a list of students and teachers, a 

question might be: “hasRole VALUE student”.  The query 

then scans for any instance of Person that has that slot 

"hasRole" with the value “student”.  Another example 

would be if you only wanted to see the teachers you could 

use the keyword ONLY, Person ONLY Teacher. The query 

looks at the first term and finds every person, then using 

the keyword, narrows it down to every person who is a 

teacher. These are just some simple queries and using the 

Manchester syntax, the tool becomes a lot more powerful. 

One of the examples used on the protégé website 

((http://protegewiki.stanford.edu/wiki/DLQueryTab) is 

based off of a camera ontology. If you wanted to ask the 

question “Which equipment can reduce blur?” one could 

use DL query to ask the question. Using the phrase 

“Equipment AND reduces SOME Blur” (the “and” and 

“some” are the keywords) the reasoner would search 

through your ontology for any equipment that reduces blur 

and display the results, for instance one result may be 

tripod and the result would consist of all the students 

Using this tool, you can ask numerous questions on the 

ontology to retrieve that data that you need. This can be one 

way to double check and make sure that your ontology is 

set up correctly. If you know one of the results should be 

tripod, but it doesn’t show up, the hierarchy could be 

wrong.  

 

4. Primary Objective 

The primary objective is to measure the time cost of 

incorporating an ontology for semantic checking into a 

story based generator. The speed at which the story is 

created with and without the ontology will be measured 

and compared. The generated stories will be a few 

paragraphs long.   Additionally, an informal measure will 

be done to compare the quality of the two methods of story 

generation.  

All stories will be generated from a specific knowledge 

base will use the same templates and the same word bank.  

There will be a small knowledge base and a large 

knowledge base.  The small knowledge base had around 5 

words for each part of speech and the large knowledge base 

was approximately 20 for nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 

names with 6 prepositions and determiners.  For timing 

purposes 100 stories will be created for each treatment.   

For the informal quality analysis four paragraphs were 

chosen at random.  Each selected paragraph was rated from 

1-5 using the following rubric: 

1 -   None of the sentences connected together  

2 -  Two of the sentences connected together 

3 - Three of the sentences are related in some way  

4 - All the sentences are related in some way  

5 - All the sentences are related and flows nicely together 

 

Additionally, from the four paragraphs 10 sentences will 

be randomly selected. The sentences will be judged on the 

quality of writing on a scale from 1-5 (unreadable / bad / 

acceptable / good / excellent). 

 

 

5. Solution Description 

The ontology is structured as a top-down approach. The 

main classes are the following parts of speech: noun, verb, 

adjective, determiner, preposition, and name. The instances 

for the main classes are the actual words themselves.  For 

example, two of the instances under adjective was 

hardworking and strong.  Each class has six possible slots 

available that all have multiple cardinality: useAdjective, 

useDeterminer, useNoun, UsePreposition, usePrepTwo, 

useVerb.  These were used to describe which instances 

could work semantically with other instances.  For 

example, under the instance, “baker” is the slot “useVerb” 

with the verb “bake” as its value. As such, because of how 

the English language is structured at most an instance 

might have two of the six slots.  For example, most 

instances of noun only made use of the useAdjective and 

useVerb slots.  The name class was treated special in that 

its instances are allowed to work with any verb or adaptive 

and they are checked for proper gender.   
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The syntax template determines what slots are used to 

determine if a sentence is semantically correct. For 

example, if the template was “(det [adj] n) (v)”, the noun 

can be linked to the verb and adjective with “useVerb” and 

“useAdjective”.  Then if the noun was “athlete” and the 

verb was “run” the knowledge base would be queried to see 

if athlete has the slot: useVerb run.  

To evaluate the ontology the DL query to check that the 

hierarchy is set up correctly. A set of test questions such as 

“does verb go with noun” or “does the adjective go with 

noun” will be asked. Checking the results for each word 

individually reinforces that the setup is correct. For 

example, can the baker cook, repair, cut, etc.? In the case 

of prepositions, do they go with the noun that follows it; is 

“about the barber” or “in the barber” allowed or not 

allowed? Do the adjectives go with the noun; can a butcher 

be firm or bright? If a name and either the determiner his 

or her are used, does his or her go with a male or female 

name? The final links were decided by the lead author. 

 

 

6. Proposed Solution  

To be able to produce semantically correct sentences, 

multiple components will have to come together. The 

ontology is implemented into a previously built story 

generator. Java will be used to create the stories on a Dell 

Inspiron laptop. The computer runs Windows 7 64 bit on 

an Intel i7 Quad Core at 2.2 GHz with 8 gigabytes of RAM.  

The developed application is based off previous work with 

the following changes: removing some unneeded code and 

adding knowledge base query system to ensure semantic 

correctness. As shown in Figure 4, the application starts by 

selecting the appropriate words from a predetermined 

corpus. The words are then put into a random template and 

passed on to SimpleNLG for processing [10].  SimpleNLG 

is a java API for natural language generation that will 

compose a sentence by letting the user define a set of 

grammatical roles [1].   After each sentence is created, it 

will be queried through a knowledge base. If the sentence 

does not comply with the knowledge base, a new sentence 

will be created. If the sentence is deemed valid by the 

knowledge base, the application will check to see if a 

paragraph is complete, then the story. If not, it will continue 

to make more sentences until a paragraph is created and 

until a story is generated [10].  A treatment is finished once 

100 stories are created.   The time from the first process to 

the last is recorded and will be used to compare treatments.  

The process is implemented from a previous work and uses 

a corpus extractor to put words into the NLG system. “The 

template implementer manages sentence and paragraph 

structure” [10]. The implementer is simplified into two 

parts; a parser and implementer. The parser will acquire 

templates from a text file and infer from the data to 

generate templates. For example, if the template “noun 

verb dat noun” was read in from the parser, it would pull 

each of the respective parts of speech from the corpus 

extractor [10]. The “parts of speech are then given to 

SimpleNLG using calls such as setSubject() or setVerb()” 

(Jones). SimpleNLG produces a sentence which might read 

“John cooks the meat”. The part being added to the original 

design is here, in which the sentence is checked against an 

ontology. If the sentence does not satisfy the ontology 

requirements, a new sentence is regenerated. Every story 

that is created will be written to a file and saved before the 

next story is created. Details such as the number of 

sentences per paragraph and paragraphs per story will be 

predetermined [10]. 

There will be modifications to the previous code. Three 

parts are removed that are not needed for this experiment 

and inserting the ontology. First, there was a thesaurus API 

that is removed. According to Jones, “This thesaurus will 

expand the content range by providing new words that 

relate to the desired meaning” [10]. This is done because 

those words that the thesaurus would generate would not 

be in the ontology. Second, the Latent Semantic Analysis, 

or LSA is removed. The LSA “involves putting the stores 

into a matrix based on the story and the word count for each 

particular word” [10].  This was used to compare the stories 

for repetition that is not needed for this research. Finally, 

the result reducer is removed, which had the job to take 

“the raw data from the LSA system and find the statistical 

average of all the data from each treatment group” [10]. 

The ontology will be added so that after simpleNLG 

creates a sentence, the ontology will check the semantical 

correctness of it. The ontology will be comparing the verbs, 

nouns, prepositions etc. to make sure the sentence is 

semantically correct. If the sentence is not deemed 

semantically correct, it will generate a brand new sentence 

and continue until a sentence is deemed semantically 

correct.  

To measure the time cost of incorporating an ontology for 

semantic checking into a story based generator, there will 

be a treatment that uses the base ontology and a larger 

ontology. The base will have around 5 words for each part 

of speech and the larger was approximately 20 for nouns, 

verbs, adjectives, and names with 6 prepositions and 

determiners in comparison. See Tables 2 and 3 below. 

Factor Values 

Ontology Size {Small, Large} 

Ontology  {With, Without} 

Sample size 100 stories per treatment 

Table 2:  Experimental Factors
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Figure 4: Flow chart for solution- The steps the process will go through to create and compare story generation. 

Each of the four treatments produced 100 output stories. 

The time it takes the stories to be created will be compared 

to measure the time cost of incorporating an ontology. 

Table 3: Experiment Block Design 

As a side test for content quality, ten of those stories were 

chosen at random. From those stories, four random 

paragraphs were selected from each. Those four paragraphs 

were rated on a scale for meaningful flow as described 

previously. Those 4 paragraphs were then broken down to 

10 random sentences. The sentences were given to 20 peer 

students and 10 higher educated people and judged on the 

quality of writing on a scale from 1-5 (unreadable / bad / 

acceptable / good / excellent).  At individual had a 

background in English.  The average of both sets were 

compared to each other to see if there was a noticeable 

difference. A definition and example of semantically 

correct was given on top of the document. The results from 

this test were not presented as empirical evidence, but as a 

side note of the story quality from a human's perspective.  

 

 

7. Results 

The primary objective was to compare the time with and 

without the ontology for both the large and the small 

corpus. Due to simple NLG having a startup cost of 

approximately 25 trials, the first 25 trails was removed for 

analysis purposes.  The small corpus without the ontology 

took on average 0.11 seconds to run, with a standard 

deviation of .008.  The small corpus with the ontology took 

an average of 2.81 seconds with a standard deviation of.06.  

The large corpus without the ontology took on average .12 

seconds to run with a standard deviation of .015.  The large 

corpus with the ontology took on average 5.7 seconds to 

run with a standard deviation of 0.12. 

The secondary analysis was an informal measure to 

compare the quality of the sentences and paragraph flow 

for both corpuses with and without the ontology. The small 

corpus with ontology was a 2/5 for paragraph flow. The 

small corpus without ontology was a 1/5 for paragraph 

flow. The large corpus with ontology was a 3/5 for 

paragraph flow. The large with was a 2/5 for paragraph 

flow (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 

The small corpus with ontology was a 4/5 for individual 

sentences. The small corpus without ontology was a 2/5 for 

individual sentences. The large corpus with ontology was 

a 4/5 for individual sentences. The large corpus without the 

ontology was a 2/5 (Figure 6). 

 

 

8. Conclusion 

Both corpuses with the ontology took longer to run. The 

small corpus with the ontology took 25 times longer to run 

compared to without the ontology. The large corpus with 
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the ontology took 47 times longer to run compared to 

without the ontology. This is what was expected due 

sentences being rejected if they were not semantically 

correct. The process would start over again and generate a 

new sentence. Multiple sentences were expected to be 

generated in order to get a semantically correct sentence. 

 

Figure 6 

Based on the human perspective the individual sentences 

were semantically better with the ontology than without. 

With the ontology for both corpuses was 4/5 and without 

the ontology was 2/5 (Figure 6). The standard deviation in 

the scores among the groups was: the small corpus with 

ontology 0.125, small corpus without ontology 0.0815, 

large corpus without ontology 0.084, large corpus with 

ontology 0.144.  Some of the sample sentences taken 

randomly from the results using the large corpus: 

With the ontology 

Aiden ate with my professor. 

Mason ran near the strong butcher. 

This black cat meowed. 

 

Without the ontology 

The scary barber ate into some book. 

The fast hair walked for the hair. 

The meat at this hair baked. 

 

There were some problems and issues that arose during this 

process. Protégé’s DL query that helped set the ontology 

up was no longer supported as a JAVA API and another 

API had to be used.  The SPARQL API was used instead. 

This involved learning how to make queries in that 

language which was different from what was used in 

Protégé. Simple NLG returned all the verbs in plural form, 

which confused the ontology, so each verb had to be 

changed back to the normal form in order to check against 

the ontology.  

Using simple string functions to analyze the results from 

the ontology did not work as expected. Some results came 

back incorrectly. When the ontology was queried, 

everything came back as one long string. The string was 

split it up into individual lines; for instance, the noun and 

verb in the same string. The contains method in Java, which 

looks for a certain set of characters, was used. 

Unfortunately, if the noun was meat and the verb was eat 

then there were issues. Eat is included in meat and anytime 

meat was the noun, the verb also came back for eat, which 

lead to some bad sentences. The strings were broken up 

even further so the verb and the noun were separate. Simple 

NLG skewed the first 25 iterations because of a startup cost 

so the data was collected from the 26th trial on.   

Ideas for future work could include updating the templates 

which would provide a better sentence spread for readers. 

The query could be used as the sentence was generated but 

would require a person familiar with the simple NLG API. 

That should reduce the amount of time to get a semantically 

correct sentence. It also could be set up so the paragraphs 

would have better flow. A bigger corpus could be used to 

give the reader a better selection of words; this could 

require the ontology to be updated as well. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today there are many issues with cybercriminals who wish 

to gain information from users using phishing. Phishers 

exist today that use fraudulent information or social proof 

to gain access to a user’s financial information or personal 

credentials. There are strengths and vulnerabilities within 

phishing methods used by cybercriminals. However, to 

prevent these attacks users must take steps to identify the 

method used. With various methods of phishing, 

cybercriminals have the advantage because each method is 

different. And as time progresses and technology advances 

cybercriminals will only improve, and so should users. 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Typically, phishers tend to attempt to copy trustworthy 

sources to commit identity fraud. This is also known as “[1] 

computerized identity theft” which occurs by using said 

user’s credentials to gain entry to otherwise inaccessible 

information. If the intended user does fall for the phishing 

attempt, they potentially open the gateway for identity 

fraud, financial fraud, or just access to unwarranted 

information. There are many ways this can occur; one way 

is when someone dies and documents allowing for the 

impersonation of said person are not discarded properly. If 

it was not already obvious, the term ‘phishing’ derives 

from the actual word ‘fishing’ because of the pre-emptive 

methods used to retrieve a victim’s information. 

Apparently, the “[1] ph in phishing derives from phone-

breaking” which was a method like phishing used in the 

1970s. The term phishing was created around 1996 from a 

group of hackers who used phishing methods to access 

AOL accounts during that time. Usually, phishing emails 

imitate large corporations to pass as believable messages 

which can appear legitimate to the user. These messages 

usually involve online transactions, co-workers, 

employers, or even a site the user could have previously 

interacted with. Typically, “[2] methods used by phishers 

involve using social proof, preference, and scarcity of the 

user’s time.” When using methods like this to familiarize 

themselves with the user, phishers have an advantage. Most 

users value their time enough to not properly read an email 

if they believe it is from a liable source even when it may 

not be. From what I discovered, “[2] Attacks by phishers 

generally can ruin a corporation’s reputation, give away 

corporate secrets, or expose classified information under 

some circumstances.”  

2.  Mitigative Advantages 
 

Mitigation of phishing is not as difficult as it sounds. 

Mitigating phishing can be as easy as recognizing that a 

source is not trustworthy or reputable. However, methods 

for mitigation include: “[2] automated removal or 

quarantine of potential phishing content, automated 

warning messages which could also alert for potential 

phishing attempts, or behavioral training, or rule-based 

approach to prompt a user on what to do if a phishing 

attempt is present.” Mitigation is feasible to do and should 

be used much more to avert phishing attempts. However, 

not all mitigation works effectively toward phishing. For 

example, the rule-based approach can fail since it requires 

a person to decipher what is a phishing attempt and what is 

not. Since this is done by a human, there is room for a lot 

more error compared to automated systems. Mitigating 

different types of phishing vary depending on the method 

of phishing used. Vishing, which is over the phone 

phishing, can be detected through credibility or credentials. 

For instance, having social proof of the scam or credentials 

such as ID number, name of business, or even providing 

information someone who did not work with the company 

could not provide. Although cybercriminals who use the 

vishing method may also use social proof, other methods 

can still mitigate vishing by being aware of whom you are 

speaking with. Now that those who use different types of 

phishing methods attempt to personalize themselves with 

their target, it makes it difficult to differentiate who is 

phishing unless you are aware. Those who are susceptible 

to phishing methods usually do not fully understand these 

methods or how cybercriminals take advantage of that. One 

of the best ways to mitigate phishing attempts is to look at 

specific wording of the content. In some cases, phishers, 

when they are not familiarized with their target, use 

incorrect ways to interact with the user. Starting emails off 

stating, “Dear User,” or just misspelling trivial things such 

as the University the person may attend. The key to 

mitigation is being aware for the most part because most 

phishing attempts can be spotted given the correct 

procedures. Those who fall for phishing attempts usually 

are ignorant to what is occurring or have little awareness of 

phishing. Through research, I found those who are 

susceptible to phishing attacks are, “those who are younger 

or women because of their exposure to technology,” 

making them naturally less informed. 
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2.1 Example of errors in phishing to help mitigation 
 

 
 

 

3.  Different Types of Phishing 
 

As stated before, there are various methods cybercriminals 

can use to attempt to gather information from a user. Those 

of which that have been discussed so far are spear phishing, 

whale phishing, and vishing. Phishing methods that are not 

typically discussed are “[3] clone-phishing” which is when 

a real message is altered to appear real to a user when it is 

not. These sorts of phishing attempts can be successful if a 

person believed they completed an action such as 

confirmation of an email. Cybercriminals use this method 

to their advantage, but the only difference between the two 

emails may be an attachment that could be replaced with 

malicious content. In some cases, cybercriminals even use 

“[3] clone-websites” to trick a user as well. Cybercriminals 

sometimes replicate a website a user may be familiar with 

to get the user to click a specific hyperlink. Another method 

cybercriminals may use to attempt to phish is snowshoeing, 

also known as spam. This method typically works when a 

system has not yet discovered or began to filter out specific 

spam. Meaning the system has yet to filter out spam and 

instead sends in directly to the user. Another type of 

phishing is business email compromise (BEC) which is, 

“[3] when a cybercriminal impersonates someone of a 

corporate business to scam or commit fraud.” Businesses 

are usually attacked through infections or spear-phishing 

attacks to access the information needed about the 

business. A cybercriminal typically makes the attack 

appear as someone’s account being compromised sending 

it to recipients of said account. BEC, after they have found 

their target, begin to send fake emails to receive money 

from the business. Surprisingly, “[3] BEC has accumulated 

over $4.5 billion in income according to the FBI.” With all 

these different types of phishing there are numerous ways 

someone can release their credentials users are at risk. 

Cybercriminals have several methods at their disposal to 

access information that should not be public if users are not 

aware of the dangers of attachments or other malicious 

content/websites they may be opening. Corporations have 

the most to lose from phishing as they could lose monetary 

profits if an employee of the company cannot differentiate 

what is a phishing attempt or not. With the loss that 

businesses can sustain from phishing it is crucial 

businesses act in defending themselves against 

cybercriminals. 

 

 

4.  What Phishing Looks Like? 
 

Although there are ways to mitigate phishing methods 

there is still a comprehensive aspect to deciphering if a 

potential source is an phishing attempt. Without automated 

systems to discover specific cues to look for phishing a user 

would have to know what a phishing attempt looks like. 

For example, [4] if a user does not read all the contents of 

the email and clicks on a URL that does not match the one 

inside of the email, that email is more than likely malicious. 

Phishers use existing domains such as Apple to mislead 

users to click on links that are not actually the location the 

user intends, “[4] on average a URL usually has about three 

dots.” So, if there are more than that you may be 

susceptible to a phishing attack. 

 

4.1 Phishing attempt prompting user to ‘click here’ 

 
 However, sometimes phishing attempts may even have 

bad grammar or spelling which can be another clear 

indicator. Even making the mistake of asking for personal 

information in a context where it may not even make sense 

to ask so. Other phishers tend to give offers that are far too 

good to be true such as a free iPhone from a random 

giveaway. For instance, “[4] script-based” phishing 

attempts use a similar method involving pop-ups which 

advertise things such as free giveaways. In some cases, 

some attempts even involve the requiting the user to take 

an action that was never completed. For instance, [4] 

winning a raffle that a user did not participate or intend to. 

Other methods include prompting a user to cover an 

expense such as college tuition from a random agency. This 

is not to hard to decode because most users are aware of 

what they owe or payments they must make. Messages like 

these can also be threatening prompting the user something 

may happen if the payment is not received. Whereas, in 

some cases [4] social proof may be lacking or proper 

credentials to prove the cybercriminal is in fact with the 

company said user may owe. One of the more prominent 

phishing attempts is when a cybercriminal pretends to be a 

government agency. But, usually these sorts of attempts 

can be averted if it is suspicious or lacks social proof. In 

conclusion, if it seems like an untrustworthy source it may 

be, and do not open any attachments or hyperlinks from 

said recipient if the following occurs. 
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4.1 Example of how phishers use actual domains to 

trick familiarized users 

 

 
 

 

5.  Using Authentication to Phish 
 

As previously stated, some phishers use authentication to 

attempt to gather information from a user. For this 

example, [5] someone attempting to phish sends an email 

to a recipient prompting him/her that their password has 

expired. This method is used to get information that the 

phishers did not have to gain access to the user’s account 

as a result. This can be a phishing attempt depending on the 

way this is worded because some sites prompt the user the 

number of days until their password must be changed. So, 

if a randomized email prompts you to change your email 

you should know that message is fake. 

 

5.1 Expired password phishing example 

 

 
 

This is one of the more common phishing methods used to 

gather someone information. This is called a spoofed or 

clone-phishing message which is altered from the original 

to appear like a real message when it is a fraud attempt. But 

as stated previously, decoding phishing attempts is not 

difficult; it is just a matter of understanding the message 

that is being sent and from where it is being sent from. In 

most cases, users familiarize themselves with the wrong 

sort of sites or a recipient of them may have. This opens the 

door for phishers and allow them to have the potential to 

reach more targets with their messages accordingly.  

 

6.  Conclusion 

 
Overall, phishing has been around for a long time and will 

advance as technology advances. But, making users aware 

of computerized identity theft could reduce the number of 

casualties. Awareness to phishing is all it takes to prevent 

yourself from being susceptible to a cyberattack where you 

could risk losing money or even your identity. 

Cybercriminals today send over 100 million phishing 

attempts all over the world. Even though, many do not 

reply, or some may be filtered out sites a user view as 

trustworthy create a gateway for opportunity. And that 

gateway opens doors to your recipients expanding that 

cybercriminal’s initial reach. So, beware the information 

you give these malicious sites. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Big data can be classified as a large set of complex data that is either structured, semi-structured, or non-structured that is not 

easily processed by the human eye or traditional applications. Technology advancements have changed the ways we do things 

in life and the workplace including ways of working with the astronomical amount of data being generated by countless devices 

across the world. Big data analytics consisting of analyzing and examining vast amounts of data to discover hidden insights, 

patterns, correlations, among other valuable information a company or organization may benefit from. There are four main 

types’ of big data analytics methods that are used most frequently in businesses today. Prescriptive analytics determines what 

actions should be taken and is lead to be one of the most valuable type of analysis involving rules and recommendations. 

Diagnostic analytics uses past performance to determine what happened and why usually in a dashboard format. Descriptive 

analytics uses real time incoming data and data mining is typically performed. Predictive analytics uses likely scenarios of what 

might happen and delivered as a predictive forecast. These are the four most used types of analytics used today however for 

my report I will focus mainly on a major crisis that happened over 105 years ago using predictive analysis. 

  

SAS Studio is a powerful statistical cloud based software providing an assistive framework for programmers and novice users 

allowing access anywhere an internet connection is present. SAS offers autocomplete, syntax help, color coding, keyboard 

shortcuts and other features to make programming easier for the programmer. SAS predictive analytics allow the user to modify 

the data with ease by structuring the data set, transpose them, and aggregate values into representative modeling tables. The 

ability to quickly turn models into visualizations from multiple angles throughout many of the functions built into SAS. 

Quantifying uncertainty to drive decisions with the correct method and measure the predictive strength of models using test 

and validation data sets to gain the most accurate results. The machine learning features built in allow for the user to reuse 

models, retrain predictive models with new data, and automate decision flows. The Royal Mail Ship (RMS) Titanic goes down 

in history as one of the most infamous shipwrecks which sank after hitting an iceberg to the bottom of the ocean on April 15, 

1912. 1,502 people were killed out of the 2,224 passengers and crewmen. One of the biggest reasons led to believe was the 

insufficient amount of the lifeboats to support all 2,224 passengers was one of the largest factors with women, children, and 

upper-class passengers more likely to board first increasing survival rate. My goal is to analyze the given data set about the 

passengers and develop my own predictions whether a passenger survived or not by using a 0 for no or 1 for yes value for the 

survived variable. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The core curriculum of undergraduate courses in computer science and information systems consists of introductory 

programming courses. It is commonly agreed that an introductory programming course is not so much a programming course, 

as it is a problem-solving course. An introductory course intends to teach several components of problem solving such as 

abstraction, logical thinking and sequencing and error checking. At the same time, the courses also teach implementation of 

solutions using the syntax of a programming language.  

The focus of this special session will be on the approaches to teach an introductory programming course. Most introductory 

programming courses use procedural programming methods and do not initially, use any object-oriented approach. However, 

of late, several software tools (such as Alice, BlueJ or Scratch) use an ‘object-first’ approach to teach basic programming. An 

‘object-first’ approach emphasizes the use of object-oriented design of problems from the very beginning and then moves on 

to the use of traditional control structures.  We intend to discuss the possibilities, opportunities and challenges of introducing 

an ‘object-first’ approach in introductory programming classes.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this capstone project is to develop optimized model for the prediction of credit card default payments using  

SAS – Enterprise Miner & SAS Studio. For predictive model development, three supervised machine learning techniques viz., 

decision tree, neural network and logistic regression are implemented. Best model is to be chosen using the predictive accuracy 

of probability of default. Credit card customers’ data from UCI Machine Learning repository was chosen for the analysis. Data 

contains information relating to customer age, marital status, education, total credit approval, past six months’ payments, 

payment delay in months, total billed amount and the target variable – will the customer default the payments or not. The three 

models were analyzed using Model Assessment by ROC Chart, Gains Table, Cumulative Lift charts, and Score Comparison 

Cumulative Lift Charts. Decision tree model was found to be the best in predictive performance followed by logistic regression. 
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BOTCEPTION:  A TESTING FRAMEWORK FOR DISCORD BOTS 
 

 

Christopher M. Boyer  
Shippensburg University Computer Science and Engineering Department 

cb9619@cs.ship.edu  
  
 

ABSTRACT 

 

Discord is a popular online service that allows for communication to occur between people across the globe. Using an API  

users can build automated bots for managing their communities. However, no tool exists to allow for automatic testing of the 

Bots for completeness and correctness from end to end. Botception attempts to leverage the Discord API to simulate user 

interactions that can trigger actions from the bots. Botception also provides an interface to make assertions on the server, its 

channels, members, and its state.  In building Botception, the intention was to strike a balance between isolation and 

efficiency. Due to Discord being a very dependent global resource, special consideration has to be made for manage pollution 

between tests.  
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CONSECUTIVE PRIME SUM 
 

 

Zachary Gransbury 

Edinboro University 

zg152125@scots.edinboro.edu 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The prime forty-one can be written as the sum of six consecutive primes, from two to thirteen.  This is the longest sum of 

consecutive primes that add to a prime less than one-hundred.  A more challenging problem is to find the prime under one 

million that can be written as the sum of the most consecutive primes.  This poster presents several approaches to solving this 

problem including a sequential brute force search, a parallel version of this search and will include mathematical simplifications 

which can improve search performance.  Implementation and performance of the resulting algorithm will be discussed. 
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TACTICAL ALGORITHMS TO CONTROL ROBOTIC TANKS 
 

 

Abigail Markish and Dr. Krish Pillai 

Lock Haven University 

amm2351@lockhaven.edu, kpillai@lockhaven.edu  

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The poster project “Tactical Algorithms to Control Robotic Tanks” was done to help people further understand the Java 

programming language. Also, viewing this poster project will allow individuals to learn more about robotics programming and 

start learning about low-level AI technology. This project allowed me to construct code for an AI tank in the downloadable 

program Robocode. Robocode is a free open-source software that is updated regularly by a dedicated worldwide community. 

The Java programming language version 1.8 was also used. 

 

Java’s capability to create abstract classes was explored and utilized to create a strategy switching ability. The code has the 

capacity to switch between several strategies depending on how much power the robot has. For instance, if the robot goes below 

an optimal power level, it switches into “flight” mode and runs from its adversary. This ability to switch between strategies is 

good not only for a virtual fighting robot, but for real-world applications as well. AI-driven machines could use technology 

such as this to determine what actions they should take next. The usefulness of the ability to switch strategies could make it 

beneficial for AI technology in the future. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF VILLAGE BRING DOWN 
 

 

Chris Persinger 

Edinboro University 

cp143127@scots.edinboro.edu 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Originally designed as a recruiting tool, Village Bring Down is a first person virtual reality game. Based on the Unreal game 

engine, this game employs both the Oculus Rift and the Oculus Touch.  From a simple implementation, this game has evolved 

to be an application which pushes the limits of a low-cost gaming machine.  Continued feedback from users, as well as the 

demands of demonstration environments have provided the motivation for continued improvement.  This poster presents the 

evolution of the game design as well as an overview of the current implementation.  Further developments will be discussed 

and feedback for additional features will be encouraged and employed. 
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LOWER THE TIME COMPLEXITY OF THE COLLATZ SEQUENCE 

THROUGH PARALLEL PROGRAMMING AND NUMBER THEORY 
 

 

Austin Porter 

Edinboro University 

ap140621@scots.edinboro.edu 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

This project was inspired by Project Euler, a website that hosts a series of challenging mathematical and computer programming 

problems.  The research focused on solving and reducing the amount of time to find which number under one-million produces 

the longest Collatz Sequence.  The Collatz Sequence is determined by the function f where f (n) = n/2 when n is even and 

f (n) = 3n+1 when n is odd.  The problem is first solved with a brute force method and noted on how fast the computer can 

solve it with a single process.  The brute force process time is compared to the time of parallel processing with multiple 

processes and compared to a method that uses mathematical fact to reduce the search space. 
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ADVENTURES IN TERRAIN GENERATION 
 

 

Evan Schoenberger 

Shippensburg University 

es0414@cs.ship.edu 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 
Adventures in Terrain Generation is an ongoing independent exploration of world generation techniques done in LibGDX. So 

far, I've developed elevation using Perlin noise, global climate, seasons, rainfall, and basic biomes such as forests and deserts. 

I document each topic with a short essay on my blog (www.thisguysanerd.com) to practice explaining and demonstrating these 

techniques to a less tech-focused audience. 
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